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Ukraine Introduction
By The Editors
To Our Readers:
This issue of Socialist Viewpoint
includes 18 articles and statements
about the Russian invasion and war on
Ukraine, all of which include information that helps us to make sense of the
complexity of this horrendous war.
While all these articles include important facts, the editors have strong agreement with the analysis in those articles
which put the full blame for the Russian
invasion at Putin’s door while recognizing the provocations from the
United States and NATO. These articles
include: “Russia and Ukraine” by John
Blackburn, of Scotland; “Stop Russia’s
War Machine Now!” An interview with
Vitaliy Dudin of the Ukrainian democratic socialist organization Sotsyalnyi

Rukh (Social Movement); “We Still
Need Anti-imperialism” by Christine
Bucholz of Rosa Luxemburg Stiftung;
“Stop Putin’s War! By Ashley Smith;
“War Criminals of the World Spilling
the People’s Blood” by Dr. Nayvin
Gordon; “Invasion and War in the
Ukraine” a statement from the U.K.
Fire Brigades Union; “How the Left
Should Respond to Russia’s Invasion of
Ukraine” by Roane Carey; “Russian
Troops Out Now! For Ukraine’s
Independence!” editorial by WorldOutlook; and “The Lie of American
Innocence” by Chris Hedges.
We take note of the strong disagreements within the U.S. antiwar movements with some holding diametrically
opposed positions on this war. We take

Mural by S.F. antiwar protestors of Ukrainian artist, Maria Prymachenko’s peace painting. The mural
was organized and photographed by David Solnit, March 6, 2022.
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Ukraine’s side of self-defense and selfdetermination against the Russian
imperialist assault on a separate country whose people want to live in the
independent country of Ukraine.
While we completely agree with Dr.
Martin Luther King’s statement that
the U.S. is the greatest purveyor of violence in the world, that truth does not
mean that other authoritarian
regimes—like Russia—with strong
militaries and weapons of massive
destructive capabilities also instigate
wars of great destruction and violence.
Russia out of Ukraine!
—The Editors
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U.S. AND WORLD POLITICS

Workers On the Move!
By Bonnie Weinstein
Christian Smalls is interim president of the newly formed Amazon
Labor Union at JFK8 warehouse in
Staten Island, New York, which is now
representing roughly 8,300 workers at
that warehouse.
According to an April 6, 2022, New
York Times article by Gina Cherelus,
titled, “Taking On Amazon in
Streetwear”—an article about what
Smalls was wearing at the April 1, 2022
Amazon Labor Union victory rally
when the winning vote was
announced—she reports:
“Mr. Smalls, the union’s 33-yearold president and a former Amazon
employee, put on a black durag and
paired it with a fitted baseball cap,
hoodie, and sweatpants—all in red,
his favorite color. Over his sweatshirt, he threw on a pair of goldtone
chains and a red Amazon Labor
Union T-shirt to show solidarity
with the employees. …Mr. Smalls
stood out in the crowd—popping

champagne in streetwear and big
sunglasses, a man whom Amazon
had underestimated from the start.
The monthslong battle he led against
one of the largest corporations in the
world wasn’t waged in a suit and tie
or even jeans, as Amazon’s founder
Jeff Bezos often wears. Instead, Mr.
Smalls did it in sweats, with sneakers
on his feet and grills in his mouth.”

According to the article, Smalls
helped design the ALU union shirts in
black, white, hot pink, teal—Smalls
said, “We need to look like Skittles,”
referring to the multicolored candy.
(Readers will recall that Skittles is the
candy that Trayvon Martin was bringing home when he was murdered by
George Zimmerman February 26,
2012. I’m guessing this association was
not unintended by Smalls.)
On April 7, 2022, a week after the
win was announced, Smalls, and Derrick
Palmer, ALU vice president of organizing, flew to Washington, DC, to meet

with Teamsters president, Sean O’Brian
to garner support for the ALU—asking
the Teamsters for resources such as
office space, manpower, funds, lawyers,
and negotiators, etc.
O’Brian, typical of established labor
officials, was dressed in business attire.
Chris Smalls and Derrick Palmer were
dressed in streetwear—the clothes
average workers wear daily.
This is symbolic of the grassroots
nature of this union. The ALU does not
see themselves in partnership with the
bosses but in direct opposition to them.
So, they wear ordinary, everyday
clothes that most workers wear because
they are workers.

The independent, grassroots
nature of the union
In reporting about the meeting with
O’Brian at the ALU’s April 8th press conference the next day, Smalls made sure
to clarify that, “…we’re not affiliating
with the IBT or other established trade
unions. …We will remain independent.
We won this way, workers organizing
ourselves. We won’t give that up.”1
Chris Smalls started working for
Amazon in 2015. He was terminated
March 20, 2020, when he organized a
walkout demanding COVID safety
measures be implemented at the warehouse.2 All the other leaders and organizers of the union are still currently
working in the warehouse.
The union is organized democratically—they have meetings, discuss
issues, make democratic decisions—
and then carry them out in the spirit of
unity and solidarity.

Teamsters president Sean O’Brien (left) meets with ALU president Christian Smalls, Washington, DC,
April 7, 2022. (Photo: Courtesy Teamsters)
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The leadership itself is diverse in
age, ethnicity, and gender. They are the
core union organizers in the ware-

house. They know their fellow workers
and the workers know them.
They won the yes vote and continue
to gain support by talking to their fellow workers daily, handing out educational material about the right of workers to organize, and how a union will
help every worker on the job.
They hold rallies outside the gates of
the warehouse, give out T-shirts, provide free food—from cheeseburgers to
African dishes—that appeal to the
diverse ethnic backgrounds of their fellow workers.
Talking to fellow workers face-toface is their modus operandi.
They are educating themselves
about the early history of the American
labor movement and how the first
unions won union representation and
they are applying those lessons to their
organizing strategy.
And it has worked. They have won.
They have changed the face of labor today.

The obscene wealth
of the ruling elite
In an August 10, 2021, article online
at Economic Policy Institute by
Lawrence Mishel and Jori Kandra
titled, “CEO Pay has Skyrocketed 1,322
percent Since 1978,” the article reports:
“In 2020, the ratio of CEO-totypical-worker compensation was
351-to-1 under the realized measure
of CEO pay; that is up from 307-to1 in 2019 and a big increase from
21-to-1 in 1965 and 61-to-1 in 1989.
CEOs are even making a lot more
than other very high earners (wage
earners in the top 0.1 percent)—
more than six times as much. From
1978 to 2020, CEO pay based on
realized compensation grew by
1,322 percent, far outstripping S&P
stock market growth (817 percent)
and top 0.1 percent earnings growth
(which was 341 percent between
1978 and 2019, the latest data available.) In contrast, compensation of
the typical worker grew by just 18.0
percent from 1978 to 2020.”

This extreme economic inequality
between the wealthy, capitalist elite
and the masses of the working class is
the underlying impetus of the new
radicalization that is taking place in the
world today. The bosses are raking in
the dough at fantastic rates as the
working class is forced to suffer everincreasing austerity measures. This is
the modus operandi of capitalism.

What the ALU is fighting for
The union is fighting for a modest
starting pay rate of $30.00-per-hour,
paid sick leave, job security measures
such as a longer workweek, regular work
schedule, etc.—to combat the 150 percent worker turnover rate. They are also
calling for “quality-of-life” improvements like the right to keep their phones
on the warehouse floor, longer bathroom, and lunch breaks, and demanding that the company provide shuttle
bus services for employees with long
commutes.3 (Workers who don’t have
cars sometimes have to spend two hours
each way on public transportation to get
back and forth to work.)
The ALU is now busy organizing
shop stewards from the ranks in every
section of the warehouse so they can
effectively build support for the
demands they have raised in their union
drive and see that they are carried out.
They are actively organizing other
warehouses including LDJ5, right
across the street from JFK8, with
another 1,500 workers, who will be
voting for the union beginning April
25-29, the count is expected May 2.
And since their victory at JFK8, the
ALU has been responding to inquiries
from workers in hundreds other
Amazon warehouses across the country—and even from workers in different companies who are struggling with
many of the same issues.

and in the continuing organizing
efforts on the warehouse floor and outside the gates.
Not only is the ALU hoping to organize Amazon warehouses nationally,
but they are also expressing their solidarity with Starbucks’ workers who are
organizing for union representation
and winning union votes in store after
store across the country. They have
expressed solidarity with Walmart
workers who are struggling to form a
union and have visited fellow Amazon
workers at Bessemer Alabama. While
there, they spoke to coal miners in
nearby Brookwood Alabama, about 23
miles from Bessemer, who have been
on strike at Warrior Met Coal for over
a year seeking better pay and benefits
after making concessions to help the
company survive.4
The ALU recognizes the importance
of solidarity between workers everywhere who are trying to better their
lives and the lives of family and friends.
This union understands and teaches
that the collective labor of the working
class created the stupendous wealth
that has been stolen from us by the
bosses. They know in their gut that
independent, democratic, labor organizations strengthen unity and solidarity among the working class. And they
know that working class unity and
solidarity in opposition to the capitalist
class is the only power strong enough
to re-distribute the wealth back to the
workers who created it.

The unique power of this new
union movement

Building democracy and solidarity

We can’t emphasize enough that
Amazon workers, Starbucks and
Walmart workers, coal miners, hospital
and restaurant workers, truck drivers
and delivery workers—all “essential
workers” have one very important thing
in common—they can’t be offshored.

The ALU attributes their victory to
the workers’ direct democratic participation in the union decision making,

Companies providing essential services—be they small companies or
giant mega corporations—can’t move
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Russia and Ukraine

to countries offering cheap labor and
resources to the bosses like the manufacturing and industrial companies
have done.
Essential workers are here to stay!
Fundamentally, if essential workers
stop working, the work won’t get done.
That’s power!
If the ALU can successfully organize
their workplaces, it will be a tremendous victory for humanity. It will inspire
workers to follow their lead. It will show
that victory over the tiny few who seem
so powerful is possible if workers organize together in unity and solidarity in
pursuit of our common interests.
It proves that together we have the
power to be victorious over the billionaires who exploit our labor, oppress
our rights, threaten us with weapons of
mass destruction and plunder the earth
for wealth and power over us.
The Amazon Labor Union is creating a new blueprint for the victory of
workers everywhere—bringing workers together democratically, independently and in opposition to the bosses—based on our common interests,
and valuing and finding strength in
our diversity.
They deserve every bit of our support.
Note to readers: Please help continue this historic struggle all the way
to victory and beyond with a financial
contribution to the ALU Solidarity
Fund on GoFundMe at:
https://www.gofundme.com/f/theamazon-labor-union-solidarity-fund
1
https://world-outlook.com/2022/04/13/
build-amazon-labor-union-april-24-rally-aluvote-yes-at-ldj5/#_edn1
2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chris_Smalls
3
https://world-outlook.com/2022/04/13/
build-amazon-labor-union-april-24-rally-aluvote-yes-at-ldj5/#_edn1
4 “Striking coal niner says he’s ready to go
back to work, if they do us right.”
https://www.npr.org/2022/04/01/1090192891/
on-strike-for-a-year-coal-miners-in-alabamaare-ready-to-go-back-to-work
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By John Blackburn
passed without any official recognition
or celebration. The most momentous
event of world history in the 20th century was ignored in the country where
it had happened. The revolution which
destroyed the remnants of the feudalist
fetters which had curtailed Russia’s
industrial, economic, and social develThe Russian actions have resulted in a opment and propelled it to the superspectrum of condemnation from far-left power status in just 40 years was
organizations to conventional politicians ignored. Putin himself is a product of
the Stalinist KGB.
of all persuasions and
Trotsky was airultra-right extremPutin
on
television
brushed out of
ists. Some former
Trotskyists and other
before the whole world, Russia’s revolution
by Stalin now Putin
communists support
put the blame for the
is continuing that
the Russian venture
tradition of falsificacrisis
on
the
“historic
considering it a
by airbrushing
defense against the
injustice” created when tion
the
October
revoluexpansion of the
Lenin
and
the
Bolshevik
tion from history.
imperialist warmon-

The Russian invasion of Ukraine
has divided opinion on the political left
across the world. Most oppose the
invasion and recognize it as an imperialist action, some are neutral calling
simply for “Peace”1 while others support the Russian action and consider it
a legitimate defensive measure.

gering
alliance
NATO and to defend
the Russian minority
in the east from
attacks by Ukrainian
ultra-right-wing
paramilitaries.

government gave
Ukraine its independence in 1918. Ukraine
was to become a sovereign soviet republic and
joined the Soviet Union
as an “equal partner” in
1922.

In such a complex
melee of fellow travelers and conflicting
political views the
Marxist-Leninist tradition affords a perspective and a consistently principled approach. This is neither a peripheral nor an academic question. With the flag of Imperial Russia
behind his shoulder, Putin on television
before the whole world, put the blame for
the crisis on the “historic injustice” created when Lenin and the Bolshevik government gave Ukraine its independence
in 1918. Ukraine was to become a sovereign soviet republic and joined the Soviet
Union as an “equal partner” in 1922.

It is no coincidence that the centenary of the Russian revolution in 2017

Putin
should
have paid more heed
to that revolution.
Tzar Nicholas 2 sent
an ill prepared,
poorly equipped
and incompetently
led conscript army
into WW1 to the
eventual loss of his
throne and his life.

A former KGB
officer, Putin is a product of the Soviet
era which he wishes to repudiate though
retains all of the political practices of
the Stalinism, falsification of the truth,
censorship, political repression, disappearances and even the murder of
political opponents. Having no historic
authority, Putin wishes to gain it by
restoring to boundaries of the 19th century Russian imperial empire.
Putin and his clique are a group of
former officials and bureaucrats who
were in the positions that enabled them
to seize control of the assets, rob the

people of the nation’s wealth and
become capitalists when the Soviet
Union collapsed. They never had been
socialists and now had the opportunity
to steal billions.
“Lumpen bourgeoise” as Ernest
Mandel2 called them. Neither entrepreneurs nor innovators they are simply a
small kleptocracy who took control of
Russia’s state-owned institutions and
transferred the wealth to themselves.
To ensure that their loot was safe they
invested widely abroad and became
part of the world imperialist system.
In the era of imperialism, Lenin
pointed out, capitalism ceases to be
progressive leaving the uncompleted
tasks of the bourgeois democratic revolution to the socialist revolution.
Foremost of these is the right of nations
to self-determination.
Trotsky realized this too and it is
integral to his theory of Permanent
Revolution.3 Our movement should be
at the forefront of the struggles to
obtain independence in subject nations
but as the bourgeois in these countries
is too weak to take and hold power, the
proletariat must assume that role so
that the goals of the bourgeois democratic revolution can only be secured
by the socialist revolution. Trotsky
who grew up near Odessa continued to
argue for Ukrainian independence till
the end of his life.

ment to support all of these liberation
struggles. We should be in the forefront of the struggles in the oppressed
nations, building support in the imperial center and developing the international solidarity movement.

In the era of imperialism, Lenin pointed out,
capitalism ceases to be
progressive leaving the
uncompleted tasks of the
bourgeois democratic
revolution to the
socialist revolution.
Foremost of these is the
right of nations to
self-determination.
The second is that support in the
imperialist centers is not conditional on
the nature of the leadership of those fighting for independence. The working class
in imperialist countries have a common
enemy with those struggling for indepen-

dence where we should do our utmost to
build mass solidarity movements.
Was Lenin wrong and is Putin now
correcting that wrong? That is the crucial
question for present day Marxist-Leninists.
For many, Lenin’s pamphlet is as relevant
today as when it was written and with over
100 years of experience now its essential
message has not been bettered.
Marxists are never neutral. In this
conflict we unconditionally condemn
the Russian invasion and the atrocities
that are being carried out in Ukraine.
The devastation of the infrastructure,
schools, homes, hospitals, and attacks
on nuclear power stations are directed
at the civilian population not military
installations. These barbaric acts of
vindictive punishment on the
Ukrainian masses are not liberation.
They reflect the same total contempt
for the lives, homes, and the few meagre possessions of ordinary people that
rulers and invaders have always had.
NATO and the U.S. have shown the
same callous attitude in recent conflicts
in Afghanistan, Syria and others.4
We, therefore, unconditionally support the military struggle of the
Ukrainian people against their invaders.

The right to independence from the
major imperial powers in Europe was
integral to the Marxist outlook from the
beginning with a delegate from the Polish
independence movement at the founding
meeting of the First International.
It was Lenin who in his 1916 article,
“On the right of small nations to independence” written at the height of
WW1 that has given us a clear and
principled program. In this there are
two fundamental principles:
The first is the right of small nations
to independence from an imperial
empire or from a colonial overlord. It
is therefore incumbent for our moveVol. 22, No. 3
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In the east of Ukraine and Crimea,
should the majority of the population wish
to stay part of Russia, our principle still
applies, and we would support their right
to do so if that is their genuine desire.

vention of U.S. and NATO, the invasion of Ukraine by Russia was an imperialist act of aggression by a capitalist
against a sovereign country. Marxists
unconditionally condemn this.

As Marxists we believe that ultimately the working class of Russia and
Ukraine will settle this on the basis of
mutual respect and solidarity. That is
not, however our world today, but our
program must retain the essential principle of international working-class
solidarity at its heart. The working
class and poor of Russian and Ukraine
have nothing to gain from killing each
other. Our message, however difficult
to get across, should be that Ukrainians
are not their enemy, we want the
Russian working class to intervene as
they have the power to stop this war.

The invasion has given western governments the excuse to massively
increase “defense” spending and pour
billions more into the coffers of the
arms manufacturers. We condemn this
too and the warmongering posturing
of Boris Johnson and his kind.

What unnecessary waste. Every missile fired or every tank destroyed represents millions-of-dollars that could
have been spent building better homes,
schools, hospitals and generally improving the quality of the lives of the Russian
and Ukrainian masses. Destroying
working class peoples’ homes is not the
action of a liberating army. The Russian
army has insufficient food to adequately supply its own troops so, clearly, has
made no provision to feed the population of “liberated” Ukraine.
Biden, NATO, and the EU have
interests which are those of international capitalism and least of those are
what is best for the Ukrainian people.
Past agreements have been ignored and
now the U.S. would have military
installations on Russia’s borders from
the Baltic to the Black Sea were Ukraine
to join NATO. Putin argues that the
U.S. and NATO sponsored right-wing
coup in 2014 is a military threat to
Russia and has resulted in anti-Russian
pogroms in Eastern provinces. His
preference would be for a puppet
regime such as Belarus or Kazakhstan
to act as a buffer, until he can ultimately restore the traditional Tsarist
boundaries. Irrespective of the inter-
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Boris Johnson’s childish bravado
“Send Ukrainians more tanks” demonstrates his desire for this tragedy to
continue as it has temporarily saved his
premiership. A long war of attrition is
not against his political interests as it
detracts from the lying, corruption and
criminal behavior of his government
while simultaneously directing massive
funds to arms dealers. Johnson is quite
willing for Ukrainians to sacrifice
themselves on the battlefield but there
is only a remote chance of them finding asylum in Britain.
The increasing belligerence of
Biden, Johnson and their acolytes must
be universally condemned. Their
behavior now serves only to prolong
the conflict and the suffering of the
Ukrainian people. Genuine leaders
would be pursuing every channel to
bring about an immediate ceasefire,
end the bloodshed and to ensure the
safety of the Ukrainian people. Biden’s
labelling of Putin as a “war criminal” at
this stage is counterproductive, aggravates the situation and becomes a barrier to negotiations with Russia which
will cost many more unnecessary
Ukrainian deaths. It is lunatic to goad a
dictator who has a nuclear arsenal.
Some comrades are arguing that in
the middle of the war it is not the appropriate time to raise the demand for selfdetermination for Ukraine. I would
remind them that Lenin’s pamphlet
which specifically includes the demand
for self-determination for Ukraine was
written in 1916 in the middle of WW1.

True to their principles, Ukraine was
granted its independence by the
Bolsheviks in 1918 while the war was still
raging on the Western and other fronts.
In every political campaign we
engage in, we Marxists want to mobilize the maximum number of people
around a principled platform. If successful we will find ourselves with fellow travelers who have arrived from a
diverse range of political points of
view. Provided that we adhere to the
principles that guided us to our position and are confident in the correctness of our perspective this should
never be a problem.
Principled slogans that we could
support:

• Ceasefire Now!
• Russia out now!
• Self-determination for all the
peoples of Ukraine and Crimea.
• No to NATO expansion.
1 The call for “Peace” in any conflict is not
necessarily progressive, it must always be determined by the context. To call for “Peace” during the Vietnam war was to concede that the
U.S. had some right to be there and to divide
the country along the 17th parallel. That was a
betrayal of the Vietnamese struggle while the
slogan of “Out Now!” was principled, it implied
the right to self-determination and helped to
recruit greater numbers of people to the antiVietnam war movement.
By the same token Trotskyists were in the
forefront of the anti-Vietnam war movement
around the world. They were not deterred by
the leadership of the Vietnamese by the Communist Party which had been responsible for the
murder of thousands of Vietnamese Trotskyists.
2 Ernest Mandel, was a Belgian Marxian
economist, Trotskyist activist and theorist, and
Holocaust survivor. He fought in the underground resistance against the Nazis during the
occupation of Belgium.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ernest_Mandel
3 Trotsky’s theory of “permanent revolution” held that, historically, an economic system had to be seen as a world system rather
than a national one. All national economic
development was affected by the laws of the
world market, even though such regional factors as location, population, available resources,

Continued on page 26

Stop Russia’s War Machine Now!
Interview With a Ukranian Socialist
Vitaliy Dudin, head of the Ukrainian
democratic socialist organization,
Sotsyalnyi Rukh (Social Movement),
spoke from Cherkasy, Ukraine, on April
6, to Green Left’s Federico Fuentes about
the current state of Russia’s invasion, the
scale of peoples’ resistance to it and key
issues such as Ukraine’s far right, NATO,
and sending weapons to Ukraine.
Federico Fuentes: It is very difficult
to get a real picture of what is happening in Ukraine. Could we start with
your assessment of the current state of
play six weeks into Putin’s invasion?
Do you see any likely prospect for an
end to the war in the coming weeks?
Vitaliy Dudin: Russia’s invasion has
created a major threat to the existence of
Ukraine as an independent state. Without
doubt, we can say that the current war is
the most devastating war we have seen
[in Ukraine] since World War II.
Several
regions—Chernigiv,
Donetsk, Kharkiv, Kherson, Luhansk,
Mykolaiv, Sumy and Zaporizhia—have
been converted into theatres of military
actions, with tanks and artillery shelling
cities. The Russian army has even
attacked cities in western Ukraine, in
the Lviv, Rivne and Volyn regions, firing deadly missiles from the air and sea.

They have only occupied one big
city—Kherson—and are trying to
assault Mariupol, which is undergoing
an inhumane blockade and bombing
campaign. Almost every building in
the city has been damaged, including
medical infrastructure.

That is why I believe that the Russian
army lacks the strength to crush the
Ukrainian army, and why military
actions might be halted, at least in
some regions. Putin’s government has
a lot of resources, but Ukrainian people are willing and ready to resist.

Russia’s invasion has
created a major threat to
the existence of Ukraine
as an independent state.

At the moment, the Ukrainian army
is pushing back the invaders in several
directions, mostly in the Kyiv and
Chernigiv regions. Towns such as
Ivankiv, Bucha and Hostomel, which
were occupied and plundered in the
first weeks of war, have been liberated.

Russian troops have been halted in
the majority of directions, and have
suffered significant losses in terms of
personnel and vehicles. Ukrainians
have shown that they are willing to
bravely fight back, even without modern weapons such as anti-aircraft systems, fighter jets and missiles.

But we shouldn’t underestimate the
danger: the Russian invasion has
caused vast destruction; their missile
attacks continue to cause large-scale
destruction and they have reinvigorated the offensive in Donbas.
I think that the war will continue as
long as [Russian President Vladimir]
Putin is in power. Until his demise, for

About 6000 civilians have been
killed. Military actions have taken the
lives of tens-of-thousands of soldiers
from both sides. About five million
people have lost their jobs, mainly
because so many workplaces have
being bombed. Nearly ten million people have been forced to flee for safety
and hundreds-of-thousands have lost
their homes.
Many towns in the north, east and
south are currently, or were until
recently, under brutal Russian occupation. But the invaders have not managed to achieve their strategic aims.
Dudin: “There is a complete asymmetry between Ukraine and Russia.” Photo: Matti/Pexels
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now we can only envisage a partial
cease-fire. The destiny of Ukraine
depends on the battle for Mariupol.

tion. We seek to counter Russian propaganda and call on our people to fight
for a free and fair Ukraine.

Role of the Left

Federico Fuentes: A lot of attention
has been given to the Azov battalion
and other neo-Nazi forces. Could you
tell us about their real level of influence
and the role they play? Are you concerned that the far right—in Ukraine
and abroad—will come out stronger
from this war, particularly the longer it
drags on?

Federico Fuentes: Could you give
us an idea of the kinds of resistance—
armed and unarmed—that Ukrainians
are engaging in. What role is the left,
such as Social Movement, and trade
unions playing within the resistance?
Vitaliy Dudin: Firstly, hundredsof-thousands of Ukrainians have
joined the Armed Forces (AF) of
Ukraine and the Territorial Defense
(TD), which is integrated into the AF.
The AF is currently fighting on the
frontline with all the weapons available
to it, whereas the TD mostly protects
cities with guns.
Some Social Movement activists, as
well as many trade union members,
have joined the TD as volunteers. It is
worth mentioning that dozens of anarchists and socialists have formed their
own unit within the TD, called the
Resistance Committee.
Secondly, a lot of leftists are helping
as volunteers to supply the army or
satisfy people’s humanitarian needs.
One of the most effective initiatives in
this regard is Operation Solidarity,
which has managed to provide supplies
to the militant left. We are also working to meet the needs of trade union
members serving in the army.
We have also worked with the nurses’ NGO Be Like Nina and helped them
obtain medicines for hospitals that are
taking care of wounded soldiers.
Third, we see that a lot of people are
protesting the invaders in occupied cities. We aren’t involved in such activity,
but we support it. Of course, it is very
dangerous because peaceful protests can
be shot down by armed Russian soldiers. Such resistance proves that people
are against the “liberation” that seeks to
turn their cities into grey-zones.
Fourth, we as Social Movement
continue to act as a political organiza10 SOC IALIS T VIEWPO I NT
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...we are ready to oppose
any sort of linguistic or
cultural discrimination
and hope that solidarity
will prevail.
Vitaliy Dudin: I think that the role
of the far-right has been overestimated.
This has been shown up in the phantasmagorical way that Russia tried to
justify its invasion and war crimes.
Before February 24, Azov united
about 1000 people who were located in
Mariupol and did nothing, because
they were integrated into the National
Guard of Ukraine. After the Russian
invasion, they have been heroized due
to their role in the defense of Mariupol,
alongside AF units. This is a strange
way to dismantle a far-right nationalist
agenda, isn’t it?
Far-right militants have committed
acts of violence on the streets, but can
these actions be in any way compared
to the mass killings that have resulted
from the bombing and terror campaign
carried out during the occupation?

The far right in Ukraine was mainly
tolerated because of the defense needs
of the Ukrainian state. The government turned a blind eye to attacks by
radical nationalists while they helped
them meet their defense needs.
These radical nationalists have
played a role in protecting and serving
the oligarchic elite and its regime. But
their political influence is very small,
and they mostly have a very limited role.
For now, the radical nationalists are
playing a less important role than in the
2014 Maidan protests, because thousands of ordinary people are taking up
arms. The more Ukrainians that have
the necessary weapons to defend themselves—and the more the international
left supports Ukraine—the less influence the far right will have in Ukraine.
The best way to neutralize the problem of radical nationalism in Ukraine
is by weakening Russia’s imperialist
intentions. Those who refuse to express
solidarity with Ukraine because of the
existence of radical nationalists have
nothing in common with antiwar principles and ideas.
Federico Fuentes: Much has been
made about the conflict in eastern
Ukraine prior to the invasion. How has
the invasion impacted on this conflict
and, more generally, on relations
between Ukrainian and Russian speakers in Ukraine?

The conflict in the East

Of course, they could become stronger, but if this occurs it would be the
fault of Russia.

Vitaliy Dudin: Putin’s invasion has
seriously damaged relations between
Russian and Ukrainian people but, at
the same time, it has brought about
some kind of consolidation in Ukrainian
society. After February 24, even people
who had some political illusions regarding Russia’s progressive role became
convinced enemies of Moscow.

Radical nationalists exist in Ukraine,
in their specific niche, as in many other
countries. Their activities pose a problem for Ukrainian society, but not for
Russia or international peace.

We can say that this common tragedy has united people. People from the
western part of Ukraine are willing to
help refugees from the east and are
showing their support.

At the same time, some people have
pursued an exclusionary and extremist
agenda, claiming that Russian speaking
people are “agents of Putin.” We know
that Russian culture will be associated
with the culture of the oppressors for a
long time (until Putin’s regime is overthrown by Russian citizens.) But we are
ready to oppose any sort of linguistic
or cultural discrimination and hope
that solidarity will prevail.
We have also seen that ordinary
people in the self-proclaimed republics
in Donbas are tired of being used by
Moscow in the war against Ukrainians.
Of course, most of them consider
Russian as their native language, but
they do not wish to give up their lives
either. Even amid this horrible story,
the potential for re-integration remains.
Federico Fuentes: Given where
things are at, some believe that the best
possible outcome is for Ukraine to
negotiate and give up its ambitions to
join NATO. How would you respond
to those who argue this? More broadly,
how do Social Movement view the
issue of NATO and its role in this war?
Vitaliy Dudin: First of all, we think
that any intention of joining NATO
cannot justify Russian invasion. This is
an issue that lies in the field of domestic debate and national sovereignty.

NATO
Second, we view NATO as a club of
the richest countries and their close
allies. For Ukraine, it would be better
to develop relations with all countries
and ensure real independence.
Third, it is important to realize how
the issue of NATO has impacted
Ukrainian political life. The perspective of membership was very vague—
NATO has never guaranteed membership for Ukraine. So, an “Atlantic orientation” was always more a case of
wishful thinking on the part of the
government, while for the people it was
a reaction to the collective trauma and
fear of war in 2014.

NATO could have offered Ukraine
membership a long time ago, but
instead it promised some kind of cooperation, which only made Ukraine vulnerable. We believe NATO has played
the role of a passive spectator in this
war. Starting from the end of 2021,
they have done nothing to support
Ukraine with arms. It seems as if they
are more interested in assessing the
strength of the Russian army.

...we view NATO
as a club of the richest
countries and their close
allies. For Ukraine,
it would be better to
develop relations with
all countries and ensure
real independence.
Federico Fuentes: Debates have
occurred over the issue of sending
weapons to Ukraine, with some opposing this saying it would only contribute
to the re-militarization of Europe and
empowerment of NATO. Others say it
will lead to a scenario like Afghanistan
in the 1980s, with Ukrainians being
used to obtain the U.S. goal of undermining Russia. What is Social
Movement’s position on this question?
Vitaliy Dudin: I see no reason for
such a debate. Talk of the risks of remilitarization in Europe is totally illgrounded, because there is a complete
asymmetry between Ukraine and Russia.
The future of demilitarization lies in
stopping Russia’s war machine now.
Issues of security should be of strong
concern. Any demilitarization that
ignores the security of the people, their
right to defend themselves, and justifies blocking resistance against imperialist aggression is morally wrong.

anti-aircraft weapons and jets to protect civilians, because people are dying
from missiles and airstrikes.
I want to stress that such weapons
will not change the nature of war: they
won’t enable Ukraine’s army to eliminate enemies far away but rather enhance
their fire-power in close combat.
The more Russian military units that
are destroyed, the more stable a peace
we will get. It is simple, like during the
war against the Third Reich. Russia also
justifies its aggression with an ideology
of ethno-nationalism. It’s a strong and
real threat that needs to be addressed.
It is also important to know that a
lot of Ukrainian workers are joining
the army. We should arm them, so that
they can return to their homes alive
and be empowered to continue the
class war against greedy oligarchs.
Federico Fuentes: Beyond the question of arms, what kind of solidarity do
you believe is required to ensure genuine peace for Ukraine?
Vitaliy Dudin: We ask that everyone put pressure on their governments
to ensure debt cancellation and provide unconditional financial aid for
rebuilding Ukraine, as part of a socalled “New Marshall Plan.”
You can also help us by sending any
type of aid (including medikits, bulletproof vests, helmets.)
But the most specific thing leftists
can do is to fundamentally shift their
organization’s analysis of the war. They
should not tolerate Putin’s imperialism
and should fully support the right of
Ukrainian people to self-determination.
—Green Left, April 6, 2022
https://www.greenleft.org.au/content/ukrainian-socialist-future-demilitarization-lies-stopping-russias-warmachine-now

Ukraine needs weapons to defend
itself and the rest of Europe. We need
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We Still Need Anti-Imperialism
By Christine Buchholz
Putin’s brutal war of aggression
against Ukraine is a catastrophe. But
it’s no surprise that the German government and security policy establishment is using it to push through its
long-held demands for rearmament.
Some leftists have adopted the
appeal of Hedwig Richter, a historian
at the Bundeswehr University Munich,
to “harmonize the wish for freedom
and the will for defense.” Die Linke
(The Left) should reject this along with
the notion that it needs to “change
with the times” by jettisoning its principled pro-peace positions. A condemnation of Russia’s war of aggression is
just as needed as a critique of NATO
and German military build-up.

Russia’s Invasion of Ukraine is an
act of imperialist aggression
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine joins a
series of bloody military interventions
under Putin’s leadership. Russia under
Putin quashed the Chechen independence movement, went to war against
Georgia, annexed Crimea, bombed Syria
to save the brutal dictatorship of Bashar

al-Assad, and recently intervened against
mass protests in Kazakhstan.
Putin has stated explicitly that he is
invading Ukraine to force regime
change, a goal he has justified with
chauvinist arguments. The Russian
government’s policy of expansion, its
military deployments to the Caucasus,
Eastern Europe, and the Middle East
are imperialist in nature. They are the
expression of Russian capitalism’s
ambitions to expand, and they stand in
the tradition of the oppression of nonRussian peoples by the Tsarist empire
and Stalinism.

The people pay the cost
The Ukrainian people are the first
victims of the war. They are being
killed, injured, and traumatized.
Families are being torn apart; cities
devastated. The images from Ukraine
have moved people around the world—
and rightfully so—to oppose the war
and express solidarity with its victims.
Moreover, the Russian working class
is also paying for the war. Russian soldiers are dying, and the majority of the

Demonstrators protest against the war in Ukraine in front of the Brandenburg Gate in Berlin.
Photo: Picture alliance/dpa | Kay Nietfeld
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Russian people—not oligarchs and the
rich—are now feeling the painful effects
of economic sanctions in their daily lives.
People are also feeling the effects of
war elsewhere in Europe. The conflict
is already threatening to spill over into
the Western Balkans. The dynamic of
escalation that would unfold were a
NATO member state to become
involved in the war would affect the
general population.

You can’t apply “imperialism”
selectively
Historians are lamenting the “return
of imperialism.” At the moment, imperialism appears above all in the guise of
Putin’s policies. But just as it was never
correct to exclusively criticize the
United States or NATO as imperialist,
so too is it now false to portray Russia
as the sole imperial power.
Imperialism is a system where the
most economically developed and
powerful capitalist states compete with
each other over how the world is to be
divided. While this competition is primarily economic in nature, it threatens
to assume political and military forms
in periods of stagnation and crisis.
NATO’s purpose is to provide military support to the most industrialized
Western countries’ ambitions to
expand. It serves neither to maintain
peace nor to preserve the independence of smaller, economically weaker
nations. Since World War II, NATO’s
leading military powers—the U.S., the
UK, and France—have conducted over
80 wars and military operations in all
parts of the globe. Since 1999 alone,
NATO or its individual member states
have pursued 13 wars and military
operations, including against Iraq,
Afghanistan, Libya, Yemen, Yugoslavia/
Serbia, Chad, Somalia, and Mali. None
of these was defensive.

The driving force behind wars is
competition between capitalist nation
states. Economic competition between
national monopolies and corporations
turns into military competition
between nation-states.

The backdrop: breakdown and
resurgence of the Russian Empire
In 1989, the Soviet army was forced
to withdraw from Afghanistan. Russian
imperialism had been dealt a severe
blow. At the end of the 1980s, Gorbachev
announced that the Russian army
would no longer intervene against
uprisings in Eastern Europe, as it had
done in East Germany in 1953, Hungary
in 1956, and Czechoslovakia in 1968.
Around the same time, the Soviet
Union became the site of major uprisings itself. Miners in Siberia and
Ukraine playing a central role in these,
as the labor movement melded together with movements for national independence. In total, 14 states split off
from the Soviet Union. The geographic
territory under Moscow’s immediate
rule ultimately shrunk by a quarter.
The breakdown of Russian influence
continued into the 1990s, threatening
to seize other parts of the country. In
the middle of that decade, the Russian
army was defeated in Chechnya and
forced to withdraw. Other attempts to
reverse the breakdown, such as through
the Commonwealth of Independent
States (CIS), were unsuccessful.
Yet the tide turned under Putin. In
the Second Chechen War from 1999 to
2009, the Russian Army managed to
regain control over Chechnya. Russian
war strategy in Chechnya included the
obliteration of cities, the mass murder
of young men, rape, and plunder. In
2008, the Russian army also invaded
Georgia for the alleged purpose of protecting Russian citizens abroad, the
same pretext for its invasion of Ukraine.
These events made it impossible to
deny or downplay Russian imperialism. The Russian government’s policy

of expansion, which has entailed military deployments in the Caucasus and
the Middle East, were and are imperialist in nature, for they serve the interests
and needs of Russian oligarchs.
For Russian capitalism, Ukraine
plays an important economic and geopolitical role. Ukraine’s industrial production was closely linked with the
Russian market until 2013, and the
country is an important recipient of
and transit destination for Russian raw
materials. Additionally, Ukraine has an
exceptional geopolitical importance.

Imperialism is a
system where the most
economically developed
and powerful capitalist
states compete with each
other over how the
world is to be divided.
EU, NATO, and inter-imperial
competition
After the collapse of the Soviet Union
and the dissolution of the Warsaw Pact,
the countries of Eastern Europe were
quite rapidly integrated into the West.
This initially happened through trade
and association agreements, and later
through admission to the European
Union. The majority of Eastern
Europeans welcomed this development,
hoping it would come with an improvement to their living conditions.
The eastward expansion efforts of
the U.S. and NATO preceded EU expansion, gradually redrawing the spheres of
power and influence in Southern and
Eastern Europe. The West waged an
economic war against the former Soviet
Union, which grew increasingly dependent on participation in the international division of labor.
NATO was founded by the U.S. and
its Western allies to militarily secure

the regions of influence they had won
in World War II. Later, this fixed
“front” enabled the U.S. to pursue wars
without having to fear diversionary
attacks in Europe. Although NATO’s
existence was justified with the threat
of the Eastern Bloc, it remained after
the latter collapsed, exploiting Russia’s
weaknesses to push eastward into its
rival’s former sphere of influence.
Agreements such as the 1997
NATO–Russia Founding Act were supposedly intended to foster mutual trust
for the purpose of creating a “a common space of security and stability.”
Concretely, this meant Russian recognition of the redrawn spheres of influence in Eastern Europe in exchange for
the promise that NATO would pursue
no further unilateral measures in conflict with Russia’s geostrategic interests.
This pledge also included an agreement
that neither significant numbers of
troops from NATO member-states nor
nuclear weapons would be stationed in
the alliance’s new Eastern European
countries. However, in the capitalist
world order, competition between
states can only be contained for so long
by treaties and declarations of intent.
In 2004, as Moscow was forced to
accept the accession of three Baltic
states to NATO, Ukraine became the
site of open conflicts over economic
and geopolitical interests. In addition
to Ukraine’s enormous economic
potential, it carries strategic importance given its location on the northern
coast of the Black Sea.
In 2013, the EU offered the
Ukrainian government an association
agreement that entailed the severance
of economic ties to Russia. This inevitably led to a split among Ukrainian
oligarchs, as the industrial enterprises
in eastern Ukraine (iron ore, coal, steel,
gas) are traditionally closely connected
to Russia. The mass protests on Kyiv’s
Maidan Square were primarily motivated by the social upheaval stemming
from the rule of various oligarchs and
the hope that a closer relationship with
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the EU would improve living conditions in Ukraine. The question of EU
association ultimately became the
dominant issue and led to civil war.
Following its decades-long eastward
push, the West used its economic
strength to push Russian capital out of
eastern Ukraine as well. Moscow
responded militarily, annexing the
Crimean Peninsula in March 2014. At
that time, it also began supporting the
separatist movements in eastern Ukraine.

A new phase of escalation
The economic competition between
East and West did not first become a
military competition on February 24,
2022. Rather, it had already led to a
new arms race, with both sides performing shows of strength and provoking each other through levels of military activity not seen since the 1980s.
Both Russia and NATO did much
to drive this process forward. The
Russian government modernized its
weapons system, developed combat
drones, and increased arms exports,
while NATO built up a “rapid response
force” that can be mobilized at a
moment’s notice. In recent years,
NATO has also stationed more troops
on its eastern flank, increased its naval
presence, and conducted regular
maneuvers on Russia’s western border.
These facts do not justify Putin’s
war of aggression. But they do reveal
that talk of NATO’s “purely defensive
tactics” does not correspond to the
material reality of the conflict’s origins.

NATO is not a defensive alliance
Those now calling for the Left to
abandon its critique of NATO are falling for NATO’s self-serving rhetoric,
which it uses to portray its pursuit of
imperial interests as self-defense. They
are also revealing that they’ve failed to
grasp the reality of imperialist wars.
While this reality is always brutal, only
some imperialist wars attract the attention of the media and the middle class.
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NATO bombed Serbia in 1999. The
Kosovo War led to thousands of deaths,
the breakaway of Kosovo, and a permanent NATO occupation of the Balkans.

NATO’s purpose
is to provide military
support to the most
industrialized Western
countries’ ambitions
to expand. It serves
neither to maintain
peace nor to preserve the
independence of smaller,
economically weaker
nations.
Following the 2001 attack on
Afghanistan, the country was occupied
for 20 years under NATO leadership.
Many NATO states such as the UK, Italy,
and the Netherlands also participated in
the 2003 invasion of Iraq as members of
the U.S.-led “Coalition of the Willing.” A
number of former Eastern Bloc states
joined this coalition, including the nonNATO countries Ukraine, Georgia,
Albania, and Macedonia, as did several
states of the Global South. These two
wars were disastrous, producing hundreds-of-thousands of casualties and
millions of refugees.

The political establishment’s
long-term vision
The “sea change” in defense policy proclaimed by German chancellor Olaf Scholz
fits in with the German ruling class’s
ongoing attempt since 1991 to transform
the German Army into an army capable of
being deployed around the world.
Initiated under the government of
Helmut Kohl, this process took place stepby-step over the 1990s. We have provided
detailed documentation of this process in
our “Black Book” on the build-up and

operationalization of the Bundeswehr, a
critical handbook published by Die Linke’s
parliamentary group and the Rosa
Luxemburg Foundation in 2016.
As late as 2010, Horst Köhler resigned
from the office of the German presidency after triggering a scandal by suggesting that Germany use military means
to defend its economic interests. Back
then, it was still imprudent to speak
openly of the fact that official German
security policy since 1992 has specified
that “the maintenance of free trade and
unimpeded access to markets and raw
materials around the world” qualifies as
a reason to deploy troops abroad.
At the Munich Security Conference in
January 2014, Germany’s then-Foreign
Minister Frank-Walter Steinmeier (SPD),
Defense Minister Ursula von der Leyen
(CDU), and President Joachim Gauck
outlined a more offensive concept of
Germany’s role in the world. “Germany
is in fact too big to just comment on
global politics from the side-lines,”
Steinmeier said. Von der Leyen agreed:
“If we have the means and capacity, then
we also have a responsibility to engage.”
To this, Gauck added that German
engagement should become “more
prompt, decisive, and substantial.”
Dubbed by Von der Leyen as the
“Munich Consensus,” this new doctrine
was presented before both the mass flight
from Syria to Europe and awareness of
the Islamic State as a threat. It also predated the Crimean crisis, which only
began to escalate on February 26, 2014,
or four weeks after the Munich speech
by Gauck, Von der Leyen, and Steinmeier.
The claim that Germany should
become a Gestaltungsmacht—a “shaping
power” that intervenes more frequently
and decisively with its military—had an
overly aggressive ring to it for the generally antiwar German public. The Munich
Consensus was therefore sold not in
terms of Germany’s own interests but
rather its alleged “responsibility.” Among
other places, this idea was elaborated in a

paper by the German Institute for
International and Security Affairs titled
“New Power New Responsibility.” It was
then taken up by the 2016 edition of the
Weißbuch, a general policy document
published periodically by the German
Ministry of Defense, which affirmed the
German Army’s commitment to “actively shaping the global order.”
Defense Minister Von der Leyen
called for substantial armament measures. These included acquiring additional materials in view of the Russian
conflict, modernizing existing but
technically outdated materials, and
“qualitatively expanding the German
Army’s scope of ability” for future foreign deployments. Along these lines,
Germany’s Ministry of Defense wrote
in a letter to the German parliament’s
defense committee that “defense
spending must substantially increase
over successive phases and then be stabilized,” while arms investments
should increase from approximately 14
percent to 20 percent of the defense
budget. According to the ministry’s
calculations, this would mean spending 130 billion euro on arms by 2030.
Angela Merkel repeatedly reiterated
the goal of setting aside two percent of
Germany’s GDP for its defense budget.
Between 2014 and 2021, the military
budget was raised by 50 percent.

We should never “get used to war”
“Sober democracy and distance from
militarism are noble,” Hedwig Richter
wrote in a recent article in the German
weekly Die Zeit. “However,” she continued, “the diverse, free world of peace and
raw military defense go hand-in-hand.
Indeed, they must go hand-in-hand.”
Does Richter really believe there is a
military solution to the current escalation?
Reading Richter’s statement, I can’t
help but think of comments made by
Admiral Dieter Wellershoff back in
1991. Serving as Inspector General of
the German Army at the time,
Wellershoff remarked before 480 rank-

ing officers gathered for a commanders’ conference that “Not the overcoming of fear, but rather the living out of
fear has been elevated to a national
virtue. …We should ask whether we’ve
pushed the idea of war, death, and
injury too far into the background.”
Germans’ antiwar sentiment and
critical attitude towards foreign deployments has long hindered the militarization of German foreign policy. It
found expression as hundreds-ofthousands took to the streets against
the 1991 Gulf War and the Iraq War.
These demonstrations—in contrast to
those against the Kosovo and
Afghanistan wars—were supported by
the Social Democrats and the Greens.

These facts do not
justify Putin’s war of
aggression. But they do
reveal that talk of
NATO’s “purely
defensive tactics” does
not correspond to the
material reality of the
conflict’s origins.
In 1992, when the German Navy
participated in NATO patrol operations in the Adriatic Sea designed to
enforce an embargo against Serbia at
the beginning of the Yugoslav Wars,
Der Spiegel wrote that “neither the citizens nor the army are prepared for such
military excursions,” The German
Minister of Defense Volker Rühe
responded that “this is exactly my issue.
This is why we have to take things one
step at a time. The point is also not only
to prepare the soldiers for these news
tasks, but rather society as a whole.”
Rühe’s gradual approach to operationalizing the army was systematically
implemented in the following years.

Ultimately, the taboo around foreign deployments was broken by the
SPD–Green coalition government during the Kosovo War in 1999 and the
Iraq War several years later. This influenced certain segments of the population that had taken to the streets to
protest the previous wars, making it
difficult to build an antiwar movement.
Covered largely uncritically in the
media, the German government’s
recently announced military build-up
is not motivated by a politics of peace
and will not secure peace. Above all, it
a boon to the arms industry. Yet it is
apiece with the strategy pursued by all
German governments since 1990,
which has been to normalize militarism. And it is directly in line with the
party truce between the SPD, the
Greens, and the libertarian FDP, the
three parties that make up Germany’s
current coalition government. It is no
coincidence, then, that it was the SPD
Chancellor Scholz and the Green
Foreign Minister Annalena Baerbock
who spearheaded its passage.

New angels of peace,
old interests
The true interests behind wars are
covered up with arguments that are
designed to sound reasonable to certain target demographics. In other
words, war lies are a part of war.
Examples may be seen in the alleged
“genocide” of the Russian-speaking
population in Ukraine invoked by
Putin, or the alleged weapons of mass
destruction in Iraq cited by the United
States government in 2003.
For this reason, our ears should perk
up when those who have spent years as
full-throated advocates of armament,
escalation, and the imperial ambitions
of Germany and the EU suddenly style
themselves as angels of peace. In other
words: when the conservative Bavarian
politician Markus Söder shows up to
speak at a peace demonstration in
Munich, something isn’t right.
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On the website of the libertarian
Friedrich Naumann Foundation, FDP
politician Karl-Heinz Paqué is explicit
about what is going on here:
“What’s certain is that the credibility of the policy change is essentially dependent on whether the new
course is here to stay. Germany’s
(unconditional) pacifism must not
be allowed to return. Ensuring this
happens is a central priority of the
FDP in our governing coalition with
the SPD and the Greens—for the
FDP’s commitment to national
defense within the NATO framework
and to its financing have traditionally been more unreserved than the
Greens and the SPD. In parliament,
the CDU/CSU will support this new
course, as they in fact did in the historical debate last Sunday, which was
applauded by the NATO partners in
the West and the East. Their relief at
the message of the historical parliamentary debate was palpable. A
major opportunity for the valuesbased military alliance of the West!”

Around the world, the price for
imperialist politics is paid by the working class, the majority of the population. In Germany as well, wage-dependent workers and their families will
once again bear the costs for these
policies of militarization and war.

and the working class. This mistake has
been made a number of times, and I
and many others have repeatedly criticized it. Recently, I came across an old
“Open Letter to Gorbachev” from
members of Die Linke in which they
called on the former Soviet leader to
initiate a conference for world peace in

The Russian
government’s policy
of expansion, its
military deployments
to the Caucasus,
Eastern Europe, and
the Middle East are
imperialist in nature.
They are the expression of Russian capitalism’s ambitions to

away last year—and myself because it
omitted criticism of Putin and wasn’t
oriented towards the militarism in our
own camp.
When Karl Liebknecht spoke of the
main enemy being in our own country,
he didn’t mean that peace advocates
should adopt the position of international opponents of one’s national ruling class. As he wrote further, “Down
with the warmongers on both sides of
the border!”
Second, it was and is a mistake to let
our shock at the events cause us to jettison the pro-peace positions of Die
Linke. This is precisely what happened
to the SPD on the eve of World War I
in 1914, and to the SPD and the Greens
during the Kosovo War in 1999 and
then again during the Afghanistan War
following the terrorist attacks of
September 11, 2001.
Die Linke often justifies its position
on pacifistic grounds. Yet the current
situation makes it clear that what is
needed are arguments from the standpoint of antimilitarism and anti-imperialism—regardless of how intense the
headwinds. This includes highlighting
the countervailing forces to the drivers
of imperialism.

Karl Liebknecht highlighted precisely this when he claimed that “the main
enemy is in your own country.” Today,
however, perhaps we should say that
“the main enemy is in our own camp.”

stand in the tradition

Down with the warmongers on
both sides of the border

non-Russian peoples

The party’s immediate task is to
advocate for de-escalation in this dangerously volatile situation while fighting the looming military build-up. This
would help build a peace movement
capable of strengthening all those who
don’t want armament and confrontation to have the final word.

by the Tsarist empire

—Rosa Luxemburg Stiftung, March
14, 2022

and Stalinism.

https://www.rosalux.de/en/news/
id/46113/we-still-need-anti-imperialism

view of the aggressive geopolitics of the
U.S. and NATO. Addressed as a motion
to our party’s 2015 national conference
in Bielefeld, the letter was publicly
criticized by my comrade Klaus-Dieter
Heiser—who unfortunately passed

1 “The Black Book of Pushbacks” contains the
testimonies documenting violence suffered by
over 12,000 people at the hands of authorities on
the EU’s external borders.” Compiled by Border
Violence Monitoring Network (BVMN) released
by The Left in the European Parliament. Left.eu

Many are demanding that Die Linke
rethink its pro-peace positions and
stance on NATO. I have presented a case
for why I think this is deeply mistaken.
Indeed, there are two mistakes Die
Linke must now avoid making:
First, it was and is a mistake to
downplay the imperialist politics of
Putin’s Russia and to hold back on our
criticism of his militarism, chauvinism,
and repression of political opponents
16 SOC IALIS T VIEWPO I NT
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expand, and they
of the oppression of

Stop Putin’s War!
By Ashley Smith
March 14, 2022—Vladimir Putin’s
barbaric invasion of Ukraine is the
most important geopolitical development since the end of the Cold War. It
is a turning point in world history that
will shape all relations between states
in the imperialist system as well as the
class and social struggles within them.
The Left and antiwar movement
must rise to this occasion and lay out
clear positions and demands. We must
condemn Putin’s horrific war, build
solidarity with the Ukrainian resistance
and the Russian antiwar movement,
and oppose the United States and
North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO) powers turning this conflagration into an inter-imperialist war
between nuclear armed powers.

Criminal and catastrophic war
Nearly two weeks ago, Putin ordered
his troops to invade Ukraine with the
expectation that they would be welcomed as liberators from a government
he claimed was not popularly supported. He promised a quick victory.
Clearly, his expectations were catastrophically wrong, and they led him to
deploy an inadequate number of troops
and insufficient weaponry to quickly
conquer and subdue the country.

trophe. Russia is bombing civilian
areas, putting in jeopardy access to
water, food, medicine, and electricity.

Fundamentally, faux
anti-imperialists violate
working-class internationalism and support of
oppressed nation’s right
to self-determination.
The United States and NATO powers have responded with everything but
direct military intervention. They have
launched an economic war against
Russia, imposing sanctions on trade
and the country’s financial system.
While the United States has placed an
embargo on Russian oil and gas, the

European Union (EU) has not, as it
remains heavily dependent on Russia
for its fuel.
The sanctions do not just target
Putin, his state bureaucracy, and the
country’s ruling class, but the entire
economy. They will have a devastating
impact on the country’s working class
and oppressed, which already suffer
from extreme inequality amid the
extreme concentration of wealth in the
hands of the oligarchs.
The United States and NATO powers have also rushed troop deployments
to member countries that border
Ukraine and Russia and increased shipments of military aid to Ukraine. State
after state is preparing to increase their
military budgets to equip themselves
for great power rivalry, with Germany
leading the way and promising to double its war spending next year.

Ukraine has waged a heroic military
and civilian resistance against Russia’s
invasion. Forced to regroup by the
resistance, Putin and his generals seem
poised to turn to the scorched earth
strategy they used in their previous
wars in Chechnya and Syria, putting
millions of people’s lives in jeopardy.
Already the Russian invasion has
driven two million Ukrainians to flee
their country in search of safe havens in
Poland, Slovakia, Hungary, and beyond.
The nearly 40 million who remain in
the country face a humanitarian catasUkrainians protest on March 5, 2022, in Melitopol, a southern Ukrainian city under occupation by Russian
forces. “Go home!” they chanted in Russian at the occupying troops. (Photo: Tatiana Kumok / Storyful)
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International resistance
to Putin’s war

what positions we should adopt to educate, orient, and build the movement.

The hope amid this horror is the
emergence of international antiwar
resistance from below. The most
important component of it is, of
course, the Ukrainian resistance in all
its military and popular forms.

Since, as Carl von Clausewitz
famously argued, “war is the continuation of politics by other means,” we
must first understand the politics of
this war and its different combatants.

That resistance has inspired antiwar
organizing throughout the world, most
significantly in Russia itself. There,
antiwar activists have defied government repression, protesting in the
thousands throughout the country.
Already more than 13,000 people have
been arrested and subjected to brutal
treatment at the hands of Putin’s political police. In the face of such intimidation, hundreds-of-thousands have
signed a petition against the war, artists
have risked their careers at government-funded institutions to speak out
against Putin, professors at Moscow
University have come out against the
war, and members of the parliament
have called for it to stop.
Such antiwar sentiment will be further inflamed as Russian conscripts lose
their lives, limbs, and sanity in a war of
imperial conquest. That will stoke antiwar action in the country and even
among the troops. Faced with Ukraine’s
military and civilian resistance, soldiers
are seeing through Putin’s lie that the
invaders would be welcomed as liberators. Already there are reports of troops
refusing to fight, sabotaging their own
equipment, and some defecting.
On top of the Ukrainian and Russian
resistance, an international antiwar
movement has begun to emerge against
Putin’s war. They have varied in size
and composition, but some have
reached into the thousands, with one
in Berlin topping 100,000.

The politics of the war in Ukraine
This international resistance is politically heterogeneous, with all sorts of currents putting forth ideas both good and
bad. The key question for socialists is
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Russia is conducting a war of imperial aggression. As Putin has made
abundantly clear in speech after speech,
he aims to rebuild his state’s former
empire in Eastern Europe and sees
Ukraine as a stepping-stone in that
project. He intends to install a puppet
regime over the entire country or partition it, retaining Russian control over
Ukraine and the breakaway statelets of
Luhansk and Donetsk.

“Neither Washington
Nor Moscow But
International Solidarity
From Below Against
War and Imperialism.”
Ukraine is engaged in a war of
national self-determination and indeed
national liberation against an invading,
occupying imperial power. The struggle encompasses military and popular
dimensions, which will continue as an
ongoing insurgency even in the event
of Russian victory.
The United States and other NATO
powers aim to defend their sphere of
influence, which they have expanded
since the end of the Cold War deeper
and deeper into Eastern Europe.
Washington has made it clear that it is
banding its allies together for great
power rivalry with Russia—and behind
it, and far more importantly, with
China—to buttress its hegemony over
the global capitalist system.

Against faux anti-imperialism
In this war, there are three traps that
the international Left and antiwar

activists must avoid at all costs. First
and foremost, we must not adopt the
politics of “my enemy’s enemy is my
friend” and support Putin’s Russia as
some kind of anti-imperialist state.
While bizarre sounding to most
people, this position is actually held by
sections of the Left. These are small in
number but have outsize influence on
wider layers of antiwar activists who
rightly despise U.S. imperialism.
This position sees the United States
as the only imperialist state in the world
and supports any and all states, however repugnant, like Putin’s Russia and
Bashar al Assad’s Syria, that purportedly oppose it. In the process, its adherents explain away and/or excuse these
states’ manifold crimes, including wars
and counter-revolutions, as the realpolitik of what they call anti-imperialism.
In reality, this position has nothing
to do with anti-imperialism. It supports in the case of Russia or China
states that exploit workers, oppress
other nations and peoples, and aspire
to become great powers.
On Russia’s war on Ukraine, such
faux anti-imperialists adopt various
stances. Some support Russia’s war,
others soft-peddle criticisms of it, and
still others reduce the tasks of the antiwar movement to only criticizing the
United States and NATO.
Whatever its form, faux anti-imperialism fundamentally compromises an
antiwar position on Ukraine. It does
not squarely oppose Russia’s invasion
and occupation of the country.
Even worse, their refusal to oppose
Russia’s war violates solidarity with the
Ukrainian resistance. It sees it instead
as just a proxy war under the control of
Washington.
It also violates solidarity with the
Russian antiwar movement. Faux antiimperialists have long dismissed such
domestic opposition within so-called antiimperialist states as “color revolutions”
entirely orchestrated by the United States.

Fundamentally, faux anti-imperialists violate working-class internationalism and support of oppressed nation’s
right to self-determination. They see
the world as divided up between states
alone, and support those they believe
to be anti-imperialist, even as they
exploit workers and oppress peoples.
Adoption of such faux anti-imperialism will fundamentally compromise the
antiwar movement. It will alienate people,
especially Ukrainians, who have poured
into the streets in opposition to Putin’s
war and tarnish the Left as apologists for it.

Against support for U.S. and
NATO intervention
The second, and perhaps more dangerous trap, is for the Left and antiwar
movement to support the United States
and NATO as means to stop the war and
secure the liberation of Ukraine. That
would lead the movement to side with
the world’s biggest imperialist power,
whose aims are entirely predatory.
No one should forget Washington’s
long, bloody history from the SpanishAmerican War through two imperialist
world wars, Vietnam, its invasions of Iraq
and Afghanistan, and its current support
for Israel’s occupation of Palestine and
Saudi Arabia’s war in Yemen. This track
record led Martin Luther King Jr. to call
the United States “the greatest purveyor
of violence in the world.”
Washington’s NATO alliance is part
of that imperial history. The United
States set it up, as its first Secretary
General Lord Ismay famously said, to
“keep the Russians out, the Americans in,
and the Germans down” in Europe. In
other words, it is a vehicle of U.S. imperial domination of European capitalism.
Most of the other NATO and EU
states have a sordid history of colonialism of their own. And many have been
accomplices to Washington’s wars,
most recently in Afghanistan, where
NATO played a large role in “pacifying” the country, committing numerous war crimes in the process.

Moreover, the decision by the United
States and European powers to expand
NATO and the EU into Eastern Europe
is one of the causes of the war in Ukraine.
It triggered Putin’s growing determination over the last decade to reclaim
Russia’s lost sphere of influence.
The United States and the EU offer
no alternative to Ukraine but subjection to its imperial interests and neoliberal economics. In fact, through the
International Monetary Fund and
World Bank, the United States is one of
the oppressors of Ukraine. These international financial institutions have
locked Ukraine in debt that now
exceeds $129 billion. The country’s
workers and oppressed have paid an
enormous price to service these loans.

We should oppose wars
that enforce domination,
oppression, and exploitation, and support wars
that free people from
those structures.
Like they have throughout the
Global South, the international financial institutions have required Ukraine
to cut social programs, privatize state
industry, layoff state workers, and cut
workers’ wages and benefits in return
for further loans. Ukraine’s annual payments siphon off billions of dollars that
would otherwise go to much needed
social reforms to improve the majority’s abysmally low standards of living.
The United States and NATO aim to
defend and in fact expand their military
rule over Eastern Europe and enforcement of neoliberal economics. They have
no solution to the plight of the majority
of Ukrainians fighting for their liberation.
Despite all of this, many people horrified by Putin’s war are mistakenly
demanding that Washington and
Brussels intervene directly or set up a

no-fly zone. That would lead to military
confrontations between the United
States/NATO and Russia, risking World
War III between nuclear powers.

For peace, not pacifism
The third trap is adopting a position
of pacifism, of opposition to all war and
violence. While understandably attractive amid Putin’s invasion, it is a mistaken position that would lead to betrayal of
solidarity with the Ukrainian resistance.
Pacifism elevates nonviolence to a
principle for all circumstances. In reality, however, not all forms of violence
and war are reactionary. They can be
means of liberation from oppression.
The Vietnamese liberation struggle,
which defeated French and U.S. imperialism, was a progressive use of military force that secured the country’s
independence. The U.S. Civil War,
which involved both the Union army’s
conquest of the South and general
strike of enslaved people, ended chattel
slavery in the United States.
It would be a profound mistake to
equate the violence of the Vietnamese
and U.S. imperialism or the violence of
slave owners and of people who were
enslaved and judge both to be bad. One
side is for the maintenance of violent
systems of oppression and the other
side for their abolition.
In place of abstract morality, which
can lead to a frankly immoral position
of neutrality in the struggle between
oppressors and oppressed, we should
approach the question of violence and
war politically and as a tactical question. We should oppose wars that
enforce domination, oppression, and
exploitation, and support wars that
free people from those structures.
This does not mean that we should
support any and all violence in pursuit of
victory. We should support only means
that organize and enhance the collective
struggle of the oppressed majority. And
that can only be judged in the concrete
circumstances of a given war.
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Principled socialist and
antiwar positions
So, what positions should socialists
and antiwar activists adopt on Putin’s
invasion of Ukraine? This war combines three elements—Russia’s imperial conquest of Ukraine, Ukraine’s fight
for self-determination, and an interimperial conflict between Russia and
the United States, the world’s hegemon.

As we oppose Russia’s war, we must
not call on the United States and NATO
powers to intervene. We should not
support their sanctions, which in this
case are war by other financial means.
They represent the collective punishment of the working class and oppressed
already suffering from extreme inequality for the crimes of their rulers.

Our guiding slogan must be
“Neither Washington Nor Moscow
But International Solidarity From
Below Against War and Imperialism.”
We should support the Ukrainian right
of self-determination and its struggle
for national liberation from Russian
occupation. We must advocate the
right of Ukrainians to secure arms
from wherever they can to defend
themselves—even as we must point
out to Ukrainians the strings that will
come attached to any weapons and
support they seek from the United
States and other imperial powers.

More than ever
before, we have to
build and rebuild the
politics of workingclass internationalism
and organize a fight
for a world that puts
people before empire
and profit.

We should support progressive forces—the Left, feminist organizations,
unions—in the Ukrainian resistance that
advocate the rights of the country’s
oppressed national minorities, its Russian
speakers, Jewish population, and others.
Only unity among Ukrainians against
any and all oppressions can knit together
the resistance against Russia’s attempt to
divide and conquer the country.

This sanction regime is utterly hypocritical. The United States opposes sanctions on Saudi Arabia, despite its genocidal war in Yemen, and on Israel,
despite upholding apartheid and its
decades of occupying Palestine. The
United States uses or refuses to use sanctions to advance its imperialist interests.

We must stand in solidarity with the
Russian antiwar movement. If it manages to expand in size and scope, it can
give confidence to the Russian troops
to refuse to fight and thereby bring an
end to the invasion.

Sanctions on Russia are designed to
lock in U.S. hegemony, sending a message to China and other states about
Washington’s geopolitical and economic power and the risks to anyone
who defies its edicts. They intensify
inter-imperial and regional rivalries for
dominance over global capitalism.

Out of that resistance can be born an
even more radical struggle for a challenge to Putin’s autocracy. Remember,
Russian military defeats have historically led to revolutions: its war with
Japan led to the 1905 revolution; World
War I to the Russian Revolution in
1917; and Moscow’s occupation of
Afghanistan in the 1980s led to the
political revolutions of 1989 to 1991.

We must also oppose calls for the
United States and NATO to impose a nofly zone, which would transform Russia’s
invasion into an inter-imperial war
between nuclear powers, putting the world
at risk of atomic Armageddon. We should
similarly come out against the new militarization of the United States, NATO states,
Russia, and other countries to prepare for
great power rivalry and world wars.
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Instead, we have to raise demands
that address the immediate humanitarian crisis. Most importantly, we must
call for the world to open its borders to
all Ukrainians fleeing their country and
also to all other migrants, especially
African and Arab ones that, in plainly
racist terms, have been thrust to the
back of line and denied entry to the EU
and NATO states.
Finally, we must call on the United
States and its international financial
institutions to cancel Ukraine’s debt.
Only then, if Ukraine manages to liberate itself from Russian occupation, will
it be able to escape the West’s financial
shackles and rebuild however it sees fit.

Rebuilding working-class
internationalism
The Left and antiwar movement
must rise to the challenge of Putin’s
war. It will shape world politics for the
next generation, impact every single
domestic issue, and affect all class and
social movements.
The war has already rocked the
world economy. It has sent stock markets around the globe into sharp contractions, dramatically increased inflation, especially in gas and food, and is
forcing central banks in country after
country to raise interest rates.
These will in turn compel governments to enact austerity measures on
social programs and state employment,
even as they increase their military
budgets. They will sacrifice our butter
to pay for their guns.
Their military preparations will exacerbate tensions in the world state system. Each state will attempt to protect
their sphere of influence, tearing at the
structures of global capitalism. And they
will all double down on securing reliable
stores of fossil fuels, leading to even
greater global heating in the process.
These dynamics will intensify each
and every country’s pre-existing political polarization. With the establishment presiding over crisis, cuts, and

war preparations, the right and Left will
both have the opportunity to offer
alternative paths forward.

War Criminals of the World Spilling the
People’s Blood

This will happen amid a likely rise
in class and social struggle, inflamed by
our rulers’ austerity measures. For
example, in the United States, bosses
will say in every contract negotiation
with unions that inflation and raised
interest rates make it impossible for
them to grant increased wages and
benefits and still ensure profitability,
triggering potential strikes.

By Dr. Nayvin Gordon

In this historic moment, the Left
must grasp the opportunity, oppose
both Moscow and Washington, build
class and social struggles, and do our
best to connect those to similar battles
for social and economic justice throughout the world. More than ever before,
we have to build and rebuild the politics of working-class internationalism
and organize a fight for a world that
puts people before empire and profit.
—CounterPunch, March 14, 2022
https://www.counterpunch.
org/2022/03/14/stop-putins-war/

They will sacrifice
our butter to pay
for their guns.

President Biden has called President
Putin a war criminal. Noam Chomsky
has called all U.S. presidents since
1945, war criminals.1

The U.S. has repeatedly violated the
statute of Nuremberg the international
law obligatory for all members of the
United Nations.

War Crimes are defined in the
Geneva Accords of 1954, which the
U.S. refused to sign.

“The U.S. has actively obstructed,
subverted, refused and/or violated virtually every articulated/articulatable element of international legality over the
past half-century.” Far from a democratic peace-loving country the U.S. “has
not experienced a time when it was actually ‘at peace’ since its inception. Each
and every year for the past 226 years, the
U.S. military has been in action somewhere…” (On the Justice of Roosting
Chickens, by Ward Churchill, 2003)

The U.S. refused to recognize the
International Criminal Court, the
body that sets trials for war crimes.
Presidents/leaders of modern profitdriven economies have been committing war crimes and spilling the blood of
civilians for decades, in the process
spewing propaganda, nationalism, fabrications, and lies as they fight over
resources and workers to exploit. The
presidents/leaders of the U.S., NATO,
Israel, Saudi Arabia, Britain, Russia, and
France are only some examples. Biden,
in bed with other presidents and leaders,
has overseen the deaths of millions of
civilians in wars of aggression. None of
these leaders has been brought to justice
for war crimes. The U.S. is infamous for
its war crimes and wanton criminal
destruction of civilians: atomic bombs
in Japan, napalm in Vietnam, white
phosphorous in
Fallujah, Iraq,
bombardment
and dismemberment
of
Yugoslavia, mass
torture in the
prison of Abu
Ghraib, and catastrophic destruction
in
Afghanistan have
killed
and
maimed millions.

As the profit-driven war criminals
fight for more riches, we the people
can instead fight to rid ourselves of the
criminal economic system of militarism, oppression, and exploitation by
building international solidarity and
cooperation—to create an egalitarian
world society.
1

https://chomsky.info/1990____-2/

Dr. Strangelove or: How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Bomb, more
commonly known simply as Dr. Strangelove, is a 1964 black comedy film that
satirizes the Cold War fears of a nuclear conflict between the Soviet Union
and the United States. (Wikipedia)
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Invasion and War in the Ukraine
Statement from the Fire Brigades Union in Britain
To: All Members
Dear Brother/Sister,

Executive Council Statement—
Invasion and War in Ukraine
Please find below, a statement
agreed by the Executive Council in
relation to the war in Ukraine.
1. We oppose and condemn the Russian invasion of Ukraine. We call
for an immediate ceasefire and for
all Russian armed forces to immediately withdraw from Ukraine.
2. The war in Ukraine is an extremely
dangerous development. Implicit
in the situation is the risk that it
may spread and escalate, drawing
other countries into a growing
international conflict. The working class has nothing to gain from
war and will pay the biggest price,
both in Russia and Ukraine.
3. Despite the terrible situation, we
support the building of unity
among workers across national
boundaries. The workers of
Ukraine and Russia have common interests.

Fire Brigades Union Badge.
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4. We stand in solidarity with those
in Russia who have protested
against the invasion, despite police
repression. We support the building of a mass antiwar movement,
including among Russian troops.
5. We support workers in Ukraine
acting independently of the Zelensky regime and building their own
organizations and taking independent action. This should include
attempts to build dialogue and
links with rank-and-file troops in
the invading Russian forces.
6. We condemn any far right or
fascist group, on either side of
this conflict, seeking to take
advantage of the war to build
their own organization and
activity by further provoking
national and ethnic tensions
7. We send our solidarity to Ukrainian firefighters and other emergency service workers, delivering
humanitarian service in the most
appalling conditions. We will seek
to build support and send practical solidarity where possible,
including through
the relevant trade
union where appropriate.
8.
This war is
also a proxy conflict
between Russia and
NATO prompted by
NATO expansion
into central and
Eastern Europe. We
oppose this expansion and any intervention in this conflict by NATO forces.
9.
We note that
economic sanctions
will disproportionately hit working people, and will be seen

as an aggressive measure by the
west and may well strengthen
support for Putin.
10. We have no trust or confidence in
the Johnson government on this
or any other matter. They have
demonstrated for more than two
years their utter disregard for
human life through the deliberate
mishandling of the pandemic,
leading to the loss of more than
150,000 lives in the UK.
11. We note the hypocrisy of those in
the UK government criticizing the
state repression of protest in Russia, whilst the police, crime and
sentencing bill will serve to create
authoritarian restrictions on protest and democracy in the UK.
12. We oppose the UK government’s
disgraceful restriction on the
right of refugees fleeing the war
to enter the UK. We call for refugees from this and other conflicts to be welcomed.
13. In wartime, as in peace time, we
defend the democratic right to
speak out, discuss, debate and
protest. We condemn the
attempts by the leader of the
Labour Party to shut down such
discussion within the Labour
Party and to bully and threaten
those with different views.
14. Workers in Ukraine and Russia—
and across the world—have common interests. Even in this appalling situation, we stand for workers’
unity and internationalism.
Yours in Unity.
Matt Wrack, General Secretary of
the Fire Brigades Union
—Facebook, March 8, 2022
https://www.facebook.
com/100000526556388/
posts/5460470840647080/

How the Left Should Respond to Russia’s Invasion of Ukraine
By Roane Carey
With Russia’s massive invasion of
Ukraine from three directions, Russian
President Vladimir Putin seems determined to overthrow Ukraine’s government and install a puppet regime. If he
persists in this mad act of imperial
aggression, it will be catastrophic not
only for Ukraine but for Russia and all
of Europe—and maybe even the entire
world. With his forces encircling Kyiv
but bogged down after five days of
heavy combat, Putin placed Russia’s
nuclear forces on alert.
If you identify as a leftist, wherever
you live and whatever your nationality,
your duty now is to stand by the people
of Ukraine as they resist Russian state
terrorism—and to stand by those
thousands of Russian citizens courageously protesting the war in dozens of
cities across their country. If you
opposed the criminal U.S. attack on
Iraq in 2003, then you must oppose
this criminal attack on Ukraine. Not
just consistency, but a minimal degree
of decency and human solidarity
requires it. Putin’s war is a blatant violation of international law against an
independent country that posed no
threat to Russia.
Solidarity with the oppressed—
regardless of race, religion, nationality,
gender, and so on—must be the driving
force of leftist politics if they are to have
any ethical value. Unfortunately, a small
but loud faction that claims to be on the
left and to be anti-imperialist has for
years backed deeply oppressive dictatorships around the world, from Syria’s
Bashar al-Assad, who declared war
against his own people, to the Chinese
government, which has forcibly
detained up to a million Turkic Muslims
in internment camps, to Nicaragua’s
Daniel Ortega, who abandoned the left
many years ago and now rules over his
country as a right-wing dictator.

These pseudo-leftists—sometimes
called “tankies,” a name deriving from
an earlier generation of Western leftists
who backed the Soviet invasion of
Hungary in 1956—also defend Russia’s
behavior today. Other commentators
like Gilbert Achcar and Dan La Botz
have explained this crowd’s origins in
detail, but the key element in the tankie

If you opposed the
criminal U.S. attack on
Iraq in 2003, then you
must oppose this criminal
attack on Ukraine. Not
just consistency, but a
minimal degree of
decency and human
solidarity requires it.
mindset is the simple-minded assumption that only the U.S. can be imperial-

ist, and thus any country that opposes
the U.S. must be supported. As author
and human rights activist Leila
Al-Shami put it several years ago, “The
pro-fascist left seems blind to any form
of imperialism that is non-western in
origin. It combines identity politics
with egoism. Everything that happens
is viewed through the prism of what it
means for westerners—only white men
have the power to make history.”
What the tankies fail to acknowledge is that Putin’s regime is as deeply
reactionary socially as it is repressive
politically. That’s why right-wing
extremists in western Europe and the
U.S., including Tucker Carlson and
Steve Bannon, have applauded him,
and why neo-Nazis have celebrated
him as the savior of the white race. In
supporting Putin, the tankies are in
league with the far right.
Like American leaders when they
engage in imperial ventures, Putin does
not see his invasion as an illegal war. In
a long, potted essay last summer, he

A convoy of Russian military vehicles drives through Rostov, Russia, toward eastern Ukraine
on Feb. 23, 2022.
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argued that the two countries are “one
people, a single whole” and criticized
Lenin’s establishment of the Soviet
Union as a federation of equal republics
with each having the right of secession.
Russia, Putin claimed, “was robbed” by
the Bolsheviks. He wrote that the “true
sovereignty of Ukraine is possible only
in partnership with Russia.” The message could not have been clearer:
Ukraine has no right to genuine independence; it belongs to Russia. This
policy toward Ukraine is more reminiscent of 19th-century Great Russian
chauvinism than anything else.
Putin heightened the rhetoric to fever
pitch after ordering Russia’s “special
military operation.” He absurdly
accused Ukraine of committing “genocide” in regions of eastern Ukraine
where the Russian language dominates,
and separatists have a foothold. Putin
called Ukraine’s government a “junta”
led by a “gang of drug addicts and neoNazis,” and he declared that the goal of
the invasion was to “demilitarize and
denazify Ukraine.” Ukraine led by
Nazis? The president, Volodymyr
Zelensky, who was elected in 2019 by a
landslide, is a Jew whose relatives were
murdered in the Holocaust. Though
there are fascist militias in Ukraine, just

as there are in the U.S. and other Western
countries, Ukrainians have repeatedly
and decisively rejected neo-Nazis and
right-wing extremists at the polls.
Responsibility for this war rests with
Russia and Russia alone. But that should
not obscure the fact that NATO, led by
Washington, laid the groundwork for
confrontation with a series of missteps
after the breakup of the Soviet Union,
provocations that fueled Russian resentment and fears of Western encirclement.
First came the ill-advised expansion of
NATO in the late 1990s, which was
criticized not only by the left, but by a
long and impressive list of former establishment cold warriors, including
George Kennan, Richard Pipes, Sam
Nunn, and many more. Western leaders
had an opportunity to reorder the
European security architecture in a way
that included Russia at the highest levels
after the fall of the Soviet Union. Instead,
led by President Bill Clinton, they committed to the eastward expansion of
NATO, an organization built on the
premise of confrontation with Russia.
Even more misguided was the
Western vow in 2008 to include Ukraine
and Georgia in NATO. As Anatol
Lieven, a Russia specialist at the Quincy
Institute, put it in a recent interview:

“We never had the slightest intention of
defending Ukraine, not the slightest.”
NATO’s declaration, he said, was “deeply immoral” for its hollowness. President
Joe Biden’s current CIA Director
William Burns, a veteran Russia expert
formerly at the State Department, has
long argued against both of those provocations, most recently in a memoir
published just a few years ago. Even
New York Times columnist Thomas
Friedman, that popinjay of pompous
platitudes and parrot of establishment
opinion, noted that, in this unfolding
disaster, “America and NATO are not
just innocent bystanders.”
What now? We must demand a full
and unconditional withdrawal of
Russian forces from Ukraine, and we
must insist that the United States and
NATO keep to their repeated public
vows not to get directly involved militarily. Some of the sanctions may do
more harm to the Russian people than
to their government; the freezing of the
government’s foreign bank reserves
could bring the entire Russian economy
to its knees. But freezing the money
secretly stashed overseas by wealthy
Russians—which some economists estimate could amount to as much as 85
percent of the country’s GDP—would
be a good way to narrowly target Putin
and the oligarchs surrounding him.
For the left, solidarity with
Ukrainians under Russian siege is just
as vital as solidarity with Palestinians
suffering under Israeli apartheid,
Yemenis being bombed by U.S. ally
Saudi Arabia, or any other people
fighting oppressive regimes. As Martin
Luther King Jr. said, injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere.
—The Intercept, March 1, 2022
https://theintercept.com/2022/03/01/
ukraine-russia-leftists-tankie/
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Russian Troops Out Now! For Ukraine’s Independence!
U.S./NATO Out of Eastern Europe!
Editorial by World-Outlook
Moscow’s unprovoked invasion of
Ukraine is anathema to humanity.
Russian troops, tanks, air force, and other
military hardware should get out now.
The Ukrainian people defending the
country’s independence deserve international solidarity—already shown by protests condemning the invasion inside
Russia; in Tbilisi, Georgia; and elsewhere.
It is also necessary to clearly see
Washington’s hypocritical claims that it
tried to avert war through diplomacy. We
should demand that U.S. and NATO
military forces pull out of eastern Europe
and the broader region. The Pentagon has
doubled the number of U.S. warships in
the Mediterranean, redeployed an aircraft
carrier there from the Pacific, and increased
the number of U.S. troops in the area. It is
opening up new NATO bases in eastern
Europe. The newest, a “highly sensitive
U.S. military installation” according to the
New York Times, located near the village
of Redzikowo, in Poland, is only about 100
miles from Russian territory.
These moves are aimed at expanding
U.S. military domination in Europe and
countering Russian economic interests,
including growing exports of natural gas
to Europe (Russia is a top producer of
natural gas and oil, accounting for 17

percent of the world’s natural gas and 12
percent of its oil.) The U.S./NATO
actions pose a genuine threat to world
peace while offering Putin a pretext for
his brutal invasion.

Editorial
The Russian attack on a sovereign
neighboring republic smacks of the
Great Russian chauvinism prevalent
under the czars, the barbaric monarchy
that ruled the Russian empire for centuries before it was overthrown by workers and peasants in 1917. That same
chauvinism animated the reactionary
policies re-established by the late 1920s
in the former USSR (Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics) during the counterrevolution led by Joseph Stalin—a
regime Russian president Vladimir
Putin faithfully served as a former officer of the KGB, the secret police.
On February 21, Putin declared that
the Moscow-backed “People’s Republics”
of Donetsk and Luhansk set up in eastern Ukraine in 2014 were independent
countries and ordered Russian troops to
go in as “peacekeepers.” The Kremlin’s
full-scale invasion of Ukraine followed,
in the largest military mobilization in
Europe since World War II.

In a speech the same day crafted to
justify the onslaught, Putin denied that
Ukraine is a nation and blamed the
Bolshevik revolution for the country’s
independence. “Modern Ukraine was
entirely and fully created by Russia,
more specifically the Bolshevik, communist Russia,” Putin said. “This process began practically immediately
after the 1917 revolution, and moreover Lenin and his associates did it in
the sloppiest way in relation to Russia—
by dividing, tearing from her pieces of
her own historical territory.”
Putin is lying. The contrast between
the position of Putin and Russia’s capitalists today, with that of the workers and
peasants’ government V.I. Lenin led after
the Russian Revolution, is crystal clear.
In December 1919, Lenin wrote to
the Ukrainian workers and peasants:
“The independence of the
Ukraine has been recognized both
by the All-Russia Central Executive
Committee of the R.S.F.S.R. (Russian
Socialist Federative Soviet Republic)
and by the Russian Communist
Party (Bolsheviks). It is therefore
self-evident and generally recognized that only the Ukrainian workers
and peasants themselves can and will
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decide [emphasis added] at their AllUkraine Congress of Soviets whether
the Ukraine shall amalgamate with
Russia, or whether she shall remain a
separate and independent republic,
and, in the latter case, what federal
ties shall be established between that
republic and Russia.
“How should this question be
decided insofar as concerns the
interests of the working people and
the promotion of their fight for the
complete emancipation of labor
from the yoke of capital?…
“[T]he interests of labor demand
the fullest confidence and the closest
alliance among the working people of
different countries and nations. The
supporters of the landowners and
capitalists, of the bourgeoisie, strive
to disunite the workers, to intensify
national discord and enmity, in order
to weaken the workers and strengthen the power of capital.”

The “national discord and enmity”
Lenin warned about so clearly is precisely
what both Putin and U.S. president Joe
Biden and his allies are spreading today.
Moscow aims to reassert the Russian
industrialists’, bankers’, and landowners’ control of Ukraine, as well as over
other eastern European territories that
achieved independence after the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, followed by the re-establishment of capitalism in the former USSR. Moscow is
also pushing back against the U.S.-led
NATO expansion in eastern Europe.
NATO was established in 1949 to
codify and maintain Washington’s
military superiority in western Europe
when the U.S. emerged as the main vic-

tor in World War II and the world’s
top imperialist power. As the Cold War
ended, NATO’s importance appeared
to wane. But Washington breathed
new life into the reactionary military
alliance in the 1990s over the blood
and bones of the people of Yugoslavia,
fueling a decade-long war in that country that led to its break-up. It then used
Yugoslavia’s destruction as a launching
pad to expand NATO eastward by
admitting 14 new member states, more
than doubling its roster by 2020.
During the Cold War, Russia and
the United States both worked on
developing antimissile defenses. In
1972 both agreed to halt their rocket
shield programs. But in 2001 U.S. president George W. Bush infuriated Putin
by pulling out of the 1972 Antiballistic
Missile Treaty and directing the
Pentagon to build and deploy such a
system in eastern Europe, under the
flimsy pretext it was targeting Iran.
New U.S. military bases such as the one
in Poland, as well as another in
Romania, are now becoming operational housing anti-missile launchers.
This offers an edge to U.S. forces in
shooting down Russian ballistic missiles, increasing the possibility of further military conflagrations.
None of this justifies Putin’s invasion. But it points to Washington’s
hypocrisy in claiming to seek a “diplomatic solution” to the current crisis.
U.S. president John F. Kennedy
brought the world to the brink of
nuclear war in October 1962 when
Moscow stationed nuclear missiles for
defensive purposes in Cuba. Would

U.S./NATO
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Washington accept military bases, like
those it is now establishing in Poland,
to be set up today by Russia in Mexico,
100 miles from the U.S. border?
That’s why working people should
demand not only the immediate withdrawal of Russian troops from the
Ukraine but also the simultaneous
pullout of all U.S. and NATO forces
from eastern Europe.
The sanctions Washington and its
allies are imposing against Russia will
do little to deter Putin’s invasion,
which is backed by China, while they
will mostly hurt working people inside
Russia and elsewhere in Europe.
Working people in the Ukraine can
best defend their aspirations by their
own mobilizations and actions, as they
did in the Maidan revolt of 2014.
—world-outlook.com, February 27,
2022
https://world-outlook.
com/2022/02/27/russian-troops-outnow-for-ukraines-independence-u-snato-out-of-e-europe/

Continued from page 8
and pressure from surrounding countries made
the rate of development different in each country. Thus, in Trotsky’s view, the Russian Revolution, to be permanently successful, would
have to depend on revolutions in other countries, particularly in western Europe.
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Trotskyism
The Permanent Revolution & results and prospects, by Leon Trotsky can be read in full here:
https://www.google.com/books/edition/The_
Permanent_Revolution_Results_and_Pro/-hDdS
65xXfIC?hl=en&gbpv=1&printsec=frontcover
4 “ Thy wee-bit housie, too, in ruin!
It’s silly wa’s the win’s are strewin!
An’ naething, now, to big a new ane,”
Your tiny house lies in a ruin,
It’s fragile walls wind-rent and strewn!
Now nothing’s left to construct you a new one
—Robert Burns “To a Mouse”

The Lie of American Innocence
By Chris Hedges
The branding of Vladimir Putin as a
war criminal by Joe Biden, who lobbied for the Iraq war and staunchly
supported the 20 years of carnage in
the Middle East, is one more example
of the hypocritical moral posturing
sweeping across the United States. It is
unclear how anyone would try Putin
for war crimes since Russia, like the
United States, does not recognize the
jurisdiction of the International
Criminal Court in The Hague. But justice is not the point. Politicians like
Biden, who do not accept responsibility for our well-documented war crimes,
bolster their moral credentials by
demonizing their adversaries. They
know the chance of Putin facing justice
is zero. And they know their chance of
facing justice is the same.
We know who our most recent war
criminals are, among others: George
W. Bush, Dick Cheney, Donald
Rumsfeld, General Ricardo Sanchez,
former CIA Director George Tenet,
former Assistant Attorney General Jay
Bybee, former Deputy Assistant
Attorney General John Yoo, who set up
the legal framework to authorize torture; the helicopter pilots who gunned
down civilians, including two Reuters
journalists, in the “Collateral Murder”
video released by WikiLeaks. We have
evidence of the crimes they committed.
But, like Putin’s Russia, those who
expose these crimes are silenced and
persecuted. Julian Assange, even though
he is not a U.S. citizen, and his WikiLeaks
site is not a U.S.-based publication, is
charged under the U.S. Espionage Act
for making public numerous U.S. war
crimes. Assange, currently housed in a
high security prison in London, is fighting a losing battle in the British courts
to block his extradition to the United
States, where he faces 175 years in prison. One set of rules for Russia, another
set of rules for the United States.

Weeping crocodile tears for the Russian
media, which is being heavily censored
by Putin, while ignoring the plight of
the most important publisher of our
generation speaks volumes about how
much the ruling class cares about press
freedom and truth.
If we demand justice for Ukrainians,
as we should, we must also demand
justice for the one million people
killed—400,000 of whom were noncombatants—by our invasions, occupations and aerial assaults in Iraq,
Afghanistan, Syria, Yemen, and
Pakistan. We must demand justice for
those who were wounded, became sick
or died because we destroyed hospitals
and infrastructure. We must demand
justice for the thousands of soldiers and
marines who were killed, and many
more who were wounded and are living
with lifelong disabilities, in wars

launched and sustained on lies. We
must demand justice for the 38 million
people who have been displaced or
become refugees in Afghanistan, Iraq,
Pakistan, Yemen, Somalia, the
Philippines, Libya, and Syria, a number
that exceeds the total of all those displaced in all wars since 1900, apart
from World War II, according to the
Watson Institute for International &
Public Affairs at Brown University.
Tens-of-millions of people, who had no
connection with the attacks of 9/11,
were killed, wounded, lost their homes,
and saw their lives and their families
destroyed because of our war crimes.
Who will cry out for them?
Every effort to hold our war criminals accountable has been rebuffed by
Congress, by the courts, by the media
and by the two ruling political parties.
The Center for Constitutional Rights,

“Have a Nice Doomsday” [Original Illustration by Mr. Fish]
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blocked from bringing cases in U.S.
courts against the architects of these
preemptive wars, which are defined by
post-Nuremberg laws as “criminal
wars of aggression,” filed motions in
German courts to hold U.S. leaders to
account for gross violations of the
Geneva Convention, including the
sanctioning of torture in black sites
such as Guantánamo and Abu Ghraib.
Those who have the power to
enforce the rule of law, to hold our war
criminals to account, to atone for our
war crimes, direct their moral outrage
exclusively at Putin’s Russia.
“Intentionally targeting civilians is a
war crime,” Secretary of State Anthony
Blinken said, condemning Russia for
attacking civilian sites, including a hospital, three schools and a boarding
school for visually impaired children in
the Luhansk region of Ukraine. “These
incidents join a long list of attacks on
civilian, not military locations, across
Ukraine,” he said. Beth Van Schaack,
an ambassador-at-large for global
criminal justice, will direct the effort at
the State Department, Blinken said, to
“help international efforts to investigate war crimes and hold those responsible accountable.”
This collective hypocrisy, based on
the lies we tell ourselves about ourselves, is accompanied by massive arms
shipments to Ukraine. Fueling proxy
wars was a specialty of the Cold War.
We have returned to the script. If
Ukrainians are heroic resistance fighters, what about Iraqis and Afghans,
who fought as valiantly and as doggedly against a foreign power that was
every bit as savage as Russia? Why
weren’t they lionized? Why weren’t
sanctions imposed on the United
States? Why weren’t those who defended their countries from foreign invasion in the Middle East, including
Palestinians under Israeli occupation,
also provided with thousands of antitank weapons, anti-armor weapons,
anti-aircraft weapons, helicopters,
Switchblade or “Kamikaze” drones,
28 SOC IALIS T VIEWPO I NT
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hundreds of Stinger anti-aircraft systems, Javelin anti-tank missiles,
machine guns and millions of rounds
of ammunition? Why didn’t Congress
rush through a $13.6 billion package to
provide military and humanitarian
assistance, on top of the $1.2 billion
already provided to the Ukrainian military, for them?
Well, we know why. Our war crimes
don’t count, and neither do the victims
of our war crimes. And this hypocrisy
makes a rules-based world, one that
abides by international law, impossible.

If we demand justice for
Ukrainians, as we
should, we must also
demand justice for the
one million people
killed—400,000 of
whom were noncombatants—by our invasions,
occupations and aerial
assaults in Iraq,
Afghanistan, Syria,
Yemen, and Pakistan.
This hypocrisy is not new. There is
no moral difference between the saturation bombing the U.S. carried out on
civilian populations since World War
II, including in Vietnam and Iraq, and
the targeting of urban centers by Russia
in Ukraine or the 9/11 attacks on the
World Trade Center. Mass death and
fireballs on a city skyline are the calling
cards we have left across the globe for
decades. Our adversaries do the same.
The deliberate targeting of civilians,
whether in Baghdad, Kyiv, Gaza, or
New York City, are all war crimes. The
killing of at least 112 Ukrainian children, as of March 19, is an atrocity, but
so is the killing of 551 Palestinian children during Israel’s 2014 military assault

on Gaza. So is the killing of 230,000
people over the past seven years in
Yemen from Saudi bombing campaigns
and blockades that have resulted in
mass starvation and cholera epidemics.
Where were the calls for a no-fly zone
over Gaza and Yemen? Imagine how
many lives could have been saved.
War crimes demand the same moral
judgment and accountability. But they
don’t get them. And they don’t get
them because we have one set of standards for white Europeans, and another for non-white people around the
globe. The western media has turned
European and American volunteers
flocking to fight in Ukraine into heroes,
while Muslims in the west who join
resistance groups battling foreign
occupiers in the Middle East are criminalized as terrorists. Putin has been
ruthless with the press. But so has our
ally the de facto Saudi ruler Mohammed
bin Salman, who ordered the murder
and dismemberment of my friend and
colleague Jamal Khashoggi, and who
this month oversaw a mass execution
of 81 people convicted of criminal
offenses. The coverage of Ukraine,
especially after spending seven years
reporting on Israel’s murderous
assaults against the Palestinians, is
another example of the racist divide
that defines most of the western media.
World War II began with an understanding, at least by the allies, that
employing industrial weapons against
civilian populations was a war crime.
But within 18 months of the start of the
war, the Germans, Americans, and
British were relentlessly bombing cities.
By the end of the war, one-fifth of
German homes had been destroyed.
One million German civilians were
killed or wounded in bombing raids.
Seven-and-a-half million Germans were
made homeless. The tactic of saturation
bombing, or area bombing, which
included the firebombing of Dresden,
Hamburg, and Tokyo, which killed
more than 90,000 Japanese civilians in
Tokyo and left a million people home-

less, and the dropping of the atomic
bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki,
which took the lives of between 129,000
and 226,000 people, most of whom
were civilians, had the sole purpose of
breaking the morale of the population
through mass death and terror. Cities
such as Leningrad, Stalingrad, Warsaw,
Coventry, Royan, Nanjing and
Rotterdam were obliterated.
It turned the architects of modern
war, all of them, into war criminals.
Civilians in every war since have
been considered legitimate targets. In
the summer of 1965, then-Secretary of
Defense Robert McNamara called the
bombing raids north of Saigon that left
hundreds-of-thousands of dead an
effective means of communication
with the government in Hanoi.
McNamara, six years before he died,
unlike most war criminals, had the
capacity for self-reflection. Interviewed
in the documentary, “The Fog of War,”
he was repentant, not only about targeting Vietnamese civilians but about
the aerial targeting of civilians in Japan
in World War II, overseen by Air Force
General Curtis LeMay.
“LeMay said if we’d lost the war,
we’d all have been prosecuted as war
criminals,” McNamara said in the film.
“And I think he’s right…LeMay recognized that what he was doing would be
thought immoral if his side had lost.
But what makes it immoral if you lose,
and not immoral if you win?”
LeMay, later head of the Strategic
Air Command during the Korean War,
would go on to drop tons of napalm
and firebombs on civilian targets in
Korea which, by his own estimate,
killed 20 percent of the population
over a three-year period.
Industrial killing defines modern
warfare. It is impersonal mass slaughter.
It is administered by vast bureaucratic
structures that perpetuate the killing
over months and years. It is sustained
by heavy industry that produces a steady
flow of weapons, munitions, tanks,

planes, helicopters, battleships, submarines, missiles, and mass-produced supplies, along with mechanized transports
that ferry troops and armaments by rail,
ship, cargo planes and trucks to the
battlefield. It mobilizes industrial, governmental and organization structures
for total war. It centralizes systems of
information and internal control. It is
rationalized for the public by specialists
and experts, drawn from the military
establishment, along with pliant academics and the media.
Industrial war destroys existing
value systems that protect and nurture
life, replacing them with fear, hatred,
and a dehumanization of those who we
are made to believe deserve to be exterminated. It is driven by emotions, not
truth or fact. It obliterates nuance,
replacing it with an infantile binary
universe of us and them. It drives competing narratives, ideas, and values
underground and vilifies all who do
not speak in the national cant that
replaces civil discourse and debate. It is
touted as an example of the inevitable
march of human progress, when in fact
it brings us closer and closer to mass
obliteration in a nuclear holocaust. It
mocks the concept of individual heroism, despite the feverish efforts of the
military and the mass media to sell this
myth to naïve young recruits and a
gullible public. It is the Frankenstein of
industrialized societies. War, as Alfred
Kazin warned, is “the ultimate purpose
of technological society.” Our real
enemy is within.
Historically, those who are prosecuted for war crimes, whether the Nazi
hierarchy at Nuremberg or the leaders
of Liberia, Chad, Serbia, and Bosnia,
are prosecuted because they lost the
war and because they are adversaries of
the United States.
There will be no prosecution of
Saudi Arabian rulers for the war crimes
committed in Yemen or for the U.S.
military and political leadership for the
war crimes they carried out in

Afghanistan, Iraq, Syria and Libya, or a
generation earlier in Vietnam,
Cambodia, and Laos. The atrocities we
commit, such as My Lai, where 500
unarmed Vietnamese civilians were
gunned down by U.S. soldiers, which
are made public, are dealt with by finding a scapegoat, usually a low-ranking
officer who is given a symbolic sentence. Lt. William Calley served three
years under house arrest for the killings
at My Lai. Eleven U.S. soldiers, none of
whom were officers, were convicted of
torture at the Abu Ghraib prison in
Iraq. But the architects and overlords
of our industrial slaughter, including
Franklin Roosevelt, Winston Churchill,
General Curtis LeMay, Harry S.
Truman, Richard Nixon, Henry
Kissinger, Lyndon Johnson, General
William Westmoreland, George W.
Bush, General David Petraeus, Barack
Obama, and Joe Biden are never held
to account. They leave power to
become venerated elder statesmen.
The mass slaughter of industrial
warfare, the failure to hold ourselves to
account, to see our own face in the war
criminals we condemn, will have ominous consequences. Author and
Holocaust survivor Primo Levi understood that the annihilation of the
humanity of others is prerequisite for
their physical annihilation. We have
become captives to our machines of
industrial death. Politicians and generals wield their destructive fury as if they
were toys. Those who decry the madness, who demand the rule of law, are
attacked, and condemned. These industrial weapons systems are our modern
idols. We worship their deadly prowess.
But all idols, the Bible tells us, begin by
demanding the sacrifice of others and
end in apocalyptic self-sacrifice.
—Sheerpost, March 21, 2022

https://scheerpost.com/2022/03/21/
hedges-the-lie-of-american-innocence/
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The Left Must Recognize Russian Imperialism in Ukraine
By David Ost
It is tough for leftists to be on the same
side as the mainstream. We can easily feel
at those times that we’re missing something, that we’re letting down the struggle, that by ganging up even on an admittedly bad actor we’re helping strengthen
the nemesis at home, allowing it to appear
as the good guy. Ever since 1917, that has
been the case with regards to the western
Left and Russia. Before 1917, the Left saw
the tsarist autocracy as the pinnacle of
authoritarian reaction, an attitude that
eased the path for the socialist parties of
Russia’s enemies to embrace World War
I. But ever since the Russian Revolution,
the Left has been wary of joining with any
western bourgeois condemnations of the
country, despite its own often fierce
objections to Stalinism or the clampdown
on internal democracy.
As the war now enters its second
month, we see this again in the case of
Ukraine, despite the fact that Putin’s
Russia is far closer to the tsarist model
than to anything from the Soviet period. In the first days after the invasion, it
seemed like almost all that prominent
western left commentators could talk
about was not Russia but NATO. The

invasion was wrong, they usually stated
at the outset and then proceeded to
focus on the “real” culprit, invariably
the West. Its guilt? That it had already
expanded NATO to the east, and that it
not ruled out the possibility of Ukrainian
membership. It didn’t matter that
NATO expansion was driven more by
the east Europeans than by Washington,
which was originally quite divided on
the matter. Nor did it matter that NATO
membership for Ukraine was hardly
imminent, or that in no scenario was a
NATO attack on Russia imaginable.

Even Noam Chomsky, while more
viscerally critical of the invasion—he
called it “a major war crime, ranking
alongside the U.S. invasion of Iraq and
the Hitler-Stalin invasion of Poland in
September 1939”—then proceeded to
speak all about NATO, endorsing
someone else’s claim that “there would
have been no basis for the present crisis
if there had been no expansion” of
NATO. Once again, Putin appears here
as almost helpless, apparently left no
other choice but to invade Ukraine in
trying to defend Russia.

What mattered was that all these
moves angered Russia, and it was the
justified anger of Russia that so many
western leftists seemed so eager to
focus on in these first days following
Russia’s invasion. In this way, they
have effectively minimized Russia’s
responsibility by embracing a “realist”
view that the destructive rage of a
“great” power is something the world
must somehow accept as normal. It is
not surprising that east European leftists have been unsparing in their criticism of their western counterparts,
accusing them of “westsplaining.”

The statement of the “Party for
Socialism and Liberation” was blunter
but not really different from the
approach of too many others: “While
we do not support the Russian invasion,
we reserve our strongest condemnation
[emphasis added] for the U.S. government, which rejected Russia’s legitimate
security concerns in the region.”
In other words, in the first days of
this brutal and completely unprovoked
invasion of a sovereign country, the first
concern of many western leftists was to
contextualize the invasion, shifting the
blame to the enemy at home, and thereby standing aside from the outpouring
of mainstream condemnation.
As for its supposed “security guarantees,” perhaps Russia does “need” them;
great powers always insist they do. But
for leftists to be more concerned with
the security interests of a great power—
in this case, a right-wing militarist
power that supports itself almost entirely by the mining and selling of planetkilling fossil fuels—than with the desires
of a small people hoping to secure their
independence and not be invaded, is
scandalous. Leftists never treat the peoples marginalized by western imperialism in such a dismissive way.

Kharkiv, Ukraine - January, 31, 2022: A column of armored personnel carriers rides on a winter road.
Ukraine prepares to defend its country from Russian invasion. (Shutterstock)
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Giving a pass to imperialism
And yet this is not so surprising to
me. I have been writing as a leftist about
eastern Europe since the late 1970s.
When I harshly criticized Soviet policies,
or supported opposition movements in
the Soviet bloc, western left colleagues
sometimes looked at me askance. After
all, the mainstream press and usually
even the American government often
criticized the same things and at least
discursively supported the same movements. Wasn’t I thus just endorsing
western Cold War government policies
when, as an American, I should be
focusing on how to change things here?
In the early 1980s, I wrote numerous
articles from Poland for the left
American weekly In These Times about
the Solidarity trade union movement
there—a workers’ movement fighting
against the Soviet-backed government
that practiced participatory democracy,
opposed capitalism, and demanded
independent trade unions. When I got
home, one friend introduced me as a
“former leftist.” The fact that my critique of the putatively left state socialist
system never sounded anything like that
of bourgeois counterparts—the fact
that leftists really defended Polish workers’ labor rights unlike, say, Ronald
Reagan’s cynical defense of Solidarity
while crushing labor movements back
home—somehow meant nothing to
some leftists, concerned above all that
taking a certain position put them “on
the same side” as their enemies at home.
Yet it’s contrary to all internationalist
principles,
and
plainly
Americocentric, to give even a slight
pass to an imperialism just because the
country doing it opposes the country
you think does it more. Blaming
America for Russia invading Ukraine is
like blaming the German Communist
Party for the murder of Rosa
Luxemburg. If the Party didn’t orga-

nize an uprising, which the Freikorps
and government had made clear they
would resist, they wouldn’t have shot
her. In politics, states always face provocations. But they are not obligated to
respond in the worst way possible.

The problem of NATO
NATO has of course long been a
major point of contention for Russia.
The West has understood the prospect of
Ukrainian membership as so unacceptable to Russia that NATO has repeatedly
stated that there were no plans to do
begin accession, though without formally withdrawing its 2008 statement
that this was the long-term aim.

...if we are to listen to
what Putin says, then
we must acknowledge
his clear and proud
expressions of utterly
imperialist ambitions
toward Ukraine.
So, did Putin invade in order to
keep NATO out of Ukraine? Objecting
to NATO is one thing. But waging a
war that invariably leads to the
strengthening of NATO suggests that
this is not the key question here. If the
main aim were to take NATO membership off the table, Russia could have
kept its troops surrounding Ukraine
and announced that it was ready to
invade. It would have then held off any
attack pending emergency talks on
Ukrainian neutrality. If rejected, it
might have begun a limited incursion
into the lands already controlled by
separatists and threatened an escalation without an agreement on NATO.
Ukrainian President Volodymyr
Zelensky said soon after the invasion
that he was open to discussing the
question of neutrality. Putin could
have taken various steps short of all-

out war to address what so many have
said is Russia’s main grievance.
So, there must have been something
else going on. And it hasn’t been hidden.
Putin has been expressing his views
on Ukraine extensively for years. In
July 2021 Putin wrote (perhaps even
himself) a 7,000-word article completely devoted to two points: that
Ukraine is an inalienable part of Russia,
and that Ukrainians have no right to
govern themselves unless they do so in
deep collaboration with Russia. The
piece argues that an unbreakable connection between Russia and Ukraine
existed for over a thousand years until
it was broken definitively by Lenin and
the Bolsheviks, allowing a large
Ukrainian Soviet republic to become
an independent state when the Soviet
Union collapsed.
Forget for a moment the bizarre
assumption that nations take on their
eternal form at one particular moment of
creation. Putin’s more important quote
is this: “Soviet nationality policy created
three separate Slavic peoples, when in
fact there is only one large Russian
nation, a triune people comprising Great
Russians [i.e., Russians], Little Russians
[i.e., Ukrainians], and Belorussians.”
The problem, then, with all the
accounts focusing on NATO—a topic
barely mentioned in Putin’s July text—
is that they deny Putin agency. They
present Putin as someone capable only
of reacting, to America. Putin has
repeated endlessly, and with signal
clarity, what he thinks of Ukraine apart
from the question of NATO. The
NATO question is certainly not unimportant, but western analysts who keep
stressing its absolute centrality are just
plain guilty of not letting easterners,
even in this case Vladimir Putin himself, speak for themselves. Yet Putin is
clear: if NATO, one year ago, had taken
membership off the table, Putin would
still be left with the problem of Ukraine
insisting that it is a completely separate
entity from Russia.
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Further evidence for the centrality
of the “one great Russian nation”
theme comes from a remarkable article
published a day after the invasion in
Novosti, the official Russian news agency, and then deleted hours later when it
realized the extent of Ukraine’s resistance. Amazingly, some in the top
leadership have believed this would be
a cakewalk, because the article
announces that “a new era” has begun,
with Russia “restoring its historical
fullness” by re-uniting the Russian
people “in its entirety of Great Russians,
Belarussians, and Little Russians.”
Ukrainian independence, it continues,
is intolerable because it means the “deRussification of Russians.”
How much clearer can Russia say
that NATO was only a minor symptom
of a bigger problem? Publicly Russia
spoke about NATO because it knew
that this was something anyone wary of
American power could latch onto, as a
way of minimizing Russian responsibility. We should indeed be wary of
American power. But if we are to listen
to what Putin says, then we must
acknowledge his clear and proud
expressions of utterly imperialist ambitions toward Ukraine.

Putin and the Left
Do some people still harbor a view
of Putin as some kind of leftist? Is that
why there is still this reluctance in
some western left circles (though not
in eastern European left circles) to
attribute the same ill intentions to
Russia as they do to the United States?
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It is true that Putin long served the
Soviet state, belonged to the Communist
Party, and famously bemoaned the end
of the Soviet Union. It is also true that
in most international conflicts during
the Cold War, except for the ones
inside the Soviet bloc, the Soviet Union
was usually on the progressive side.
But Putin entered the state apparatus of the Soviet Union not for any
progressive reasons, but to serve a
powerful Russian state. There is no
evidence of Putin having ever been
interested in any kind of left ideology.
He belongs squarely in the tradition of
those old imperial White Army émigrés
who began to embrace Soviet Russia in
the 1930s when they saw that it was
restoring the Great Russian power they
had been pushing for all along.
In fact, the closest Putin comes to
having an intellectual hero is one of the
key theorists of the anti-Bolshevik side
in the Civil War: Ivan Ilyin, a Christian
monarchist and early admirer of Hitler,
whose ashes Putin retrieved from
America to have ceremoniously reinterred in Moscow. As for Russian leaders he styles himself after, his model is
Tsar Alexander III, who reversed the
reforms of his predecessor and strengthened authoritarian rule during his reign
from 1881-1894, becoming a model for
the west European right resisting liberal
and socialist reforms just as Putin is
now a hero for Marine Le Pen or
Tucker Carlson fighting against egalitarian “woke” tendencies today.
George Kennan offered his warnings about NATO expansion before
anyone had ever heard of Vladimir
Putin. Any Russia was likely to be wary
of NATO on its borders. But not every
Russia would treat Ukraine as devoid
of the most elementary rights of selfdetermination. Neither Lenin nor
Gorbachev nor Yeltsin treated Ukraine

that way, and Putin has denounced all
three. Not every Russia would respond
to a distant possibility of Ukrainian
membership in NATO with an all-out
war. And for those who keep returning
to Russia’s justified fears of NATO on
its borders, how to explain an invasion
that is, as anyone could have predicted,
already leading to a more aggressively
anti-Russian NATO than anything
since the end of the Cold War?
Recognizing Putin’s enormous culpability does not mean giving a free
pass to America. Given its unwillingness to push for Ukraine’s NATO
membership, it ought to have publicly
taken the prospect off the table and
worked towards a joint agreement for
neutrality that would have defused
Russia’s main talking point. Yet for all
of America’s historic sins and culpabilities, the war in Ukraine is not one of
them. Even Putin locates the causes of
the war in Ukraine’s push for full
independence—a push, he tells us
repeatedly, that he cannot accept.
Almost no one on the left has supported the war. But saying “Down with
the Russian invasion” and then turning
immediately to blaming America, and
only America, for provoking it is
almost the same. Not only does it show
a lack of basic understanding about
Russia, it is also a stunning betrayal of
the most basic internationalist principles. If we want to support the right of
self-determination to America’s neighbors, we can’t deny the same to Russia’s.
If we’re not able to recognize multiple
imperialisms, we are guilty of the same
kind of Americocentrism for which we
castigate others.
—Foreign Policy in Focus, April 11, 2022
https://www.juancole.com/2022/04/recognize-imperialism-americocentrism.html

Einstein and the Billionaire Dogs of War
By Dr. Nayvin Gordon

In 1949, Albert Einstein wrote the
following:

by—U.S., NATO, Russia, Saudi Arabia,
and Israel to name only a few.

“Nowhere have we overcome ‘the
predatory phase’ of human development…The economic anarchy of capitalist society as it exists today is, in my
opinion, the real source of the evil…
Private capital tends to become concentrated in few hands, partly because of
competition among the capitalists…
The result of these developments is an
oligarchy of private capital the enormous power of which cannot be effectively checked even by a democratically
organized political society…This is true
since members of legislative bodies are
selected by political parties largely
financed or otherwise influenced by
private capitalists…Private capitalists
inevitably control, directly or indirectly, the main sources of information...
Production is carried out for profit, not
for use. The profit motive, in conjunction with competition among capitalists, is responsible for instability…
increasingly severe depressions…”1

It is the billionaire oligarchs around
the world who unleash the dogs of war
to protect their wealth and profits. In

“Nowhere have we
overcome ‘the
predatory phase’
of human
development…
their quest for domination oligarchs in
every country use their mass media to
promote nationalist propaganda in an
attempt to convince workers to kill
other hard-working people.

Einstein would surely ask today: Have
the billionaire’s politicians gone on a war
path to defeat COVID-19, unemployment, gun violence, poverty, hunger,
homelessness, and police murders?
Have politicians united in a warfrenzy to tax corporations and the rich,
mandate universal healthcare, raise the
poverty level minimum wage, stop the
dismantling of public health and public education, and outlaw neo-Nazi/
Klan racist groups as terrorists?
The solution to these social problems lies in building international solidarity against war, militarism, and for
an egalitarian society by turning our
fight against what Einstein called “the
real source of the evil.”

1 https://monthlyreview.org/2009/05/01/whysocialism/

The brilliant Dr. Einstein knew full
well that capitalist competition, instability, and depressions have led to wars.
One does not have to be an Einstein to
understand that it is the billionaires and
their paid-for politicians, not workers,
who decide to solve their problems
through wars for control of resources
and markets to ensure economic and
military dominance. This crisis always
uproots the lives of civilians and spills
the blood of workers in uniforms. Over
the recent decades, mass civilian deaths
have been caused by wars launched

Albert Einstein
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The War in Ukraine: U.S. and Russia Out Now!
By Chris Kinder
The Russian invasion of Ukraine
and the raging war it produced have
shaken Europe and the world. The
bloody brutality of it, and the blatant
hypocrisy of the major players, is great
enough to provoke both extreme
repulsion and terrorizing fear in people
everywhere. For the first time since the
Cold War ended in the 1990s, the
threat of a nuclear world war is suddenly on the horizon again, along with
the horrific reports of war crimes and
even genocide.
As with any war however, all the
reports about it, and of anything that

takes place in it, must be seen as possible exaggerations or outright lies
made by whichever ruling class is in
charge where the reports are given. In
both the U.S. and Russia and their
allies, the major media serves as a
mouthpiece of the ruling elites and the
military and condemns the other’s
reports as pure propaganda.

Mass murdering hypocrites
Of course, there is no doubt that
wars, especially modern wars, include
mass murders of innocent civilians,
despite what both sides say about how
they strive to prevent just that. Russia’s

bombing campaign against civilian
infrastructure in this war is impossible
to deny. Yet the reports coming out at
this writing of bodies being found
murdered at close range with their
hands tied behind their backs, found in
areas outside Ukraine’s capital city
after the Russian retreat from those
areas, must await final proof, likely
only after the war.
This is not to say that this atrocity
(and many others) did not happen!
Even Nazi Germany’s holocaust was
questioned by some before the final,
ugly truth was revealed. Yet the manufactured lie of babies being taken out of
incubators by Iraqi military occupiers
of Kuwait during the first U.S. war
against Iraq, and the lie of weapons of
mass destruction which “justified” the
second war, must stick in our minds.
All wars have their lies.

Crimes of genocide
A note on the charges of genocide
made against Russia by Ukrainian
President Zelensky, and parroted by
Biden must be made here. Charges of
genocide are just as much subject to
manipulation as anything else about
wars. After World War II, Nazi leaders
were tried at Nuremberg for their
crimes of mass murder, which were
horrifically real. But no mention of
equally horrific crimes by the U.S. were
mentioned.
In 1945, when both Japan and
Germany were already defeated, the
U.S. mass murdered people in two cities in Japan with atomic bombs, and—
with Britain—demolished both
Hamburg and Dresden in Germany
with incendiary bombs. None of these
bombings had any military purpose
whatsoever and killed only civilians.
These crimes were just as horrific as
those of Nazi Germany.
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No reason to invade?
Today’s war in Ukraine is covered
with false propaganda, such as the
claim, repeated endlessly in the U.S.
press, that Russia had “no reason” to
invade, or did it just because of Putin’s
evil whim. This is a disgusting lie, just
as is Putin’s insistence that he had “no
choice” but to invade. And that is just
the beginning.
The history behind this is clear, and
it is all due to the crimes of U.S. imperialism. The U.S. goal in the post-war
period was to establish its complete
domination. First of all, this required
the destruction of the Soviet Union
and its threat to capitalism. After the
fall of the Soviet Union was achieved,
the U.S. goal became “full spectrum
dominance.” And as Russia recovered
from its economic and political weakness in the wake of the death of the
USSR, the focus became the dismemberment of Russia. This goal was specifically endorsed by Henry Kissinger,
Brzezinski, and others, as a key part of
the Project for a New American
Century. The U.S. was to be the empire
of the world—a significant break with
the history of competing empires that
prevailed over previous centuries. Even
the Roman empire or the powerful
British Empire in the 17th and 18th
centuries never achieved such total
world-wide dominance.

U.S. crimes have a history
The aim of destroying Russia starts
with World War II and extends straight
through to today’s plot to rip Ukraine
away from Russia.
The U.S. and Soviet Russia were
allies in World War II. The Soviets won
the battle against Germany in Europe
hands down. The U.S. provided some
aid to Russia and Britain, while mainly
concentrating on the war in the Pacific
against Japan.
With victory on the horizon, the
U.S. adjusted its strategy to prepare for
its dominance over Russia after the war.

It invaded Europe only in 1944, when it
became clear the Soviets would soon be
in a commanding position on the
European map. Still, the Russians got to
Berlin first. So, the U.S. insisted on a
division of Berlin by all parties, giving
the West an advantage. And in the
Pacific, the U.S. dropped two atomic
bombs on an already defeated Japan,
why? It was in order to warn the USSR
away from playing any role in Asia.
Then, despite the Soviet liberation of
Korea from Japanese control, it insisted
on dividing that country in half. In
1950, the U.S. started a war to capture
all of Korea, which almost succeeded.

U.S. saves Ukrainian fascists from
Nuremberg
Right after the world war ended, the
U.S. prevented Ukrainian fascists from
being called before the Nuremberg
Tribunals in which German Nazis were
held to account. The Ukrainian Nazis,
led by Stepan Bandera, had welcomed
the German Army into Ukraine when
it invaded, as part of its invasion of
Russia in 1941. Bandera’s Nazis grew
out of right-wing Ukrainian nationalism directed against the Soviet Union,
of which Ukraine was a part. The U.S.
kept them out of Nuremberg in order
to use them in their plot to destroy
Russia. Bandera’s Nazis continue on
today, thanks to the U.S.

it has ever had as a Russian friendly
democracy. But the U.S. was after the
USSR anyway it could. So, it fired up
the local terrorists—precursors to the
Taliban—into a war against the government. (This is the situation that
later led to the creation of ISIS in Iraq.)
In order to win this war, the U.S. provided anti-aircraft weaponry capable of
shooting down the Russian helicopters
to the terrorists.
This was enough to ensure Russia’s
defeat and was the first stage of the
destruction of the Soviet Union, which
the U.S. also organized, by helping the
idiot Yeltsin into power, and opening the
floodgates for Russian bureaucrats to
become what is now the oligarchic elite
of Russia. This counterrevolution sealed
Russia’s fate for a time. Soon, however,
Russia began to emerge as a “wanna-be”
imperialist power, under Putin.

Going back on a promise

Luring Russia into Afghanistan

The current U.S.-versus-Russia crisis also has its roots in the U.S. going
back on a promise. U.S. Secretary of
State
James
Baker
promised
Gorbachev—the leader in the last days
of the Soviet Union—that if Russia
gave up East Germany to a capitalist
reunification with West Germany,
NATO would not move “one inch”
further east towards Russia’s border.
But NATO, being a U.S.-dominated
military alliance aimed against Soviet
Russia, had no trouble morphing into
an anti-Russian alliance, which, starting in 1995, expanded right up to the
Russian border in countries which
were formerly Soviet states acquired by
the Soviets in its advance during the
war. Understandably, this was Russia’s
first demand before today’s war, that
NATO pull back, and that Russia’s
security needs to be recognized.

The U.S. prepared the demise of the
Soviet Union in various ways, including luring Russia into a war in
Afghanistan which it could not win.
Afghanistan had the best government

Today we see this same process going
on, with the U.S. successfully having
prodded Russia into invading Ukraine.
The Russians are trapped in a war which
they probably cannot win, since the

The Soviet Union, meanwhile, having already degenerated into its Stalinist
phase, in which it sought “socialism in
one country,” and no longer sought to
spread the Russian Revolution to the
world, presented no threat to the U.S.
or other capitalist countries. It developed the atom bomb to defend itself,
and the resulting stand-off is what
defined the period.
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U.S./fascist dominated Ukrainian government will not allow any concessions
to even the most sensible demands of
Russia, such as recognition of Crimea as
Russian, and recognition of the independence of the Donbas states of
Donetsk and Luhansk, all of which
places and more have been ethnically
and politically Russian for centuries.

The coup of 2014
The history of this war’s immediate
cause begins in 2014, when there was a
surge of interest, overwhelmingly in
Western Ukraine, to join the European
Union as a road to prosperity. This
hope for prosperity in the EU can be
questioned—after all there are countries in the EU, mainly in the Southern
and Eastern regions that are a lot less
well off than Germany and the lowlands, for instance, but that is not the
main point here. In Eastern Ukraine,
there was strong resistance to this idea
of joining the EU, and more of a loyalty
to Russia, again, consistent with the
ethnic East-West division in Ukraine.
The Yanukovych-led government was
of this pro-Russian persuasion.
The protests in the Maidan were
directed against Yanukovych for his
austerity policies and corruption,
despite the fact that Russia’s loan offer
was actually less expensive than the EU
offering. The people in the protest were
ordinary people, workers, small businessmen, western oriented but definitely NOT fascists. Outright support
for fascism, as shown in elections for
instance, was a minuscule minority of
Ukraine’s population (and still is.)
Ukrainians remember the horrific
treatment they got from the Nazi
German occupation in the war.

Anti-Russian fascists
However, there were many fascist
groups, some openly Nazi, such as the
Azov Brigade and the Svoboda party,
Right Sector, etc., which had continued
on in the Bandera tradition, with U.S.
support. All were bitterly anti-Russian.
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They saw an opportunity by radicalizing
the Maidan protests into a fury against
the government. To do this, they created a false-flag operation: they recruited
a bunch of expert sharp shooters from
their own ranks to sneak up to the roofs
of buildings around the Maidan square
and start shooting the protestors. About
a hundred protestors, including a few
fascists who had infiltrated the demonstrations, were killed.
The reason they did this was to
enrage the protestors against the government. With the government being
the target of the demonstrators, this
would be perceived as Yanukovych
using these shooters to crack down on
the protests. And it worked: the crowd
was enraged against Yanukovych, just
as the fascists wanted.

Yanukovych flees for his life
Yanukovych, of course, knew his government had not done this, but nobody
else knew until a leaked telephone conversation between U.S. official, Victoria
Nuland, and some of the Ukrainian
rightists she was working with revealed
that the shooters were in fact these antiRussian fascists with whom Nuland was
plotting. But this revelation came too
late to stop what was happening.
Understandably fearing for his life
after
this
shooting
incident,
Yanukovych fled to Russia. This
opened the way for the fascists to seize
the parliament building, throw out the
two largest parties, and start appointing their own ministers. Nuland,
meanwhile, dictated that a right-wing
nobody, Ariesniy Yartseiuk (Nuland
called him “Yats,”) to be president.
This choice by Nuland was recorded
on the leaked phone call. If that is not
a U.S. supported and directed fascist
coup to overthrow an elected government, I don’t know what is. The protestors in the Maidan were tricked into
a state of rage against the pro-Russian
government, but that does not mean
that they were involved directly in the
coup, or in fascist organizations.

The Nazis start a war
As soon as this coup was complete,
the fascists, chiefly the Azov Battalion,
calling itself the “national guard,”
marched on the Eastern Donbas area
to make war against the Russian separatists, who had declared their independence after the coup. This openly
flag-waving Nazi group was also
responsible for ripping Mariupol—a
port city on the Azov Sea, where this
gang established a base—out of the
hands of pro-Russian separatists. This
was when it was perfectly correct for
the separatists to call upon Russia for
aid, which they did. This coup, and a
fascist raid against Odessa—also a
place of Russian ethnicity—killed several people and prompted the citizens
of Crimea to vote to join Russia immediately, which is what happened.
This series of events led directly to
the current war.

An inter-imperialist war
Considering the decades-long war
waged by the U.S. against Russia, provocations of Russia, its support for the
Ukrainian Nazis, its refusal to recognize any of Russia’s-NATO-expansion
demands, and its vicious imposition of
sanctions which are disrupting the
global economy, this war must be seen
as a U.S. versus Russia war. In MarxistLeninist parlance, this is an interimperialist war—that is, essentially a
war between two imperialist powers.
This is true despite the fact that it is
not a direct shooting war between
Russia and the U.S. It is a proxy war on
the part of the U.S., which this country
has been preparing for since 1945, and
essentially started in 2014 with the
coup, and by prodding Russia with
measures such as banning Russian as
one of the official languages—this in a
country which is historically Russian in
ethnicity, and literally part of Russia
since Catherine the Great. Preparation
for today’s war also included extensive
military training of Ukrainian troops,
and very quickly bringing in “volun-

teers” to join Ukraine’s military. The
smell-test says that these were recruited
by the U.S. from among its terrorist
allies in wars in the Middle East in
Syria and Iraq (and maybe Afghanistan.)

Danger of a new World War
If it was a shooting war between
Russia and the U.S., there might not be
a habitable planet left when you read
this article (assuming you survived.)
Russia and the U.S., between them, have
90 percent of the nuclear weapons in the
world, and these are capable of wiping
out the entire human population and
most of the animals on this planet several times over in a matter of minutes.
Even the war-mongering idiots at the
head of these imperialist states have
(barely) the intelligence to understand
this. But there are certainly other methods of warfare, as we’ve mentioned.
Russia, on the other hand, the weaker of the two, is in the position of
imperialist underdog, as is (the not
imperialist) China, the other power the
U.S. is endlessly prodding and threatening. Both Russia and China are
struggling with the emergence of one
world power which is attempting to
either control, defeat or demolish every
rival: a unipolar world.
So far, Russia seems to be underestimating its enemy, floundering a bit, and
falling back to an emphasis on the
Donbas. But even there, the most Russiafriendly area in Ukraine, they are still
employing bombing the enemy back to
the stone age tactics. The resulting civilian deaths are nowhere near the numbers of deaths in Iraq during the U.S. war
there but are nevertheless horrific.

What is this war for?
This leads to the question of what is
Russia in this for? How does Russian
bombing of civilians and their train
stations, hospitals, theaters, etc., serve
their interests? Many Russian
Ukrainians already have good reasons
to be done with Russia. Besides remembering the bad treatment they got in

Nazi Germany’s invasion in WWII,
Ukrainians also remember the famine
they suffered as a result of the harsh
collectivization campaign conducted
by Stalinist Russia in the 1930s.
Imagine: people eating dirt and dying
like flies in the “bread basket” of Russia,
because Stalin ordered the confiscation
of all their grain and other foodstuffs to
make up for the crop failures in Russia
itself due to his forced, and botched
collectivization of peasant farms.

ognition to this right, and that is the
revolutionary workers government of
Russia after the 1917 revolution. In all
the commentary on the Ukrainian situation today, no one seems to remember that the Soviet Union, with the
Bolshevik leadership of Lenin and
Trotsky, was the first country to grant
Ukraine its independence. This happened in 1918 as part of the peace
treaty between Russia and Germany, in
the last months of WWI.

Of course, Russia has real interests
in Ukraine, chiefly in freeing the separatists in the Donbas, and establishing
a land corridor between Luhansk/
Donetsk and the Crimean Peninsula.
The latter is critical for Russia because
of its naval base in Sebastopol, and
because Crimea represents Russia’s
only warm-water port, which Russia
lacked until the reign of Catherine the
Great, who took it away from the
Ottoman Empire in 1783.

The first to liberate Ukraine

The right of national
self-determination
Amidst all the issues and complexities of this struggle around Ukraine,
one key issue is getting completely
ignored by all parties—Russia, the
U.S., the UN, etc.—and that is the fundamental democratic right of the selfdetermination of nations. In Ukraine,
it is blatantly obvious that in such a
country, divided as it is pretty much
right down the middle (marked by the
dividing line of the Dneiper River) into
a pro-Russian East, complete with
active separatists, and the Westernoriented West, the right of national
self-determination for both nationalities needs to be decided by peaceful
and democratic election. In an imperialist/capitalist-dominated world, this is
impossible. Neither a fascist coup government, nor an invasion and bombing campaign can possibly deal with
this.
Only one power in this modern
world of capitalism, imperialism and
world wars has ever given proper rec-

While this act could be seen as taken
under the duress of Russia’s critical
need for peace with Germany, it was in
fact a principle of the revolutionary
government. It applied to all the
nations in the prison house of nations
that was Czarist Russia. Nations had
the right to independence, and the
right to ally and stay with the revolution, which was being challenged by
several Czarist restoration armies. In
Ukraine in 1918, independence led to
an invasion of the country by mostly
Austro-Hungarian troops (part of the
Axis alliance with Germany,) which
was even worse than Czarist Russia.
Ukrainian working people supported
the Red Army and revolutionary
Russia, and later joined the USSR.
In Finland the story was different.
Finland was a somewhat loose possession of the Czar but was affected by the
revolution. A civil war broke out
between revolutionary workers’ forces,
and their reactionary enemy. The
Soviets intervened to help the revolution, but they were unable to succeed.
A similar series of events happened in
Poland. Even as they attempted to
spread the revolution into the rest of
Europe, the Soviets respected the decisions of the working people.
In the late 1923-early1924 period,
culminating with the death of Lenin,
Russia experienced a sharp degeneration, from a healthy workers state into
a bureaucratically-ruled (though still
Continued on page 43
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Before the War
By Tariq Ali
No oneknows how this will end.
Putin’s reckless adventurism has backfired: an attempt to mimic the U.S. on a
GDP (Gross Domestic Profit) of $1.5
trillion, smaller even than Italy and
minuscule compared to China ($14.7
trillion), was always going to be foolhardy. If he imagined a quick sortie,
akin to a colonial-style “police operation,” he must now realize that installing
Yanukovych or another puppet president in Kyiv will commit Russia to
maintaining a massive military presence
in Ukraine. A country that twelve years
ago had a polity roughly divided between
pro-Russian and pro-Western factions
has swung decisively in the West’s favor.
Biden, too, threw caution to the
wind. His decision last November to
proceed with NATO enlargement—
starting the process of incorporating
Ukraine—in the half-hope, half-belief
that this would check Russia’s
encroachment at the borders of
Donbass and Crimea proved disastrously wrong. This can’t be admitted
in public, but NATO leaders know it
and so do the leaders of China, India,
Vietnam, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri
Lanka, Cuba, and the other countries
that abstained from criticizing Russia

at the UN. Their combined populations amount to half of humanity. The
U.S. will have to concede on other
fronts. A State Department delegation
has already arrived in Caracas. They
need the oil. Juan Guaidó, the
Washington-appointed president recognized by the West, will have to be
discarded. Secret talks with Iran have
resumed, much to Israel’s annoyance.
The origins of this massive foreign
policy failure are the subject of a recent
study, Not One Inch, by M.E. Sarotte, a
historian at Johns Hopkins and a member of the Council on Foreign
Relations.1 The title refers to the assurance on the limits of NATO expansion
given to Mikhail Gorbachev by James
Baker, then U.S. secretary of state, in
1990. The Soviet Union had stationed
troops in East Germany since the liberation of Berlin; in 1990 they numbered 380,000. Gorbachev was in a
strong position militarily. In all other
respects, however, he was weak. Sarotte
describes him as an “idealist visionary,” but neither word really applies.
He was a well-meaning reformer. (I
witnessed for myself the excitement
generated in Russia by glasnost—not
only in intellectual circles and the uni-

versities but also in factories and
among bureaucrats.) As a world leader,
however, he was out of his depth.
Western flattery went to his head.
Baker played on this weakness and
suggested a deal. Would the Soviet
Union agree to withdraw from East
Germany if the U.S. ensured that
NATO did “not shift one inch eastwards from its position?” The next day,
he repeated his words to Gorbachev in
a letter to Helmut Kohl: “Would you
prefer to see a unified Germany outside
of NATO, independent and with no
U.S. forces, or would you prefer a unified Germany to be tied to NATO, with
assurances that NATO’s jurisdiction
would not shift one inch eastwards
from its present position?”
What Kohl and his foreign minister,
Hans-Dietrich Genscher, preferred was
direct talks with Gorbachev, at which
Kohl pledged there would be no NATO
bases in the former DDR (Deutsche
Demokratische
Republik/German
Democratic Republic.) Until this happened, Washington and Bonn were
extremely nervous. They couldn’t
believe that the Soviet Union would
hand over East Germany without anything in writing. Gorbachev kept his
side of the bargain. The U.S. didn’t.
Madeleine Albright, Clinton’s secretary of state, comes in for special criticism in Sarotte’s account—not only for
advocating war (“Colin, what are you
saving this incredible military for?”)
but for pushing American advantage at
any cost. NATO enlargement was
worthwhile because it would demonstrate “from Ukraine to the United
States” that the “quest for European
security is no longer a zero-sum game.”
Other paths could have been taken.
An intelligence report presented to
Condoleezza Rice in 2008 included
this warning:

Scenes of war in Ukraine.
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“Ukrainian entry into NATO is
the brightest of all red lines for the
Russian elite (not just Putin.) In
more than two-and-a-half years of
conversations with key Russian players, from knuckle-draggers in the
dark recesses of the Kremlin to
Putin’s sharpest liberal critics, I have
yet to find anyone who views Ukraine
in NATO as anything other than a
direct challenge to Russian interests.
[Pursuing this strategy] would create
fertile soil for Russian meddling in
Crimea and eastern Ukraine.”

The author? William Burns, now
director of the CIA, whose job involves
managing the consequences of his
rejected advice.
Critiques of expansionism are not
new nor are they confined to the left.
Thomas Friedman issued surprisingly
sharp criticisms of U.S. policy in two
recent columns in the New York Times.
In the first of these, he recounted his
memories of May 12, 1998:
“Immediately after the Senate
ratified NATO expansion, I called
George Kennan, the architect of
America’s successful containment of
the Soviet Union. Having joined the
State Department in 1926 and served
as U.S. ambassador to Moscow in
1952, Kennan was arguably
America’s greatest expert on Russia.
Though 94 at the time and frail of
voice, he was sharp of mind when I
asked for his opinion.”

He then quoted Kennan’s reply in
its entirety:
“I think it is the beginning of a
new Cold War. I think the Russians
will gradually react quite adversely
and it will affect their policies. I
think it is a tragic mistake. There
was no reason for this whatsoever.
No one was threatening anybody
else. This expansion would make the
founding fathers of this country
turn over in their graves.
“We have signed up to protect a
whole series of countries, even
though we have neither the resources nor the intention to do so in any
serious way. [NATO expansion] was

simply a lighthearted action by a
Senate that has no real interest in
foreign affairs. What bothers me is
how superficial and ill-informed the
whole Senate debate was. I was particularly bothered by the references
to Russia as a country dying to
attack Western Europe.

Lenin condemned the
Provisional Government
for refusing to carry out
“an elementary democratic duty” by declaring
support “for the autonomy and for the complete
freedom of secession of
the Ukraine.” Later, he
insisted that the constitution of the Soviet
Union should contain a
clause allowing all
nations in the union the
right to national selfdetermination, i.e., the
right to secede.
“Don’t people understand? Our
differences in the Cold War were
with the Soviet Communist regime.
And now we are turning our backs
on the very people who mounted the
greatest bloodless revolution in history to remove that Soviet regime.
And Russia’s democracy is as far
advanced, if not farther, as any of
these countries we’ve just signed up
to defend from Russia. Of course,
there is going to be a bad reaction
from Russia, and then [the NATO
expansionists] will say that we always
told you that is how the Russians
are—but this is just wrong.”

Putin is a staunch anti-communist,
of course, a devotee of both Mother
Russia and the Orthodox Church. In

2017 he refused to mark the centenary
of the February and October
Revolutions, telling an Indian newspaper proprietor (whom I had primed
before their private meeting in
Moscow) that “these revolutions are
not part of our calendar.” At a recent
press conference, Putin denounced
Lenin as the father of Ukrainian independence. This is partially true. Lenin
despised Great Russian chauvinism
and the nationalism of oppressor
nations. He celebrated the tsarist defeat
at the hands of the Japanese which triggered the 1905 revolution. In June
1917, at a critical point between the
two revolutions, Lenin condemned the
Provisional Government for refusing
to carry out “an elementary democratic
duty” by declaring support “for the
autonomy and for the complete freedom of secession of the Ukraine.”
Later, he insisted that the constitution
of the Soviet Union should contain a
clause allowing all nations in the union
the right to national self-determination, i.e., the right to secede.
The Bolsheviks agreed soon after taking power that Finland, Poland and
Ukraine should be granted independence. They knew that Ukraine was different, that its peculiar national texture
(immigrant Russian proletariat and
bureaucracy; ultra-nationalist peasantry
resentful of Polish landowners and Jews)
posed unique difficulties. It was Stalin, as
the commissar for nationalities, who
went to Finland to deliver the message.
Nobody was dispatched to Ukraine, but
the local Soviet, the Rada, proclaimed a
People’s Republic and insisted that its
intention was “not to separate from the
Russian Republic.” As other Soviets
sprang up throughout Ukraine, the
national movement was divided between
those who signed a separate treaty with
Germany (and later with France) and
those who remained with the new Soviet
state. The Russian civil war split the
country, as did the Second World War.
Ukrainian defections to Hitler are well
documented. In 1954, a year after Stalin’s
Vol. 22, No. 3
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death, Nikita Khrushchev, the Ukrainian
leader of the Soviet Union, backed by the
Presidium, enlarged Ukraine by adding
Crimea. It was an emotional gesture. No
political justification was provided. Few
at that stage thought the Soviet Union
might implode.
The emergence of a Russian peace
movement is one of the more heartening developments of the last few weeks.
Most Western politicians pay lip-service to the courage of young Russians
facing state repression, but at home
both Boris Johnson and Sir Keir Rodney
Starmer (former “soft-left” leader of the
Labour Party and current member of
Parliament) have denounced Stop the
War coalition. [The demands of the
Stop the War coalition are: STOP THE
WAR IN UKRAINE—RUSSIAN
TROOPS
OUT—NO
NATO
EXPANSION—NO NUCLEAR WAR2]
Putin attacks his dissenters as agents of
NATO, which they staunchly deny.
Here, Stop the War is traduced for supporting Putin by opposing NATO
expansionism and its wars. They could
hardly do otherwise: NATO is a military organization designed to preserve
U.S. hegemony in Europe and beyond.
By any means necessary?
—London Review of Books, March
24, 2022
https://www.lrb.co.uk/the-paper/v44/
n06/tariq-ali/before-the-war

1 Not One Inch: America, Russia and the Making of Post Cold-War Stalemate by M.E. Sarotte
(Yale, 550 pp., £25, February, 978 0 300 25993 3).
2 https://www.stopwar.org.uk
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Molotov Cocktails and the Media’s Double Standard
By Yumna Patel
For the past two weeks, my social
media timelines have been flooded
with everything about Ukraine: news
reports, friends sharing humanitarian
appeals, celebrities and supermodels
sharing solidarity posts, and the ordinary Twitter user sharing their opinions on the situation.
The images of people fleeing their
homes with the clothes on their backs,
families huddling in makeshift shelters
to hide from the bombs, destroyed
apartment buildings, and military jeeps
patrolling the streets are all images we’ve
seen before in places like Syria, Iraq,
Afghanistan, and of course, Palestine.
Since I began reporting in Palestine
six years ago, these are the types of images that come across my desk every single
day. Whether in Gaza or the West Bank,
where the Israeli occupation goes, disaster and destruction inevitably follows.
When you report on conflict, no
matter where in the world, these are
the types of images you have to be
ready to see. And in a sense, I was “prepared” to witness the devastating
images coming out of Ukraine.

What I was not prepared for—
though in hindsight I should’ve known
better—was the absolutely wild coverage coming out of Western media.
You’ve all seen the clips: journalists
on BBC, NBC, CNN, etc. expressing
their bewilderment at the fact that
“civilized”, blonde-haired, blue-eyed
people are experiencing the horrors of
war. Newscasters talking about how
utterly horrible it is that such conflict
could befall Europe.
What was even more shocking than
these racist, harmful, and exhausting
narratives being perpetuated on mainstream news networks, was the blatant
double standard when it came to
reporting in Ukraine vs. Palestine.
Ordinary Ukrainian citizens were
being celebrated for taking up arms to
defend their country from Russian
occupation. People were being urged
to donate money to the Ukrainian
army. Major news networks were literally live-broadcasting workshops on
how to make Molotov Cocktails.
From U.S. government officials, to
our biggest news broadcasters, and

social media networks, Ukrainians
were being applauded as heroes for
going to whatever lengths to protect
their land. The same exact things that
Palestinians are labelled as terrorists
for, imprisoned, and even killed.
Photos of a young Ahed Tamimi
confronting an Israeli soldier went
viral on social media last week, with
people celebrating the heroic Ukrainian
girl facing off against a Russian soldier.
But because Ahed is actually Palestinian,
not a Ukrainian girl, she is a “terrorist,” who was imprisoned for months
for slapping a soldier who invaded her
town and shot her cousin in the head.
When Ahed is Palestinian, she is no
global hero. But when she’s Ukrainian,
she’s an icon.
While outlets like CNN and the New
York Times were romanticizing and
encouraging the use of Molotovs
against Russian forces, Israel was killing two Palestinian children for alleg-

edly throwing Molotov cocktails
towards Israeli military posts.
Yet 13-year-old Mohammad Rezq
Salah and 16-year-old Yamen Khanafseh,
who were born into a 70+ year occupation, and grew up between walls, checkpoints, military jeeps, and never-ending
oppression, did not make the headlines.
For decades, Israel has been killing
and imprisoning Palestinians with
impunity. Only the “innocent victims”—mostly women and children,
with a particularly sad and unjust story,
will make the headlines.
But if a Palestinian kid was killed
throwing a rock or a Molotov cocktail at
an Israeli army jeep that was invading
his hometown, he is no hero. He is in
fact, treated as a terrorist, and if Israel
kills him, the world doesn’t bat an eye.
Many journalists who dare to empathize with the Palestinian struggle have
been called “terrorist sympathizers” sim-

ply for declaring that a child throwing a
stone at a tank should not be shot and
killed. We’ve been called “non-objective”
for simply believing that Palestinians
should be treated, and reported about, as
human beings—that they should be
extended the same dignity as Ukrainians.
So, to see other journalists, and frankly
the world citizenry, so easily understand
the concept of resistance—specifically
armed resistance—to occupation, and
embrace it, is…well…exhausting? Eyeopening? Frustrating? All of the above.
If only such compassion and understanding could be extended to other people under occupation around the world.
—Mondoweiss, March 8, 2022
https://mondoweiss.net/?mailpoet_
router&endpoint=view_in_browser&action=view&data=WzgxMjUsIjljMTIxODhjMjNmYSIsMjAzOTQsIm5jMHU0bm9qZmMwa3c0a2tvb3dzY2djb2t3b28wYzBjIiwyMzQ1MCwwXQ

The Workers Have Spoken!
Amazon Labor Union scores major victory in New York
By Mark Satinoff and Argiris Malapanis
Brooklyn, New York, April 1, 2022—
Workers at JFK8, Amazon’s giant warehouse on Staten Island, voted by a large
margin for representation by the
Amazon Labor Union. It is the most
significant union organizing victory in
the United States in decades—a milestone for the labor movement.
According to the NLRB, 2,654 workers voted for representation by the ALU
and 2,131 against. This means that nearly 55 percent of the 4,785 workers who
cast ballots voted yes, and 45 percent
no—a ten percent margin of victory.
“Today the people have spoken, and
the people wanted a union,” ALU president Chris Smalls told supporters.
Smalls uncorked a bottle of champagne
outside the NLRB offices when the
final tally came through.

“We want to thank [Amazon CEO]
Jeff Bezos for going to space, because
when he was up there, we were signing
people up,” Smalls added.
“When COVID-19 came into play,
Amazon failed us,” Smalls said during
the press conference after the union
victory was announced. Amazon fired
Smalls two years ago after he led a
walkout over health and safety conditions at the beginning of the COVID19 pandemic. He described how the
ALU—a grassroots group with no affiliation to any established national trade
union—started about a year ago.
Smalls and other NY Amazon workers,
including Derrick Palmer, now ALU’s vice
president for organizing; Gerald Bryson,
whom Amazon fired at the same time as
Smalls; and Jordan Flowers traveled the

country. “We went down to [Bessemer]
Alabama last year, when they had the first
[union organizing] campaign,” Smalls
said. “And we saw some things that we
thought that we could do better independently. So that’s what we decided to do.
We decided to come back home to Staten
Island, and start unionizing JFK8, and not
just JFK8, we wanted all four of them,” he
explained, referring to Amazon’s four
warehouses on Staten Island.1
Workers in Bessemer, Alabama,
voted in February and March in a second union election that the NLRB set
after ruling that Amazon’s intimidation
tactics tainted last year’s vote. As of the
publication of this article, the outcome
in Bessemer was too close to call.
“Its worker led, it is the workers
themselves in the warehouse organiz-
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ing themselves,” said Justine Medina, a
packer at JFK8 who was on hand for
the vote count this morning. She said
organizers drew their inspiration from
the early labor movements of the 20th
century. “We looked back on that, and
we said, what worked for them? How
were they able to build these unions
from the ground up and build the
strongest labor movement in American
history? And how do we go back and
do that, because Amazon is a kind of
classic, exploitative factory.”

Renewed optimism for victory at LDJ5
Amazon’s Staten Island complex
includes four similar warehouses. The
vote at JFK8 is just the start. Another
1,600 workers at a warehouse directly
across the street from JFK8, called
LDJ5, will be eligible to vote in a union
election scheduled for April 25-29. All
told the company says more than
10,000 employees work at the Staten
Island compound. ALU organizers
want to unionize them all.
“We are now very optimistic about

the upcoming union election at LDJ5,”
said ALU treasurer Maddie Wesley
who works at that warehouse.
ALU organizers said workers from a
number of other Amazon facilities from
around the country have contacted them
for help with organizing. A number of
Amazon workers here said the union
victory at JFK8 can be significant for the
labor movement across the country.

“We want to thank
[Amazon CEO] Jeff
Bezos for going to space,
because when he was up
there, we were signing
people up,” Smalls
added.
Palmer, who packs boxes at JFK8
and is a co-founder of the union, said he
expected other facilities to follow Staten
Island. “This will be the first union,” at

Amazon, the second-largest company
in the country with more than one million employees, he said, “but moving
forward, that will motivate other workers to get on board with us.”
The mood among the dozens of
Amazon workers and their supporters
present at the plaza in front of Metro
Tech Center here was festive, high
energy, exhilarating.
Rank-and-file organizers were optimistic but cautious, going into the vote.
They felt good about the work they had
done—supporting workers who protested unsafe working conditions, sexual harassment on the job, or unwarranted write-ups that often led to dismissals; campaigning in and out of the
workplace for nearly a year; standing
up to company and police harassment;
organizing weekly lunches in the cafeteria and barbecues under a tent across
from JFK8; collecting union authorization cards day and night; raising funds
through a GoFundMe account; and
carrying out intensive phone banking
in the weeks leading up to the election
to discuss workers’ concerns, counter
the company’s lies, and convince fellow
workers to vote for the union. But some
were surprised the vote turned out with
such strong numbers.
“Risking our jobs, risking our family time—just to see all of this coming
together makes me feel proud,” said
Karen Ponce, 26, the ALU secretary
who works at JFK8. “I’m very surprised
and proud.”

ALU organizers celebrate victory in union election after results of the vote at JFK8 Amazon warehouse
are released by the NLRB outside labor board’s office in Brooklyn, NY, on April 1, 2022. ALU organizer Jordan Flowers (center) holds up a copy of the official NLRB announcement. (Photo: Mark
Satinoff / World-Outlook)
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Workers at the sprawling warehouse
JFK8 sort, load, and unload items to be
dispatched to Amazon customers
across the region. They often work
nearly 12-hour shifts with two 30-minute breaks, or sometimes a 45-minute
break, depending on the shift. Workers
say this is barely enough time to make
your way across the warehouse and eat.
Workers’ movement and productivity
is meticulously tracked by the company. Amazon targets those who can’t
keep up with disciplinary write-ups,

workers report. This pace of work often
results in serious injuries.
These were some of the issues that led
thousands of workers to join the union.
In a company statement issued on
its site, Amazon said it was disappointed in the outcome and accused the
NLRB of “inappropriate and undue
influence” over the vote.
NLRB spokeswoman Kayla Blado
maintained there was nothing inappropriate about its actions.
“The NLRB is an independent federal agency that Congress has charged
with enforcing the National Labor
Relations Act,” Blado said in an interview. “All NLRB enforcement actions
against Amazon have been consistent
with that Congressional mandate.”

Next step: Unify workers in fight
for decent contract
Amazon Labor Union organizers
campaigned on a pledge to fight for
higher starting wages. They’re aiming
for $30 an hour from the current starting rate of $18.25. They want job security to prevent the company from constantly firing and rehiring people several
months later. They’re also pushing for
quality-of-life improvements for workers, like allowing workers to keep their
phones on the warehouse floor and
pushing the company to provide shuttle
buses for workers with long commutes.

But organizers faced long odds. They
pointed to the high turnover rate at
Amazon and the more than 7,000
employees organizers had to win over—
all in the face of relentless efforts by the
company to convince workers to reject
the union. Amazon plastered “Vote
No” banners throughout the warehouse
and pulled employees into “training”
sessions where pressure was brought to
bear to dissuade them from unionizing.
It’s a similar playbook the company had
used to quash union organizing efforts
at warehouses across the country.

is based on Staten Island and Long
Island and recently offered its headquarters to ALU volunteers for phone
banking.) Multiple union organizers
were fired throughout the two-year
campaign, others say they were targeted for performance write-ups, and the
company would regularly tear down
pro-union signs and confiscate prounion literature from organizers.

She said organizers
drew their inspiration
from the early labor
movements of the 20th
century. “We looked
back on that, and we
said, what worked for
them? How were they
able to build these
unions from the
ground up and build
the strongest labor
movement in American
history? And how do we
go back and do that,
because Amazon is a
kind of classic,
exploitative factory.”

—World-Outlook, April 1, 2022

Pro bono attorney Seth Goldstein,
representing the nascent union effort,
filed dozens of charges of unfair labor
practices against the company, though
they didn’t appear to shift the company’s tactics. (Another attorney, Eric
Miller, filed the ALU’s representation
petition with the NLRB; his fees are
paid for by United Food and
Commercial Workers Local 342, which

The workers beat the odds and prevailed, however. The next step will be
to unify the work force behind the fight
for a decent contract. Today’s victory
puts wind in the sails of that effort.
https://world-outlook.
com/2022/04/01/the-workers-have-spoken-amazon-labor-union-scores-majorvictory-in-ny/
1 For more information on the evolution of
this magnificent union organizing campaign
see, “NY Amazon Workers File for Union Recognition” and “Amazon Labor Union PreElection Rally: ‘Vote Yes!’” published by WorldOutlook on November 4, 2021, and March 25,
2022, respectively.

Continued from page 37
anti-capitalist) shadow of its former
self, which was then capable of such
crimes as the famine in 1930s Ukraine.
The take-away for today is a war
between two capitalist/imperialist powers, even though one is weaker than the
other, is no solution for Ukraine. We
must say U.S./EU and Russia out of
Ukraine Now! Working people decide
your own fate! You have nothing to
lose but your chains!
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How We Did It
By Justine Medina
My quick-and-dirty analysis of the
Amazon Labor Union’s successes so far
is pretty simple. We just did the thing
you’re supposed to do we had a worker-led movement.
We studied the history of how the
first major unions were built. We
learned from the Industrial Workers of
the World, and even more from the
building of the Congress of Industrial
Organizations. We read William Z.
Foster’s Organizing Methods in the
Steel Industry (a must-read, seriously).
But here’s the basic thing: you have
an actual worker-led project—a Blackand Brown-led, multi-racial, multinational, multi-gender, multi-ability
organizing team. You get some salts
with some organizing experience, but
make sure they’re prepared to put in
the work and to follow the lead of
workers who have been around the
shop longer. You get the Communists
involved, you get some socialists and
anarcho-syndicalists, you bring togeth-

er a broad progressive coalition. You
bring in sympathetic comrades from
other unions, in a supporting role.
Really, you just follow the classic
playbook. Do not be afraid to fight, to
get as dirty as the bosses will, to match
or beat the energy they’re bringing. Do
not be afraid to agitate and to antagonize the bosses, as a union should. Use
every tool in your toolbox; file those
unfair labor practice charges, every
chance you get. Protest and do collective action. Keep building.
It’s the hard work, every day: workers talking to workers. Not just media
games, but solidarity, daily analysis,
and adjusting as needed. It’s working
as a collective, learning together, and
teaching each other. Get back to fighting form. That’s how we won.
What I’m describing wasn’t my plan,
but the efforts of Amazon workers who
got fed up with their mistreatment. I
was lucky to be recruited into this effort
as a salt by the organizing committee

Amazon Labor Union worker-organizers celebrated their 2,654-2,131 win today. Photo: Justine Medina
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because of my organizing experience
with the Young Communist League. I
was welcomed with open arms, and it
has changed the path of my life completely, but I’ve always understood my
role to be following the lead of the
workers who were there before me.
This was a truly collective effort, led
by some brilliant Amazon workers
thrust into organizing by the pandemic and the conditions of their lives;
Chris Smalls and Derrick Palmer in
particular have been tremendous leaders. I think this union shows the true
possibility of what is before us, as a
labor movement—if we just remember how to do it.
Justine Medina is a member of the
ALU organizing committee and a packer
at the JFK8 Amazon warehouse.
—Labor Notes, April 1, 2022
https://labornotes.org/2022/04/amazon-workers-staten-island-clinch-historic-victory

Let Us Now Praise Courageous Men and Women
By Chris Hedges
Let us honor those workers who
stood up to Amazon, especially Chris
Smalls, described by Amazon’s chief
counsel as “not smart, or articulate,”
who led a walkout at the Amazon warehouse at Staten Island JFK8 at the
beginning of the pandemic two years
ago to protest unsafe working conditions. He was immediately fired.
Amazon’s high-priced lawyers, however, were in for a surprise. Smalls unionized the first Amazon warehouse in the
country. He, along with his co-founder
Derrick Palmer, built their union worker by worker with little outside support
and no affiliation with a national labor
group, raising $120,000 on GoFundMe.
Amazon spent more than $4.3 million
on anti-union consultants last year
alone, according to federal filings.
We must not underestimate this
victory. It is only by rebuilding unions
and carrying out strikes that we will
halt the downward spiral of the working class. No politician will do this for
us. Neither of the two ruling parties
will be our allies. The media will be
hostile. The government, beholden to
corporations and the rich, will use its
resources, no matter which of the two
ruling parties is in the White House, to
crush worker movements. It will be a
long, painful, and lonely struggle.
You can tell what the oligarchs fear
by what they seek to destroy—unions.
Amazon, the country’s second largest
employer after Walmart, pours staggering resources into blocking union
organizing, like Walmart. According to
court documents, it formed a reaction
team involving ten departments,
including a security group staffed by
military veterans, to counter the Staten
Island organizing and had blueprints
for breaking union activity worked out
in its “Protest Response Playbook” and
“Labor Activity Playbook.” The strikebreaking teams organized compulsory

Maoist-type meetings, up to 20 a day,
with workers where supervisors denigrated unions. It employed subterfuges
making it hard to vote for a union. It
put up anti-union posters in the bathrooms. It fired workers suspected of
organizing. And it relied on the gutting
of antitrust legislation and OSHA, as
well as the emasculation of the National
Labor Relations Board, which left
workers largely defenseless, although
the NLRB made a few decisions in
favor of the union organizers.
“They called us a bunch of thugs,”
Smalls told reporters after the 2,654 to
2,131 vote to form the union. “They tried
to spread racist rumors. Tried to demonize our character, but it didn’t work.”
Amazon, like most large corporations, has no more commitment to
worker’s rights than it does to the
nation. It avoids taxes through a series
of loopholes designed by their lobbyists in Washington and passed by

Congress. The company dodged about
$5.2 billion in corporate federal income
taxes in 2021, even as it reported record
profits of more than $35 billion. It paid
only six percent of those profits in federal corporate income tax. Amazon
posted income of more than $11 billion in 2018 but paid no federal taxes
and received a federal tax refund of
$129 million. Amazon’s Jeff Bezos, the
second richest man in the world, is
worth over $180 billion. He, like Elon
Musk, the richest man in the world,
worth $277 billion, plays with space
rockets as if they were toys and is finishing work on his $500 million yacht,
the largest in the world.

Who owns the media?
Bezos owns The Washington Post.
The billionaire bio-scientist Patrick
Soon-Shiong owns The Los Angeles
Times. Hedge funds and other financial
firms own half of the daily newspapers
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in the United States. Television is in
the hands of roughly a half-dozen corporations who control 90 percent of
what Americans watch. WarnerMedia,
currently owned by AT&T, owns CNN
and Time Warner. MSNBC is owned by
Comcast, which is a subsidiary of
General Electric, the 11th-largest
defense contractor in the U.S. News
Corp owns The Wall Street Journal and
New York Post. The ruling oligarchs
don’t care what we watch, as long as we
remain entranced by the trivial, emotionally-driven spectacles they provide.
None of these outlets challenge the
interests of their owners, shareholders,
or advertisers, who orchestrate the
assault on workers. The more powerful
workers become, the more the media
will be weaponized against them.
The first story I published in a major
newspaper, The Christian Science
Monitor, was about the U.S. corporation Gulf and Western’s crushing of
labor organizing in its industrial free
zone in La Romana in the Dominican
Republic, a campaign that included the
intimidation, beating, firing, and assassination of Dominican labor organizers.
The story was originally accepted by the
Outlook section of The Washington Post
until Gulf and Western, which owned
Paramount Pictures, threatened to pull
its movie advertising from the newspaper. The Monitor, funded by The
Christian Science Church, did not carry
advertising. It was an early and important lesson on the severe constraints of
the commercial press.
The New York Times had gutted an
investigative piece a year earlier written
by perhaps our greatest investigative
journalist, Seymour Hersh, who
exposed the killing of some 500
unarmed civilians by the U.S. army in
My Lai and the torture at Abu Ghraib,
and Jeff Gerth about Gulf and Western.
Hersh and Gerth documented how
Gulf and Western carried out fraud,
abuse, tax avoidance and had links
with organized crime. Charles
Bluhdorn, the CEO of Gulf and
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Western, socialized with the publisher,
Arthur “Punch” Sulzberger, which
included invitations to preview soonto-be-released Paramount movies in
Bluhdorn’s home theater. Bluhdorn
used his connections at the paper to
discredit Hersh and Gerth, as well as to
bombard the newspaper with accusatory letters and menacing phone calls.
He hired private investigators to dig up
dirt on Hersh and Gerth. When the
two reporters filed their 15,000-word
expose, the business editor, John Lee,
in Hersh’s words, and “his ass-kissing
coterie of moronic editors,” perhaps
fearful of being sued, neutered it. It was
one thing, Hersh found, to go up
against a public institution. It was
something else to take on a major corporation. He would never again work
regularly for a newspaper.

Amazon posted income
of more than $11 billion
in 2018 but paid no federal taxes and received a
federal tax refund of
$129 million.
“The experience was frustrating and
enervating,” Hersh writes in his memoir Reporter. “Writing about corporate
America had sapped my energy, disappointed the editors, and unnerved me.
There would be no check on corporate
America, I feared: Greed had won out.
The ugly fight with Gulf and Western
had rattled the publisher and the editors to the point that the editors who
ran the business pages had been allowed
to vitiate and undercut the good work
Jeff and I had done. I could not but
wonder if the editors there had been
told about Bluhdorn’s personal connection to Punch. In any case, it was
clear to me and Jeff that the courage
the Times had shown in confronting
the wrath of a president and an attorney general in the crisis over the

Pentagon Papers in 1971 was nowhere
to be seen when confronted by a gaggle
of corporate con men…”

The power of the unions
The United States had the most violent labor wars in the industrialized
world, with hundreds of workers murdered by company goons and militias,
thousands wounded and tens-of-thousands blacklisted. The fight for unions,
and with them decent salaries, benefits,
and job protection, was paid for by rivers of working-class blood and tremendous suffering. The formation of unions,
as in the past, will entail a long and
vicious class war. The security and surveillance apparatus, including Homeland
Security and the FBI, will be deployed,
along with private contractors and thugs
hired by corporations, to monitor, infiltrate and destroy union organizing.
Unions made possible, for a while, a
middle-class salary for auto workers,
bus drivers, electricians, and construction workers. But those gains were rolled
back. If the minimum wage had kept
pace with rising productivity, as The
New York Times pointed out, workers
would be earning at least $20 an hour.
The nascent organizing at Amazon,
Starbucks, Uber, Lyft, John Deere,
Kellogg, the Special Metals plant in
Huntington, West Virginia, owned by
Berkshire Hathaway; REI, the
Northwest Carpenters Union, Kroger,
teachers in Chicago, Sacramento, West
Virginia, Oklahoma and Arizona; fast
food workers, hundreds of nurses in
Worcester, Massachusetts, and the
members of the International Alliance
of Theatrical Stage Employees are signs
that workers are discovering that the
only real power they have is as a collective, although a paltry nine percent of
the U.S. workforce is unionized.
Fourteen hundred workers at a
Kellogg’s plant in Omaha that makes
Cheez-Its won a new contract with
more than 15 percent wage increases
over three years after they went on
strike for nearly three months last fall.

The betrayal of the working class by
the Democratic Party, especially during the Clinton administration, included trade deals that allowed exploited
workers in Mexico or China to take the
place of unionized workers at home.
Anti-labor legislation was passed by
bought-and-paid for politicians in the
two ruling parties on behalf of big
business. Deindustrialization and job
insecurity morphed into the gig economy, where workers are reduced to living on subsistence wages with no benefits or job security, and few rights.
Capitalists, as Karl Marx pointed out,
have only two goals: Reduce the cost of
labor, which means impoverishing and
exploiting workers, and increase the rate
of production, which often occurs
through automation, such as Amazon’s
ubiquitous squat orange robots carrying
yellow racks across million-square-foot
warehouse floors. When human beings
interfere in these two capitalist objectives, they are sacrificed.
The financial distress afflicting
workers, trapped in debt peonage and
preyed upon by banks, credit card
companies, student loan companies,
privatized utilities, the gig economy, a
for-profit healthcare system that has
not prevented the U.S. from having
roughly a sixth of all reported worldwide COVID-19 deaths—although we
have less than a twelfth of the world’s
population—and employers who pay
meager wages and do not provide benefits is getting steadily worse, especially
with rising inflation.
Biden, while lavishing $13.6 billion
on Ukraine and expanding the military
budget to $754 billion, has overseen the
loss of extended unemployment benefits, rental assistance, forbearance for
student loans, emergency checks, the
moratorium on evictions and now the
ending of the expansion of the child tax
credit. He has refused to fulfill even his
most tepid campaign promises, including raising the minimum wage to $15
an hour and forgiving student loans.

His Build Back Better bill has been gutted and may not be revived.

Conditions at Amazon
Amazon workers, like many
American workers, endure appalling
work conditions. They are forced to
work compulsory 12-hour shifts. They
are denied bathroom breaks, often urinating into bottles. They endure stifling temperatures inside the warehouse in the summer. They must scan
a new item every 11 seconds to hit their
quota. The company knows immediately when they fall behind. Fail to
meet the quota and you are fired.

If the minimum wage
had kept pace with
rising productivity, as
The New York Times
pointed out, workers
would be earning at least
$20 an hour.
Will Evans, in an investigative piece
for Reveal from The Center for
Investigative Reporting, found that
“the company’s obsession with speed
has turned its warehouses into injury
mills.” Evans amassed internal injury
reports from 23 of the company’s 110
“fulfillment centers” nationwide.
“Taken together,” he writes, “the rate
of serious injuries for those facilities
was more than double the national
average for the warehousing industry:
9.6 serious injuries per 100 full-time
workers in 2018, compared with an
industry average that year of four.”
Those who are injured, Evans found,
are “cast aside as damaged goods or sent
back to jobs that injured them further.”
“The Amazon tenure of Parker
Knight, a disabled veteran who worked
at the Troutdale, Oregon, warehouse
this year, shows the ruthless precision of
Amazon’s system,” Evans writes.

“Knight had been allowed to work
shorter shifts after he sustained back and
ankle injuries at the warehouse, but
[proprietary software tracking program]
ADAPT didn’t spare him. Knight was
written up three times in May for missing his quota. The expectations were
precise. He had to pick 385 small items
or 350 medium items each hour. One
week, he was hitting 98.45 percent of his
expected rate, but that wasn’t good
enough. That 1.55 percent speed shortfall earned him his final written warning—the last one before termination.”
The New York Times revealed last
year that Amazon also regularly shortchanges new parents, patients dealing
with medical crises and other vulnerable workers on leave.
“Workers across the country facing
medical problems and other life crises
have been fired when the attendance
software mistakenly marked them as
no-shows, according to former and
current human resources staff members, some of whom would speak only
anonymously for fear of retribution,”
the newspaper reported. “Doctors’
notes vanished into black holes in
Amazon’s databases. Employees struggled to even reach their case managers,
wading through automated phone
trees that routed their calls to overwhelmed back-office staff in Costa
Rica, India, and Las Vegas. And the
whole leave system was run on a patchwork of programs that often didn’t
speak to one another. Some workers
who were ready to return found that
the system was too backed up to process them, resulting in weeks or months
of lost income. Higher-paid corporate
employees, who had to navigate the
same systems, found that arranging a
routine leave could turn into a morass.”
The ruling class, through self-help
gurus such as Oprah, “prosperity gospel” preachers and the entertainment
industry, has effectively privatized
hope. They peddle the fantasy that
reality is never an impediment to what
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we desire. If we believe in ourselves, if
we work hard, if we grasp that we are
truly exceptional, we can have anything we want. The privatization of
hope is pernicious and self-defeating.
When we fail to achieve our goals,
when our dreams are unattainable, we
are taught it is not due to economic,
social, or political injustice, but faults
within us. History has demonstrated
that the only power citizens have is
through the collective, without that
collective we are shorn like sheep. This
is a truth the ruling class spends a lot of
time obscuring.
Any advance we make in social,
political, and economic justice immediately comes under assault by the ruling class. The ruling class chips away at
the gains we make, which is what happened following the rise of mass movements in the 1930s and later in the
1960s. The oligarchs seek to snuff out
what the political scientist Samuel
Huntington cynically called “the excess
of democracy.” The sociologist Max
Weber, for this reason, called politics a
vocation. Social change cannot be
achieved simply by voting. It requires a
constant, ceaseless effort. It is an endless striving for a new political order,
one that demands lifelong dedication,
organizing to keep the rapacious
excesses of power in check and personal sacrifice. This eternal vigilance is
the key to success.

Minneapolis Teachers Strike
By Adam Ritscher
On March 8, 2022—International
Women’s Day—over 4,500 teachers
and professional support staff went out
on strike. This decision was made after
months of frustrating contract negotiations in which the Minneapolis School
District refused to seriously address the
multi-faceted crisis that education
workers are currently facing. During
the strike vote, a whopping 97 percent
of teachers and 98 percent of support
staff voted to strike. The voter turnout
was 96 percent of the district teachers,
and 93 percent of support staff.
The union representing the workers
is the Minneapolis Federation of
Teachers—Local 59.
The union’s demands address serious concerns in six categories:
1. inadequate mental health support.
2. the need for more affordable,
quality health care.
3. low and non-competitive pay.
4. COVID safety protocols.
5. overly large class sizes and workloads.

6. and the need to put resources
into retaining educators of color.
The school district cited a lack of
resources, but the workers pointed to
the fact that money is always available
for high up administrators, not to
mention that the state of Minnesota is
sitting on a $9.25 billion surplus that
could be used to help schools and
workers. Neighboring school districts
pay several thousand dollars a year
more on average to teachers than the
Minneapolis schools. And even more
shocking is the low pay that education
support workers in the school district
have had to endure—just $24,000 per
year. Those poverty wages have resulted in many support workers having to
juggle multiple jobs, and some have
even had to live in their cars.
Likewise, the chronic de-prioritizing of education spending that is being
seen across the country, has seen teachers having to endure not only stagnant
wages and benefits, but dramatically
increasing workloads as vacancies are
often not filled. For example, school

Amazon’s vast machinery, as I write,
is no doubt plotting to destroy the
union in Staten Island. It cannot allow
it to be a successful example. It has 109
“fulfillment centers” it is determined
to keep nonunionized. But, if we do
not become complacent, if we continue to organize and resist, if we link our
arms with our unionized allies across
the country, if we are able to strike
we—and they—have a chance.
—Sheerpost, April 4, 2022
https://scheerpost.com/2022/04/04/
hedges-let-us-now-praise-courageousmen-and-women/
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Tentative agreement reached in Minneapolis teachers strike March 25, 2022.

counselors in the district must juggle
up to 350 students. The COVID-19
pandemic has accelerated the crisis.
Education workers have been doing
everything they can to draw attention
to this crisis for years. While their
voices have been ignored by the powers
that be, they’ve been heard loud and
clear by many other workers and community members. As a result, once the
strike began, the union saw incredible
participation on its picket lines, not
only from the striking workers themselves, but from thousands of students,
community members and other unions.
The strike was kicked off with a
massive march to the school district
headquarters on March 8, followed by
a rally at the State Capitol building on
March 9. Pickets were held every day,
starting at 7:30 A.M. And almost every
afternoon the union held a rally or
other action at lunch time or in the
middle of the afternoon. Among the
actions held were picket sign waving
dance parties, a march through downtown Minneapolis on March 10, a rally
outside the Governor’s Mansion on
March 18, and a massive student sit-in
at the school district’s Davis Center.
This was the first teacher’s union
strike in Minneapolis since 1970, when
workers went out on a 20-day strike
over mostly the same issues.
Several negotiations sessions were
held between the District and the
Union during the strike, and after 14
days of picketing, the district offered
major concessions resulting in a tentative agreement being reached on March
25. Workers voted to approve the
agreement over the following weekend.
The vote was 76 percent of teachers
voting to approve, and 80 percent of
education support workers. The workers returned to work on March 28, and
students returned on March 29.
The contract that the strikers won
contained a number of things that the
School District had previously said that
it could never agree to. Among the

gains were a dramatic increase in the
amount of mental health support that
the schools will provide (in particular,
more nurses, school counselors, psychologists, and social workers.) For the
first time ever, the union was able to
get contract language limiting the size
of classrooms—lowering the number
of students in each class. Support staff
saw their wages go up $2 to $4 an hour,
and the overall wage increases will be
two percent in year one of the contract,
and three percent in year two, with a
$4,000 bonus. Some job titles that had
been particularly underpaid, like the
Adult Basic Education/General
Equivalency Diploma instructors, will
see as much as a 20 percent raise.
Particularly noteworthy were the
gains made regarding educators of
color. The union had been calling for
more action by the district to hire and
retain workers of color. This had initially been blocked by the
Administration, but the union was able
to win contract language updating the
seniority language so that educators of
color will be exempt from the layoff
process. This change will go a long way
to reverse the historic problem of educators of color being the “last hired and
first fired.”
The union issued this statement
about the strike settlement:
“These historic agreements
include significant wage increases
for ESP (Education Support
Professionals) and nation-leading
protections for teachers of color,
including exemptions from the
excess and layoff process and more.
In addition to improving our students’ learning conditions by adding
more counselors, social workers,
nurses, and specialists, this strike
also helped set the conditions for
significant
change
within
Minneapolis Public Schools (MPS)
and how it approaches its work.
Union leaders recognize that there is
more work to do, and this is just the
beginning of turning around the
MPS and are committed to continu-

ing this work in the months and
years to come.”

More work does indeed remain to
be done to improve working and learning conditions in Minneapolis schools.
But by taking such a militant stand, the
teachers and other education workers
made significant gains in a very difficult political and economic climate. In
doing so they set a powerful example
for educators and other workers everywhere. We salute the Minneapolis
teachers and support staff for their
courage and determination. They are
an inspiration for us all!

Continued from page 65
misled into repudiating self-determination—would be a theoretical error.
It would be the substitution of
Proudhonism for Marxism and, in
practice, would result in rendering
involuntary support to the most dangerous chauvinism and opportunism
of the Great Power nations.
—Marxist
Internet
February-May 1914

Archive,

https://www.marxists.org/archive/
lenin/works/1914/self-det/
1 Note to readers: This extensive excerpt of Lenin’s pamphlet leaves out notes and footnotes from
the original that can be found at Marxist Internet
Archive at the link below. —Socialist Viewpoint
Written: February-May 1914
Published: April-June 1914 in the journal
Prosveshcheniye Nos. 4, 5 and 6. Signed: V. Ilyin.
Published according to the text in the journal.
Source: Lenin’s Collected Works, Progress Publishers, 1972, Moscow, Volume 20, pp. 393-454.
Translated: Bernard Isaacs and The Late Joe
Fineberg
Transcription\Markup: B. Baggins, D. Walters, & K. Goins (2008)
Public Domain: Lenin Internet Archive
(2000). You may freely copy, distribute, display,
and perform this work; as well as make derivative and commercial works.
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INCARCERATION NATION

Blood in the Clenched Fist Alliance (2022)
By Kofi Donkur AKA L.I., with an introduction by Kevin “Rashid” Johnson, Defense Minister,
Revolutionary Intercommunal Black Panther Party

Introduction by Rashid
The following article by Comrade L.I.
exposes how he and several other Black
“gang” leaders were set up by government officials to be taken out, by dropping them into a prison system where
racist white and Mexican gangs predominate—many of whom worked in
collaboration with the pigs to target
Blacks. This experience and others in the
Virginia prison system, where he witnessed first-hand how government gang
task forces deliberately manipulate and
facilitate rivalries and wars between
groups, opened his eyes to the longstanding practice of racist repression
aimed at youth of color and the “gangs”
in particular. In the midst of it all, he
found that uniting these groups was the
only real defense against these designs,
which he successfully did.

Artwork by Kevin “Rashid” Johnson
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During 2010 I wrote an article, “Kill
Yourself or Liberate Yourself, the Real
U.S. Imperialist Policy on Gang Violence
Versus the Revolutionary Alternative.”1
That article was addressed to the youth
involved in the street tribe (so-called gang)
culture and laid out the designs of the pigs
and enemy ruling class to manipulate
them into cycles of criminality and violence on the scale of self-inflicted genocide.
Along with the article the New African
Black Panther Party (NABPP), now the
Revolutionary Intercommunal Black
Panther Party (RIBPP), initiated the
Clenched Fist Alliance (CFA), an initiative that aims to return the street tribes to
their original purposes of serving and
defending the oppressed communities and
to raise their political consciousness. The
CFA is an umbrella structure which any
tribe or set may join so long as they unite
with the ten-point program of the RIBPP.2

On a larger scale we recognize the
revolutionary potential of the tribes. The
youth have always been the primary
force of resistance that overthrew oppressive systems of power. Which is what the
pigs fear in the so-called gangs. This fear
was confirmed when Bunchy Carter
united Cali’s largest gang of the 1960s,
the Los Angeles Slausons, with the original Black Panther Party, forming the
L.A. Chapter of the BPP. In turn the pigs
had Bunchy assassinated by agents in the
U.S. (United Slaves) organization that
was led by Ron Karenga, and maneuvered to prevent the alliance and merger
of other gangs like the Blackstone Rangers
in Chicago with the Panthers. When
their efforts to incite a violent rivalry
between the Stones and the Chicago
Panthers failed, the FBI and Chicago
cops assassinated Chicago Panther chairman Fred Hampton Sr., and Mark
Clark, and maneuvered to bribe the
Stones to suppress community protests in
Chicago with corporate payoffs and
immunity from prosecution for crimes
committed in the communities.
The street gangs have since been primary targets of government subversion
and manipulation into cycles of rival wars
with each other and predatory behavior
against their own communities including
flooding them with narcotics. Which in
turn has given officials ammunition to
villainize and wage war on them and our
entire communities. The fear generated
within the communities by the gangs’
behavior and anti-gang pig propaganda
also leads communities to turn to the pigs
for protection against the tribes (murdering and sweeping our youth into prisons
by the millions) instead of looking to these
organizations for support and defense and
recognizing the pigs as the real terrorist
forces against our people.

We have seen the tribes live up to their
potential in recent years, from the historic hunger strikes in Cali prisons in
2011 and 2013, where 6,000, then 12,000,
then 30,000 prisoners went on strike
against the torture of long term solitary
confinement of “gang-validated” prisoners in Cali, which grew into a national
movement against the widespread abuse
of solitary in U.S. prisons; to the work
strikes that swept the U.S. prison system
from 2010-2018; to the 2015 “Agreement
to End Hostilities” that followed the hunger strikes where all the tribes in Cali’s
prisons agreed to end rival and racial
violence between themselves, which is still
holding although the pigs have repeatedly
tried to undermine the truce ever since; to
the mass protest of 2020 in the wake of
the police lynching of George Floyd.
This is why a Clenched Fist Alliance
is needed and the time is ripe. The youth
are more aware today of the system’s
oppressions than they have been in over
50 years and the street organizations
have been in the thick of the struggles.
Dare to Struggle Dare to Win! All
Power to the People!

Why I Unite with the Clenched
Fist Alliance
By L.I.
I’ve read Rashid’s 2010 article, “Kill
Yourself or Liberate Yourself,” and
found it to contain perspectives that I
also share. It also gives a true account
of the scheme employed by Virginia
officials at Red Onion State Prison
(ROSP) to manufacture rival gang
conflicts to create new justification for
continuing to operate Virginia’s two
super prisons in remote southwestern
Virginia—ROSP and Wallens Ridge
State Prison (WRSP), after both had
been repeatedly discredited for racist
abuse by their almost totally white staff
against a predominantly Black prison
population and exposed as unneeded. I
was one of the numerous prisoners
housed in ROSP’s so-called gang pods
where these rivalries were manipulated

by Virginia officials. I am an identified
East Coast Blood leader.
On June 29, 2014, ROSP’s general
population was placed on lockdown,
which on its face was nothing out of
the ordinary. So, I suspected nothing,
at least not until five guards came to
my cell claiming I had a court appearance. I was cuffed, taken to the intake
area, searched, then transferred to
WRSP where I was held in solitary confinement overnight.

...the way we have been
living and our deaths
and losses have all been
at the instigation and
designs of the system.
Our survival demands
that we unite and defend
each other and our
communities against
these designs.
The next morning, I was again
cuffed and taken to a temporary building area, where eight others (all Black
identified gang leaders) were also being
held under the pretext of having court
appearances. None of us had any active
court cases or appeals. We could get no
answers from guards as to our true
destinations.
Three hours later we were put in
chains, cuffs, and shackles, and loaded
into three vans. We departed.
On the interstate, observing passing
cars out the window I noticed the license
plates changing from Tennessee to
Kentucky, Illinois, etc. When the transport
guards got out of the vans at one stop, I
noticed they wore Colorado Department
Of Corrections (DOC) patches.
We rode continuously for 27 hours
to arrive at our destination, the Colorado
maximum security prison, Colorado

State Penitentiary, where we were then
taken to separate solitary units. Upon
entering the cellblock, I observed all the
prisoners come to their cell doors to see
who was entering. All the faces were
white or Mexican. There were no other
Blacks in the entire cellblock.
I was not allowed to contact loved
ones until five days later. After 30 days
I was transferred to Colorado’s classification prison, Denver Reception and
Diagnostic Center (DRDC). By now it
was evident that whites and Mexicans
were the majority of the population
(95 percent) in Colorado prisons,
which reversed my prison experience
of 18 years. It also revealed that
Colorado prisons have a predominantly gang population, where Latino and
white gangs displayed overt racism
toward Blacks. Whites wore clover,
thunderbolts, 88, and various other
tattoos that represented racist mentalities. These tattoos were worn with
arrogance and high visibility on their
faces, heads, and necks. This environment came as a culture shock.
During the classification process, I
and two of my comrades from Virginia
were told by Colorado’s gang task force
that there are various gangs in the
Colorado prison system and if we collaborated with them to coordinate or
disrupt things we’d be prosecuted to
the highest degree.
It became clear that Virginia deliberately sent us (all Black identified East
Coast organization members) into a
West Coast gang population, knowing
our culture and orientations are different if not completely opposite.
While in receiving, the so-called
gang investigation interviewed various
Colorado gang members in our presence, often opening the dialogue with,
“There are some real Bloods that were
just brought here from the East Coast.”
In hindsight I know that this rhetoric
was intended to, and did, create conflicts between us and the already established culture in Colorado.
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Sink or swim
On top of this we were dropped
with no supports into that prison population to just figure things out on our
own. Whether we adjusted or not
depended solely on us. We received no
form of counseling, no adjustment
period, no visits from Virginia liaisons
to aid our adjustment. It was left to us
as individuals, placed in a racially hostile rival gang environment, to sink or
swim. It was a deliberate move calculated to place us in harm’s way; exactly
the sort of move described by Tookie
Williams in his book, Blue Rage, Black
Redemption, where gang task force
agents and cops instigated and aggravated gang wars and rivalries by deliberately dropping identified gang members into rival neighborhoods to be
attacked or killed.
In Colorado we found the white and
Mexican gangs engaged in open violence
against Blacks, and the white gangs
openly collaborated with prison officials.
During 2017 a Black prisoner was
killed by one of the white gangs at
Limon Correctional Center. The prison
was placed on lockdown for two weeks
and all members of the white gangs
were moved, but only temporarily.
When the prison was taken off lockdown all those whites were moved back
in, and a race riot erupted. Only Blacks
were on the ground hurt from the riot
and guards targeted only Blacks with

force under the pretext of quelling the
riot. About 60 prisoners were involved
but four were thrown in the hole, all of
them the Blacks who were on the
ground injured by the whites who vastly outnumbered them. Everyone else
was sent back to their cellblocks, where
a race riot erupted again in response to
the attacks on Blacks.
I witnessed and was caught up in this
officially instigated race violence. This
experience, following on the heels of the
gang rivalries manipulated and instigated in Virginia’s prisons, opened my
eyes to the reality that most of the banging and racial violence between groups
was at the designs of government officials. And since the white gangs in
Colorado worked hand and hand with
officials to target Blacks, I and several
Colorado leaders got together and
formed an alliance that united us all
(Bloods, Crips, GDs, and others) in
common defense of each other and all
Black prisoners. We called this alliance
Main Line Tradition. This Alliance
brought the racial attacks on, and divisions between, Blacks to a halt. As the
Alliance solidified I and several others
were suddenly returned to Virginia.
Rashid and RIBPP are right that
many of our organizations began with
missions to serve and defend our communities, but because our conscious
leaders were targeted and destroyed by
the pigs, and others fell victim to bribery, we lost our way becoming corrupted with criminality and began
preying on and destroying our communities. We need to return to our
original missions and win the love and
support of our communities instead of
preying on them and giving the establishment ammunition to demonize us
and wage war on us and our communities in the name of suppressing gang
violence.
Before my experience at Red Onion
and in Colorado, I had the closed view
of most members of the street organi-

Kevin “Rashid” Johnson
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zations. I only cried about “me and
mine,” and thought I understood the
streets and our lifestyle. I thought we
had power. These experiences opened
my eyes, that the way we have been living and our deaths and losses have all
been at the instigation and designs of
the system. Our survival demands that
we unite and defend each other and
our communities against these designs.
To this end my set stands with and in
allegiance with the Clenched Fist
Alliance and calls on all tribes to set
aside their differences and join together in one common cause to unite
against our one common enemy—the
capitalist ruling class.
All Power to the People!

1 http://rashidmod.com/?p=626
2 “Revolutionary Intercommunal Black Panther Party Ten Point Program”
1. We want freedom. We want power to determine the destiny of our Black and oppressed
communities.
2. We want full employment for our people.
3. We want an end to the robbery by the capitalists of our Black and oppressed communities.
4. We want decent housing, fit for the shelter
of human beings.
5. We want decent education for our people
that exposes the true nature of this decadent
American society. we want education that
teaches us our true history and our role in the
present-day society.
6. We want completely free health care for all
black and oppressed people.
7. We want an immediate end to police brutality and murder of Black people, other people
of color, all oppressed people inside the U.S.
8. We want an immediate end to all wars of
aggression.
9. We want freedom for all Black and
oppressed people now held in U.S. federal,
state, county, city and military prisons and jails.
We want trials by a jury of peers for all persons
charged with so-called crimes under the laws of
this country.
10. We want land, bread, housing, education,
clothing, justice, peace and people’s community
control of modern technology.
https://rashidmod.com/?p=2711

The Marriage of Julian Assange
By Chris Hedges
London—I am standing at the gates
of HM Prison Belmarsh, a high security penitentiary in southeast London,
with Craig Murray, British Ambassador
to Uzbekistan until he was fired for
exposing CIA black sites and torture
centers in that country. Inside the prison, Julian Assange and Stella Moris are
being married. Craig and I were on the
list of the six guests invited to the wedding, but prison authorities, in an
example of the institutional sadism
that characterizes all prisons, denied us
entry. Craig, who was to have been one
of two witnesses, was informed that he
could not enter because he would
“endanger the security of the prison.”
Craig came down from Edinburgh
by train. I flew over from New York. We
would at least be at the entrance of the
prison with 150 Assange supporters.
Craig, dressed in full Scottish regalia—
and a kilt he admitted to expanding
every few years to accommodate his
broadening girth—made a fashion
statement and perhaps a point about
Scottish independence. He was outdone
by Stella, who wore a flowing ice lilac
A-line bridal gown, corset with plastic
stays so she could pass through the four
metal detectors, and veil designed and
donated by fashion designers Vivienne
Westwood and Andreas Kronthaler.
“It’s a part of the ongoing mental
torture that even on his happiest day
they will at the last moment strike off
guests on his guest list just to mess him
about, just to try and make things as
unpleasant as they can possibly make
them,” Craig laments. “We shouldn’t
be surprised. It’s a piece of the unnecessary cruelty with which he has been
kept from the start. Why on earth is he
even in a maximum-security prison
built to house terrorists? I’m quite
amused by the explanation that I
endanger the security of the prison. I
feel quite flattered by this. I couldn’t

understand it all until today when, of
course, it occurred to me that I look
incredibly sexy in my kilt and they
thought a prison riot might ensue.”

He is targeted because
he made public the
killing of nearly 700
civilians that had
approached too closely
to U.S. checkpoints.
The day is bittersweet. Julian may
never be able to live with his wife and
family. Yet it is an affirmation of love
and commitment and hope carried out
in a small side room with folding chairs
and a laminate table. The prison authorities denied Julian and Stella use of the
chapel. The ceremony was witnessed by
six family members, including Julian
and Stella’s two young sons, one of
whom fell asleep and the other of whom

was preoccupied with a paper plane and
tried to turn on one of the alarms. Two
guards were stationed in the room.
There was no reception. There was
no cake. The prison denied Julian and
Stella’s request for a photographer. A
guard took a few pictures, but prison
authorities told Julian and Stella they
could not be posted on social media or
shared with the public. They were
allowed to kiss. This prompted the
older boy, Gabriel, to say, the family
told me, “Oh, that’s a sloppy one.”
Afterwards, the Catholic chaplain, who
had the foresight to bring a white tablecloth and candles, gave them his blessing. Julian and Stella were given halfan-hour together in a crowded visitors
hall. And then Julian, prisoner A
9379AY, was escorted back to his cell to
the applause of the prisoners on his tier.
“It was an act of defiance,” Stella
tells me later of the wedding. “You can
tell by how much they fear it.”
The campaign to dehumanize
Julian, who honored his Scottish roots

“Disintegration Policy.” [Illustration by Mr. Fish]
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wearing a purple and beige kilt, along
with a purple tie and waistcoat, also
donated and designed by Westwood
and Kronthaler, extends to his wedding day. No doubt one of the reasons
Craig, whose coverage of the court
proceedings for Julian have been
dogged and brilliant, and I were not at
the wedding is because the prison
authorities did not want us to write
about the wedding, which they should
have known we would do whether we
were in the prison or not.
“They have viciousness,” Craig says.
“They have the ability to employ the
violence of the state. They have arbitrary power they can use to take cruel
and nasty decisions for the sake of it,
just to show that they can, but we, on
our side, have peace and love and
truth. Those values, at the end of the
day, are far more important.”
Julian is targeted because his organization WikiLeaks released the Iraq
War Logs in October 2010, which documented numerous U.S. war crimes—
including images seen in the Collateral
Murder video—of gunning down two
Reuters journalists and ten other
unarmed civilians.
He is targeted because he made
public the killing of nearly 700 civilians that had approached too closely
to U.S. checkpoints.
He is targeted because he exposed
the hacking tools used by the CIA
known as Vault 7, exposing that the
CIA is able to compromise cars, smart
TVs, web browsers and the operating
systems of most smart phones, as well
as operating systems such as Microsoft
Windows, macOS and Linux.
He is targeted because he exposed
the more than 15,000 unreported
deaths of Iraqi civilians, the torture and
abuse of some 800 men and boys, aged
between 14 to and 89, at Guantánamo.
He is targeted because he showed us
that Hillary Clinton in 2009 ordered U.S.
diplomats to spy on U.N. Secretary
General Ban Ki Moon and other U.N.
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representatives from China, France,
Russia, and the UK, spying that included
obtaining DNA, iris scans, fingerprints,
and personal passwords, part of the long
pattern of illegal surveillance that included the eavesdropping on UN Secretary
General Kofi Annan in the weeks before
the U.S.-led invasion of Iraq in 2003.
“They have the ability to employ the
violence of the state. They have arbitrary power they can use to take cruel
and nasty decisions for the sake of it,
just to show that they can, but we, on
our side, have peace and love and
truth. Those values, at the end of the
day, are far more important.”
He is targeted because he exposed
the more than 15,000 unreported
deaths of Iraqi civilians, the torture and
abuse of some 800 men and boys, aged
between 14 to and 89, at Guantánamo.
He is targeted because he exposed
that Barack Obama, Hillary Clinton
and the CIA orchestrated the June
2009 military coup in Honduras that
overthrew the democratically elected
president Manuel Zelaya, replacing it
with a murderous and corrupt military
regime. He is targeted because he
released documents that revealed that
the United States secretly launched
missile, bomb, and drone attacks on
Yemen, killing scores of civilians.
He is targeted because he made
public the $657,000 paid to Hillary
Clinton by Goldman Sachs to give talks
and her private assurances to corporate
leaders that she would do their bidding
while promising the public financial
regulation and reform. He is targeted
because he revealed the internal campaign to discredit and destroy British
Labour Party leader Jeremy Corbyn by
members of his own party.
For these truths alone he is guilty.
The Biden administration is determined to extradite Julian and charge
him with 17 counts of the Espionage
Act and one count of hacking into a
government computer, which would
send him to prison for 175 years. I sat

through some of the court proceedings
in London. It was a judicial farce, especially since the Spanish security firm
UC Global at the Ecuadorian Embassy,
where Julian had taken refuge for seven
years, recorded all of Julian’s conversations with his attorneys and turned
them over to the CIA. That fact alone
should invalidate the trial. But there is
also the bald fact that Julian never
committed a crime.
Julian is not a U.S. citizen. WikiLeaks
is not a U.S.-based publication. And yet
he is charged, under the U.S. Espionage
Act, with treason. It is judicial pantomime, a show trial where the rule of law
is sabotaged by barristers in horsehair
wigs and grand inquisitors such as
Gordon Kromberg, the Assistant
United States attorney for the Eastern
District of Virginia, who handles high
profile terrorism and national security
cases. Kromberg has open contempt for
Muslims, Islam and anyone who defies
the state. He has denounced what he
calls “the Islamization of the American
justice system.”
Kromberg oversaw the nine-year
persecution of the Palestinian activist
and academic Dr. Sami Al-Arian and at
one point refused his request to postpone a court date during the religious
holiday of Ramadan. “They can kill
each other during Ramadan, they can
appear before the grand jury. All they
can’t do is eat before sunset,” Kromberg
said in a 2006 conversation, according
to an affidavit filed by one of Arian’s
attorneys, Jack Fernandez. Kromberg
criticized Daniel Hale, the former Air
Force analyst who was sentenced to 45
months in prison for leaking information about the indiscriminate killings
of civilians by drones, saying Hale had
not contributed to public debate but
had “endanger[ed] the people doing
the fight.” He ordered Chelsea Manning
jailed after she refused to testify in
front of a grand jury investigating
WikiLeaks. Manning attempted to
commit suicide in March 2020 while
being held in a Virginia jail.

The perversion of the law for all of
us who follow Julian’s case is chilling.
It presages the rise of a global corporate
totalitarianism, one where the law is a
tool not of justice but oppression.
The U.S. successfully won an appeal of
a lower British court ruling that denied the
U.S. request to extradite Assange because
his psychological fragility makes him a
suicide risk and the conditions under
which he would be held in the American
prison system awaiting trial are inhumane.
Julian appealed in an effort to reinstate the original ruling. His appeal was
denied. Home Secretary Priti Patel will
rule soon on whether he will be extradited. If she decides to extradite Julian,
he can go back to the lower court to
appeal the points on which he was
found guilty. If the High Court rules in
his favor, the U.S. can appeal that decision to the Supreme Court. This legal
dance will probably take a year. If the
High Court rejects Julian’s appeal, he
could be extradited within weeks.
Julian has been observed pacing his
cell obsessively, punching himself in
the face, banging his head against the
wall, repeatedly calling the Samaritan
hotline because he was thinking about
committing suicide “hundreds-oftimes a day” and hallucinating. A razor
was found under his socks. He told
Nils Melzer, the UN Special Rapporteur
on torture, who brought in UN doctors
to examine Julian, that if he was extradited, he would kill himself. He suffered a stroke during his trial last
October. He is on antidepressants,
anti-stroke medication and the antipsychotic Quetiapine. He is gaunt, his
posture is poor and his color ashen. He
has spent months in the prison’s medical wing. Julian, as Melzer concluded
in his UN report, is being methodically
and systematically tortured. The goal
of the U.S. and UK governments is to
turn Julian’s psychological and perhaps physical obliteration into a chilling warning to anyone who might also
attempt to shine a light on the inner
workings of power.

I like and admire Julian. He is intellectually curious, incredibly courageous, funny and, at least when I was
with him in the Ecuadorian Embassy,
charmingly boyish. He could have easily used his precocious computer skills
to make a very comfortable life for
himself working for high finance or
national security agencies. He chose
instead to use those skills for the public, in the service of truth. He provided
the most important body of information of our generation about the war
crimes, lies, corruption and cynicism
that defines the ruling elites. This
information ripped back the veil on the
centers of power around the globe,
sparking movements and popular protests from Tunisia to Haiti.
If Assange is extradited and found
guilty of publishing classified material,
it will set a legal precedent that will
effectively end national security reporting, allowing the government to charge
any reporter who possesses classified
documents, and any whistleblower
who leaks classified information, under
the Espionage Act. The inner workings
of power will be shrouded in darkness,
with very ominous consequences for
press freedom and democracy.
It is night. I am in Stella’s house with
the wedding party, her mother, her brother, Julian’s father, and Julian’s brother, as
well as Julian and Stella’s two young boys.
“He has been disappeared,” Stella says
softly. “The only pictures that have
emerged of him since 2019 have been
illegally taken in the courtroom, everything else has been court illustrations and
pictures from the prison van from 2019.”
“Walking out was really jarring,”
she adds.
Stella and Julian spent years trying to
get married. They first asked the
Ecuadorian Ambassador to marry them,
but Julian was not an Ecuadorian citizen. Once Julian was granted Ecuadorian
citizenship the new government in
Quito had become hostile. Stella and
Julian began to lobby the prison for the

right to marry in 2020, but the prison
authorities did not respond to their
requests until they threatened a lawsuit.
Stella brings down her satin wedding dress with its three-quarter sleeves
and her veil to let us examine it. On the
inside flap of the dress Vivienne
Westwood has written this: “To me,
Vivienne, Julian is a pure soul and a
freedom fighter. All my love to the
family, Julian, Stella, Max, and Gabriel.
May the holy life force bless your marriage.” The veil has embroidered into it
words from family and friends. Julian
chose “Enduring Love.” Ardent.
Boundless.
Joyous.
Resilient.
Incandescent. Wild. Valiant. Resolute.
Tender. Stubborn. Tumultuous.
Patient. Yearning. Fearless. Eternal.
“For their love to have grown and
flourished in these dire circumstances of
ceaseless persecution and psychological
torture,” John Shipton, Julian’s father tells
me. “Love transcends the circumstances.”
He turns towards his two young
grandchildren.
“You can see it produced two lovely,
joyful children,” he says.
It is late. Stella cuts her wedding
cake on the wooden kitchen table. The
top tier is lemon. The bottom is raspberry. We eat silently.
Pray for Julian. Pray for Stella. Pray
for their children. Pray for us all.
—Sheerpost, March 25, 2022
https://scheerpost.com/2022/03/25/chrishedges-the-marriage-of-julian-assange/
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UK Supreme Court Refuses Assange Appeal
Statement By Stella Moris
Home Secretary Priti Patel. This is a
political case, and she can end it. It is
in her hands to prove that the UK is
better than all of this. Patel can end
Britain’s exposure to international
ridicule because of Julian’s incarceration. It takes political courage but
that is what it needed to preserve an
open society that protects publishers
from foreign persecution.
“The cruelty against Julian is corrupting. It corrupts our most cherished values and institutions. They will
be extinguished and lost forever unless
this travesty is brought to an end.
“The fight for freedom will go
on, until he’s freed.”

Reacting to the UK Supreme Court’s
refusal to hear Julian Assange’s appeal,
his fiancée Stella Moris said:
“Just this morning on our way to
school, our four-year-old son asked
me when daddy will come home.
Julian’s life is being treated as if it
were expendable. He has been
robbed of over a decade of liberty,
and three years from his home and
his young children who are being
forced to grow up without their
father. A system that allows this is a
system that has lost its way.
“Whether Julian is extradited or
not, which is the same as saying
whether he lives or dies, is being
decided through a process of legal
avoidance. Avoiding to hear arguments that challenge the UK courts’
deference to unenforceable and
caveated claims regarding his treatment made by the United States, the
country that plotted to murder him.
The country whose atrocities he
brought into the public domain.
Julian is the key witness, the principal indicter, and the cause of enormous embarrassment to successive
U.S. governments.
“Julian was just doing his job,
which was to publish the truth about
wrongdoing. His loyalty is the same
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as that which all journalists should
have to the public. Not to the spy
agencies of a foreign power. He published evidence that the country that
is trying to extradite him committed
war crimes and covered them up;
that it committed gross violations
that killed tens-of-thousands of
innocent men, women and children;
that it tortured and rendered; that it
bombed children, had death squads,
and murdered Reuters journalists in
cold blood; that it bribed foreign
officials and bullied less powerful
countries into
harming their
own citizens,
and that it also
corrupted
allied nations’
judicial inquiries into U.S.
wrongdoing.
For this, that
country wants
him in prison
for 175 years.
“Now the
extradition will
formally move
to a political
stage. Julian’s
fate now lies in
the hands of

Please donate to the new crowdfunder:
https://www.crowdfunder.co.uk/p/free-assange/
Read the Supreme Court Application here:
https://dontextraditeassange.com/permissiontoappeal.pdf
Read the Supreme Courts decision here:
https://dontextraditeassange.com/supremecourtrefusal.jpeg
Read the statement by Assange’s lawyers here:
https://dontextraditeassange.com/BirnbergPeirceStatement.pdf
Follow @DEACampaign and @StellaMoris1
on twitter.

Plea Bargaining is a Travesty
By Molly Shah
Like many former lawyers, I remember representing a client whose case
embodied such a gross miscarriage of
justice that I now use it as an example to
explain the unfairness of the law to others. My client, whom I’ll call Bobby, was
an elderly man with a recent traumatic
brain injury that had left him disabled
and unable to find stable housing. I was
working with him to secure a place in
assisted housing and was in contact with
him on an almost daily basis. At some
point, though, for about a week, he vanished—no notice, no clue regarding his
whereabouts. He just disappeared.
When Bobby finally arrived back in
my office, he told me that he had been
arrested. He had been robbed, and
during the robbery his prescription
heart medication was taken. The robbers, presumably after discovering it
was not a drug with street value, threw
his prescription onto the street in front
of him. A witness to the attack had
called the police, but when they arrived
the robbers were long gone. Bobby,
however, was still at the scene trying to
pick up his medicine from the ground.
Bobby was arrested by the officers for
possession of prescription medicine
outside of a proper container.

were on probation to reside there.
After several calls with his public
defender, I realized that there was not
much that could be done. Bobby, after
all, had admitted his guilt in front of a
judge and had waived any rights he had
to appeal. So, he had to wait a year, living in substandard housing, before he
would be eligible for the assistance he
desperately needed, all because he had
made his guilty plea without understanding the full consequences.

Ninety-seven percent of
criminal convictions in
America are the result of
a guilty plea, with the
vast majority of those
pleas resulting from plea
bargaining.
“Defendants don’t know what’s
what,” said Dan Canon, author of the
new book Pleading Out: How Plea

Bargaining Creates a Permanent
Criminal Class, when discussing
Bobby’s situation with me. “You take a
poor or working-class person that gets
swept into the criminal justice system
and is accused of a felony or something
like that and the defense attorney is like,
‘You need to plea…’ and they can’t
weigh the strengths and weaknesses of
their case—they can’t tell what’s a good
deal and what’s a bad deal.”
Canon, a civil rights attorney, law
professor at the University of Louisville,
and one of the attorneys who represented plaintiffs in the Obergefell v. Hodges
case that legalized gay marriage in the
United States, has seen many cases like
Bobby’s that inspired him to write about
the evils of plea bargaining. “I do a lot of
post-conviction work,” said Canon.
“When you are doing post-conviction
stuff, you see where the system has really
failed people in one way or another,
guilty people, or innocent people. I’ve
counseled lots of people in post-conviction cases that were just sort of frogmarched into a plea bargain because
that’s what they were supposed to do.”

Since the non-profit organization
that I worked for couldn’t handle
criminal cases, Bobby was assigned a
public defender. He sat in jail for a few
days before meeting with his lawyer,
who explained that if Bobby pled
guilty, he would be placed on probation for a year and the charge would be
dropped at the end of that time. Bobby,
who wanted to leave jail as soon as possible, agreed to this and thought that
the matter was resolved.
As Bobby told me this story, I immediately began to worry about his housing situation. The assisted housing
facility would not allow people who
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Ninety-seven percent of criminal
convictions in America are the result of
a guilty plea, with the vast majority of
those pleas resulting from plea bargaining. And yet, the fact that plea
bargaining is the primary mechanism
for processing charges in the U.S. criminal justice system has not received
much discussion in ongoing public
debates about criminal justice reform.
“There hasn’t been a serious public
conversation about plea bargaining
and what it’s doing to the criminal justice system, and that is because we have
just gotten so used to it,” said Canon.
After the Bordenkircher v. Hayes case in
1978, which allows prosecutors to punish a defendant for refusing to take a
plea, “you’ve got the academy at that
time just laying down its pens and saying, ‘That’s the way it is… let’s just
adjust to this new reality.’”
The systemic overreliance on plea
bargaining, Canon explains, is a
uniquely American way of dispensing
justice. “It seems perfectly natural to us,
and yet no place else in the world that I
know of tolerates the kind of discretion
that we give to our prosecutors in trying to get somebody to give up their
right to go to trial,” said Canon.
In the book, Canon further argues
that the use of plea bargaining is essential to the repression of working-class
solidarity in America, and he does so by
tracing its use to the start of the industrial revolution in Boston. “You’ve got
people living on top of each other in
these concentrated environments for,
really, the first time,” said Canon,
explaining how the more trial-focused
criminal justice system switched to one
that ran primarily on plea bargains.
“[Workers] are developing class consciousness and starting to talk to each
other like, ‘Hey, this is bullshit. Why do
we have to do this?’ And that became
dangerous to the ruling classes.”
Business and political elites, needing to quash any sign of radicalizing
worker consciousness or solidarity,
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started exerting their influence to turn
a justice system that was primarily
based on trials or guilty pleas offered
with no pre-negotiation into a justice
system based almost entirely on plea
bargaining. Plea bargaining is a much
more effective and callously efficient
means of dispensing with criminal
cases, and it allows for a massive
increase in the number of cases that
can be processed—an increase that has
never stopped. This vicious vortex has
sucked more and more people into an
ever-expanding class of criminals.

“It seems perfectly
natural to us, and yet
no place else in the
world that I know of
tolerates the kind of
discretion that we give
to our prosecutors in
trying to get somebody
to give up their right to
go to trial,”
The creation of this criminal class
was an essential assault on working
people and working-class solidarity in
a long-running class war, Canon
argues. “There is this notion in our
brains of the criminal class and what
criminals look like and what they do;
and you don’t work with them, you
don’t collaborate with them, you don’t
let your kids date them,” said Canon.
“There’s a stigma attached to that label,
and that stigma is very effective at preventing solidarity. And it’s one thing to
apply that label to a small percentage of
society, but when you’ve got a full onethird of the adult population in the
United States that has some sort of a
criminal record… Nothing really
crumbles the cookie of solidarity like a
criminal conviction.”

Plea bargaining, Canon argues, is the
perfect tool for ensuring that many
people become part of this criminal (or
criminalized) class, because all professionals in the justice system benefit from
its use. Because almost every case is
resolved prior to trial, Canon explains,
police officers can raise their solved
crime statistics by overcharging defendants, regardless of how well those
charges would hold up at trial.
Prosecutors can point to high rates of
convictions by offering plea deals
designed to ensure that defendants plead
guilty, lest they face much more dire
consequences at trial. Defense attorneys
can present a plea to their client as a
good deal that will help them avoid
larger charges or more time in jail.
Judges are able to have fast dockets in
which their main role is merely signing
off on pleas that were already agreed to.
“It is the sort of mass-produced
coerced confession. We’re really outraged [when police] put a kid in a room
under the hot lights and threaten to beat
him up with a phone book or whatever
and he says, ‘I did it, I did it, just let me
go,’ and that’s outrageous,” said Canon.
“But that’s exactly what the system is
doing to thousands of people every day.
They are just doing it in this sort of dry,
procedural, legitimized fashion.”
This use of pleas does not ensure that
guilty people are more likely to be punished. Canon points to the fact that 75
percent of the people on death row are
there because they did not accept a plea
to lesser charges. “Not only are you less
likely to take a plea [if you’re innocent]
but you’re more likely to get hit with the
death penalty,” said Canon. “It makes
sense that if you’re innocent you’re less
likely to take a plea… but I think the
shocking thing is: You’re more likely to
get a prosecutor seeking the death penalty in your case because you don’t take
the plea, because you’re innocent.”
Canon points out that this plea process also fails to serve crime victims any
better than the trial-based system. “If

you accept that expedience is the fundamental guiding principle for the [whole
system], then the victim and the victim’s
wishes just sort of become an annoyance
that everyone needs to just speed
through because the victim is going to
slow down the process,” he said.
Canon thinks that his book lays out
an argument that while plea bargaining
is currently accepted as an inevitability
in the American justice system, it does
not need to be. We are capable, he
argues, of creating a more just system.
“If you look at the roots of the system,
a lot has changed in America over the
last 200 years and not a lot about the
justice system has changed,” said
Canon. “If you look from the 19th century until now, what was the big
change, what made the shift from the
19th century to now that was this earth
shattering egalitarian shift in the criminal justice system in the United States.
I can’t find it. I don’t know what it is.”
—The Real News Network, March 9,
2022
https://therealnews.com/americasover-reliance-on-plea-bargaining-is-atravesty?utm_medium=email&utm_
source=The+Real+News+Network&ut
m_campaign=66c56d17c5-

LETTERS TO THE EDITORS
Dear Editors,
President Biden in 2020 said: “All
student loan borrowers will be forgiven
(at least) $10,000”—so, where is it?
There are 45 million such borrowers!
Meaning, they still have debt, some after
five years, some after ten, some after 15,
some after 20, some after 30 YEARS.
Those 45 million Americans, and
their families, are tired of it.
It is crippling. They can’t even pay
for food for their families, some of
them, and also pay the loan payment—
its either one or the other. Not both.
That’s why it’s important to those
Americans and their families. Because they
are still poor. After trying to go to college
or other postsecondary training courses
Many finished their complete
course and degree, but then couldn’t
find work, so had no money to start
making loan payments. Or maybe they
had to stop and drop out for family
crisis or childcare reasons. Or got one
D or F and must repeat that early class
with a higher-grade result, or they
can’t go forward to the next prerequisite classes. Or some other reason.
But they still owe this staggering, large
debt. That will never go away, as of now.
And Joe Biden is—guess who? The
U.S. Senator who fought hardest (2010,
during the economic downturn) to
change the Bankruptcy laws, in order to
restrict bankruptcy filing so that (the
poorest) Americans could not discharge
student-loan debt in bankruptcy —ever.
Thus, we see that they are still poor.
He is so out of touch and rich that
he just doesn’t get it.
Why can’t his staff tell him? “It’s
important!” “Don’t go back on your
word on this one.”
I mean, It’s not 45 people.
Not 450 people.
Not 4,500 people.

Not 45,000 people (that’s about
how many he has provided at least
some little bit of debt relief, and only
about $10,000 each)
Not 450,000 people.
Not 4,500,000 people. No, it’s ten
times that many!
In fact, it’s about one-third of all
those Americans who file a tax return—
heads of households, or married couples, all wage-earners, or drawing
unemployment, etc.
45,000,000—that’s 45 million—
Americans need help! and he promised. Since then, he has welshed on his
campaign promise.1
Yours truly,
Marlene Met
1 https://www.yahoo.com/news/biden-hasn-tforgiven-student-080016180.html

Dear Editors,
As of March 13, 2022, the Ukrainians
are putting up an unexpected stiff
resistance against the Russian invasion.
In the wake of this invasion, conscientious Russians, braving police repression and imprisonment, are courageously organizing a nascent antiwar
movement. According to the BBC’s
website on March 14th, an estimated
13,000 Russian Citizens have been
jailed for antiwar activity.
Waiting like vultures to pray upon a
decimated, prostrate Ukraine is the
United States and NATO and their capitalist ruling class opponents in Russia.
United States is looking to blockade
Russian oil and what better way for the
United States and NATO to expand into
the largest land mass in Europe, second
to Russia, than with a military base
making sure that armed force is brought
Vol. 22, No. 3
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to bear on their Russian capitalist competitors. What is needed is a rebirth in
working class revolutionary activity to
take back the socialized property stolen
by the Ukrainian capitalist class.
Camp Bondsteel is a U.S. military
base located in the former Yugoslavia.
The United States gained entrance into
what was once Yugoslavia under the
pretext of helping the Kosovar
Albanians by bombing Serbia followed
by an occupation by U.S. soldiers. The
U.S. and NATO are military expansionists who arrive in these crises-torn
lands where socialized property once
existed to guarantee that these lands
remain in their spheres of influence
when the crisis subsides.
The unwarranted slaughter of the
Ukrainian people and the leveling of
their homes and infra-structure is very
depressing for us in the U.S. antiwar
movements. Yet there is a strong force
that can checkmate the machinations of
the Russian capitalist ruling class and
their chief executive, Vladimir Putin
and the United States/NATO imperialcapitalist military coalition. A winning
force that can lay down the trump card
against the capitalist’s hand is the working classes of Ukraine and Russia.
Wars can often bring socialist leaders to the foreground who can win
influence among combat troops
because of their willingness to fight and
die beside them. The Ukrainian working class can only gain a confidence and
self-assuredness, fighting the Russian
Army and winning. It is an active and
combative working class that can bring
sanity and stabilization to a war-torn
society. The working class is the vast
numerical majority in Ukraine. Yet
once independence is achieved, as it
was in Romania and Poland, there is no
guarantee that the working class will
seize power. Yet the independence
achieved by the working classes of
Poland and the anti-Stalinist antiCeausescu revolution in Romania provided breathing space for these nations
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to exist without an oppressive military
force hounding them with occupational and police violence. Independence
provides ground where the socialist
movement can have a rebirth unattached to the bloody Stalinist past.
Fighting for independence and winning brings many political forces selling their programs to the working class
from all political spectrums encompassing right and left. Unfortunately,
the left side is not often guaranteed a
win as we saw in the Spanish Civil War.
Fascist thugs are menacing parasites on the body politic. Yet they win
because first and foremost they can
best protect the assets of the ruling
class while fighting and presenting
themselves as a vanguard for middle
classes, farmers and even appealing to
backward workers. Huffington Post
claims that under one percent of the
Ukrainian population are members of
fascist organizations.
As revolutionary socialists, we have
to deal with the objective reality as it
presents itself. Our program is based
on convincing a majority to act in its
own class interests. Revolutionaries
have to demonstrate that their leadership can navigate the working class
through the perilous path of revolution
with as few casualties as possible. The
capitalist ruling classes of the world are
crafty and ruthless. How could we get a
hearing with the Ukrainian working
class if we took the side of the Russian
capitalist invaders who blasted their
civilization to smithereens?
The working classes of the world
need to separate themselves from their
national ruling classes. Deception, violence, and trickery are tools not used
by the working-class parties as they
face the capitalists in both peace and
revolution. Debates for clarification,
actions that unite disparate interests of
the middle class, to bind their fortunes
with the working class. These are our
tools to advance the interest of the
working class and their allies. Of

course, the working class and their parties defend themselves from capitalist
class violence.
The working class have the poor
and those they can win over from the
grounded forward thinking middle
classes. We do not have huge donors
like the capitalist parties and fascists.
Our majority in numbers makes us
strong provided there is leadership and
a program that can change to suit conditions of the day.
What will things look like when this
letter comes out in May when that issue
of Socialist Viewpoint comes to print?
Hopefully the violence against the
Ukrainian People will be over and that
Russia gets their military forces out of
there. It would be fantastic to have an
international antiwar movement calling for Russia and U.S./NATO to keep
their hands off the Ukraine.
A most chilling outcome would be a
nuclear exchange. All the experts say,
“Oh no, we wouldn’t use nukes, it
would be suicide. We can keep this all
conventional.” The United States
incinerated thousands of Japanese people, the young, the old, women and
small children because they argued, it
would “save American soldier’s lives.”
Years ago, a group of us young
socialists gathered around leaders of
Socialist Action, where we held a discussion about nuclear weapons and
whether the ruling classes would ever
use them. Emphatically they said yes,
they will use them. “That is their terrifying conclusive logic—that is why they
were built. That is why the capitalist
classes worldwide have to be disarmed
by their revolutionary working classes.”
Victory to the Ukrainian Working
Class. Support for the Russian antiwar
movement. Russian and U.S./NATO
hands off the Ukraine.
—March 15, 2022

ARSENAL OF MARXISM

The Right of Nations to Self-Determination1
By Vladimir Ilich Lenin

1. Imperialism, Socialism, and the
Liberation of Oppressed Nations

2. The Socialist Revolution and
the Struggle for Democracy

Imperialism is the highest stage of
development of capitalism. Capital in
the advanced countries has outgrown
the boundaries of national states. It has
established monopoly in place of competition, thus creating all the objective
prerequisites for the achievement of
socialism. Hence, in Western Europe
and in the United States of America, the
revolutionary struggle of the proletariat
for the overthrow of the capitalist governments, for the expropriation of the
bourgeoisie, is on the order of the day.
Imperialism is forcing the masses into
this struggle by sharpening class antagonisms to an immense degree, by worsening the conditions of the masses both
economically—trusts and high cost of
living, and politically—growth of militarism, frequent wars, increase of reaction,
strengthening and extension of national
oppression and colonial plunder.
Victorious socialism must achieve complete democracy and, consequently, not
only bring about the complete equality
of nations, but also give effect to the
right of oppressed nations to self-determination, i.e., the right to free political
secession. Socialist Parties which fail to
prove by all their activities now, as well
as during the revolution and after its victory, that they will free the enslaved
nations and establish relations with them
on the basis of a free union and a free
union is a lying phrase without right to
secession—such parties would be committing treachery to socialism.

The socialist revolution is not one
single act, not one single battle on a
single front; but a whole epoch of
intensified class conflicts, a long series
of battles on all fronts, i.e., battles
around all the problems of economics
and politics, which can culminate only
in the expropriation of the bourgeoisie.
It would be a fundamental mistake to
suppose that the struggle for democracy can divert the proletariat from the
socialist revolution, or obscure, or
overshadow it, etc. On the contrary, just
as socialism cannot be victorious unless
it introduces complete democracy, so
the proletariat will be unable to prepare
for victory over the bourgeoisie unless
it wages a many-sided, consistent, and
revolutionary struggle for democracy.

Of course, democracy is also a form
of state which must disappear when the
state disappears, but this will take place
only in the process of transition from
completely victorious and consolidated socialism to complete communism.

If would be no less mistaken to
delete any of the points of the democratic program, for example, the point
of self-determination of nations, on
the ground that it is “infeasible,” or
that it is “illusory” under imperialism.
The assertion that the right of nations
to self-determination cannot be
achieved within the framework of capitalism may be understood either in its
absolute, economic sense, or in the
conventional, political sense.
In the first case, the assertion is fundamentally wrong in theory. First, in
this sense, it is impossible to achieve
such things as labor money, or the abolition of crises, etc., under capitalism.
But it is entirely incorrect to argue that
the self-determination of nations is
likewise infeasible. Secondly, even the
one example of the secession of Norway
from Sweden in 1905 is sufficient to
refute the argument that it is “infeasi-

ble” in this sense. Thirdly, it would be
ridiculous to deny that, with a slight
change in political and strategical relationships, for example, between
Germany and England, the formation
of new states, Polish, Indian, etc., would
be quite “feasible” very soon. Fourthly,
finance capital, in its striving towards
expansion, will “freely” buy and bribe
the freest, most democratic, and republican government and the elected officials of any country, however “independent” it may be. The domination of
finance capital, as of capital in general,
cannot be abolished by any kind of
reforms in the realm of political democracy, and self-determination belongs
wholly and exclusively to this realm.
The domination of finance capital,
however, does not in the least destroy
the significance of political democracy
as the freer, wider, and more distinct
form of class oppression and class
struggle. Hence, all arguments about
the “impossibility of achieving” economically one of the demands of political democracy under capitalism reduce
themselves to a theoretically incorrect
definition of the general and fundamental relations of capitalism and of
political democracy in general.
In the second case, this assertion is
incomplete and inaccurate, for not only
the right of nations to self-determination, but all the fundamental demands
of political democracy are “possible of
achievement” under imperialism, only
in an incomplete, in a mutilated form
and as a rare exception (for example,
the secession of Norway from Sweden
in 1905.) The demand for the immediate liberation of the colonies, as
advanced by all revolutionary SocialDemocrats, is also “impossible of
achievement” under capitalism without
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a series of revolutions. This does not
imply, however, that Social Democracy
must refrain from conducting an immediate and most determined struggle for
all these demands—to refrain would
merely be to the advantage of the bourgeoisie and reaction. On the contrary, it
implies that it is necessary to formulate
and put forward all these demands, not
in a reformist, but in a revolutionary
way; not by keeping within the framework of bourgeois legality, but by breaking through it; not by confining oneself
to parliamentary speeches and verbal
protests, but by drawing the masses into
real action, by widening and fomenting
the struggle for every kind of fundamental, democratic demand, right up to
and including the direct onslaught of
the proletariat against the bourgeoisie,
i.e., to the socialist revolution, which
will expropriate the bourgeoisie. The
socialist revolution may break out not
only in consequence of a great strike, a
street demonstration, a hunger riot, a
mutiny in the forces, or a colonial rebellion, but also in consequence of any
political crisis, like the Dreyfus affair,
the Zabern incident, or in connection
with a referendum on the secession of
an oppressed nation, etc.
The intensification of national
oppression under imperialism makes it
necessary for Social-Democracy not to
renounce what the bourgeoisie
describes as the “utopian” struggle for
the freedom of nations to secede, but,
on the contrary, to take more advantage than ever before of conflicts arising also on this ground for the purpose
of rousing mass action and revolutionary attacks upon the bourgeoisie.

3. The Meaning of the Right to
Self-Determination and its
Relation to Federation
The right of nations to self-determination means only the right to independence in a political sense, the right
to free, political secession from the
oppressing nation. Concretely, this
political, democratic demand implies
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complete freedom to carry on agitation
in favor of secession, and freedom to
settle the question of secession by
means of a referendum of the nation
that desires to secede. Consequently,
this demand is by no means identical
with the demand for secession, for partition, for the formation of small states.
It is merely the logical expression of the
struggle against national oppression in
every form. The more closely the democratic system of state approximates to
complete freedom of secession, the
rarer and weaker will the striving for
secession be in practice; for the advantages of large states, both from the
point of view of economic progress
and from the point of view of the interests of the masses, are beyond doubt,
and these advantages increase with the
growth of capitalism. The recognition
of self-determination is not the same as
making federation a principle. One
may be a determined opponent of this
principle and a partisan of democratic
centralism and yet prefer federation to
national inequality as the only path
towards complete democratic centralism. It was precisely from this point of
view that Marx, although a centralist,
preferred even the federation of Ireland
with England to the forcible subjection
of Ireland to the English.
The aim of socialism is not only to
abolish the present division of mankind into small states and all national
isolation; not only to bring the nations
closer to each other, but also to merge
them. And in order to achieve this aim,
we must, on the one hand, explain to
the masses the reactionary nature of
the ideas of Renner and Otto Bauer
concerning so-called “cultural national
autonomy” and, on the other hand,
demand the liberation of the oppressed
nations, not only in general, nebulous
phrases, not in empty declamations,
not by “postponing” the question until
socialism is established, but in a clearly
and precisely formulated political program which shall particularly take into
account the hypocrisy and cowardice

of the Socialists in the oppressing
nations. Just as mankind can achieve
the abolition of classes only by passing
through the transition period of the
dictatorship of the oppressed class, so
mankind can achieve the inevitable
merging of nations only by passing
through the transition period of complete liberation of all the oppressed
nations, i.e., their freedom to secede.

4. The Proletarian-Revolutionary
Presentation of the Question of
the Self-Determination of Nations
Not only the demand for the selfdetermination of nations but all the
items of our democratic minimum
program were advanced before us, as
far back as the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, by the petty bourgeoisie. And the petty bourgeoisie,
believing in “peaceful” capitalism, continues to this day to advance all these
demands in a utopian way, without
seeing the class struggle and the fact
that it has become intensified under
democracy. The idea of a peaceful
union of equal nations under imperialism, which deceives the people, and
which the Kautskyists advocate, is precisely of this nature. As against this
philistine, opportunist utopia, the program of Social-Democracy must point
out that under imperialism the division of nations into oppressing and
oppressed ones is a fundamental, most
important, and inevitable fact.
The proletariat of the oppressing
nations cannot confine itself to the general hackneyed phrases against annexations and for the equal rights of nations
in general, that may be repeated by any
pacifist bourgeois. The proletariat cannot evade the question that is particularly “unpleasant” for the imperialist
bourgeoisie, namely, the question of
the frontiers of a state that is based on
national oppression. The proletariat
cannot but fight against the forcible
retention of the oppressed nations
within the boundaries of a given state,
and this is exactly what the struggle for

the right of self-determination means.
The proletariat must demand the right
of political secession for the colonies
and for the nations that “its own”
nation oppresses. Unless it does this,
proletarian internationalism will
remain a meaningless phrase; mutual
confidence and class solidarity between
the workers of the oppressing and
oppressed nations will be impossible;
the hypocrisy of the reformist and
Kautskyan advocates of self-determination who maintain silence about the
nations which are oppressed by “their”
nation and forcibly retained within
“their” state will remain unexposed.
The Socialists of the oppressed nations,
on the other hand, must particularly fight
for and maintain complete, absolute unity
(also organizational) between the workers
of the oppressed nation and the workers of
the oppressing nation. Without such unity
it will be impossible to maintain an independent proletarian policy and class solidarity with the proletariat of other countries in the face of all the subterfuge,
treachery and trickery of the bourgeoisie;
for the bourgeoisie of the oppressed
nations always converts the slogan of
national liberation into a means for deceiving the workers; in internal politics it utilizes these slogans as a means for concluding reactionary agreements with the bourgeoisie of the ruling nation (for instance,
the Poles in Austria and Russia, who
entered into pacts with reaction in order
to oppress the Jews and the Ukrainians;) in
the realm of foreign politics it strives to
enter into pacts with one of the rival imperialist powers for the purpose of achieving
its own predatory aims (the policies of the
small states in the Balkans, etc.)
The fact that the struggle for national liberation against one imperialist
power may, under certain circumstances, be utilized by another “Great”
Power in its equally imperialist interests should have no more weight in
inducing Social Democracy to
renounce its recognition of the right of
nations to self-determination than the
numerous cases of the bourgeoisie uti-

lizing republican slogans for the purpose of political deception and financial robbery, for example, in the Latin
countries, have had in inducing them
to renounce republicanism.

5. Marxism and Proudhonism on
the National Question
In contrast to the petty-bourgeois
democrats, Marx regarded all democratic demands without exception not
as an absolute, but as a historical
expression of the struggle of the masses
of the people, led by the bourgeoisie,
against feudalism. There is not a single
democratic demand which could not
serve, and has not served, under certain conditions, as an instrument of the
bourgeoisie for deceiving the workers.
To single out one of the demands of
political democracy, namely, the self
determination of nations, and to
oppose it to all the rest, is fundamentally wrong in theory. In practice, the
proletariat will be able to retain its
independence only if it subordinates its
struggle for all the democratic demands,
not excluding the demand for a republic, to its revolutionary struggle for the
overthrow of the bourgeoisie.
On the other hand, in contrast to the
Proudhonists, who “repudiated” the
national problem “in the name of the
social revolution,” Marx, having in mind
mainly the interests of the proletarian
class struggle in the advanced countries,
put into the forefront the fundamental
principle of internationalism and socialism, viz., that no nation can be free if it
oppresses other nations. It was precisely
from the standpoint of the interests of
the revolutionary movement of the
German workers that Marx in 1898
demanded that victorious democracy in
Germany should proclaim and grant
freedom to the nations that the Germans
were oppressing. It was precisely from
the standpoint of the revolutionary
struggle of the English workers that Marx
in 1869 demanded the separation of
Ireland from England and added: “...
although after the separation there may

come federation.” Only by putting forward this demand did Marx really educate the English workers in the spirit of
internationalism. Only in this way was
he able to oppose the revolutionary solution of a given historical problem to the
opportunists and bourgeois reformism,
which even now, half-a-century later,
has failed to achieve the Irish “reform.”
Only in this way was Marx able—unlike
the apologists of capital who shout about
the right of small nations to secession
being utopian and impossible, and about
the progressive nature not only of economic but also of political concentration—to urge the progressive nature of
this concentration in a non-imperialist
manner, to urge the bringing together of
the nations, not by force, but on the basis
of a free union of the proletarians of all
countries. Only in this way was Marx
able, also in the sphere of the solution of
national problems, to oppose the revolutionary action of the masses to verbal
and often hypocritical recognition of the
equality and the self-determination of
nations. The imperialist war of 1914-16
and the Augean stables of hypocrisy of
the opportunists and Kautskyists it
exposed have strikingly confirmed the
correctness of Marx’s policy, which must
serve as the model for all the advanced
countries; for all of them now oppress
other nations.

6. Three Types of Countries in
Relation to Self-Determination
of Nations
In this respect, countries must be
divided into three main types:
First, the advanced capitalist countries of Western Europe and the
United States of America. In these
countries the bourgeois, progressive,
national movements came to an end
long ago. Every one of these “great”
nations oppresses other nations in the
colonies and within its own country.
The tasks of the proletariat of these ruling nations are the same as those of the
proletariat in England in the nineteenth century in relation to Ireland.
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Secondly, Eastern Europe: Austria,
the Balkans and particularly Russia.
Here it was the twentieth century that
particularly developed the bourgeoisdemocratic national movements and
intensified the national struggle. The
tasks of the proletariat in these countries—in regard to the consummation of
their bourgeois-democratic reformation,
as well as in regard to assisting the socialist revolution in other countries—cannot be achieved unless it champions the
right of nations to self-determination. In
this connection the most difficult but
most important task is to merge the class
struggle of the workers in the oppressing
nations with the class struggle of the
workers in the oppressed nations.
Thirdly, the semi-colonial countries,
like China, Persia, Turkey, and all the
colonies, which have a combined population amounting to a billion. In these
countries the bourgeois-democratic
movements have either hardly begun or
are far from having been completed.
Socialists must not only demand the
unconditional and immediate liberation of the colonies without compensation—and this demand in its political
expression signifies nothing more nor
less than the recognition of the right to
self-determination—but must render
determined support to the more revolutionary elements in the bourgeoisdemocratic movements for national
liberation in these countries and assist
their rebellion—and if need be, their
revolutionary war—against the imperialist powers that oppress them.

7. Social-Chauvinism and Self
Determination of Nations
The imperialist epoch and the war
of 1914-16 have particularly brought to
the forefront the task of fighting against
chauvinism and nationalism in the
advanced countries. On the question of
the self-determination of nations, there
are two main shades of opinion among
the social-chauvinists, i.e., the opportunists and the Kautskyists, who embellish the reactionary, imperialist war by
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declaring it to be a war in “defense of
the fatherland.”
On the one hand, we see the rather
avowed servants of the bourgeoisie
who defend annexations on the ground
that imperialism and political concentration are progressive and who repudiate the right to self-determination on
the ground that it is utopian, illusory,
petty bourgeois, etc. Among these may
be included Cunow, Parvus and the
extreme opportunists in Germany, a
section of the Fabians and the trade
union leaders in England, and the
opportunists, Semkovsky, Liebman,
Yurkevich, etc., in Russia.
On the other hand, we see the
Kautskyists, including Vandervelde,
Renaudel, and many of the pacifists in
England, France, etc. These stand for
unity with the first-mentioned group,
and in practice their conduct is the
same in that they advocate the right to
self-determination in a purely verbal
and hypocritical way. They regard the
demand for the freedom of political
secession as being “excessive” (“zu viel
verlangt”—Kautsky, in the Neue Zeit,
May 21, 1915;) they do not advocate
the need for revolutionary tactics,
especially for the Socialists in the
oppressing nations, but, on the contrary, they gloss over their revolutionary duties, they justify their opportunism, they make it easier to deceive the
people, they evade precisely the question of the frontiers of a state which
forcibly retains subject nations, etc.
Both groups are opportunists who
prostitute Marxism and who have lost
all capacity to understand the theoretical significance and the practical
urgency of Marx’s tactics, an example
of which he gave in relation to Ireland.
The specific question of annexations has become a particularly urgent
one owing to the war. But what is
annexation! Clearly, to protest against
annexations implies either the recognition of the right of self-determination
of nations, or that the protest is based

on a pacifist phrase which defends the
status quo and opposes all violence
including revolutionary violence. Such
a phrase is radically wrong, and incompatible with Marxism.

8. The Concrete Tasks of the
Proletariat in the Immediate
Future
The socialist revolution may begin
in the very near future. In that event
the proletariat will be faced with the
immediate task of capturing power, of
expropriating the banks and of introducing other dictatorial measures. In
such a situation, the bourgeoisie, and
particularly intellectuals like the
Fabians and the Kautskyists, will strive
to disrupt and to hinder the revolution, to restrict it to limited democratic
aims. While all purely democratic
demands may—at a time when the
proletarians have already begun to
storm the bulwarks of bourgeois
power—serve, in a certain sense, as a
hindrance to the revolution, nevertheless, the necessity of proclaiming and
granting freedom to all oppressed
nations (i.e., their right to self-determination) will be as urgent in the socialist
revolution as it was urgent for the victory of the bourgeois-democratic revolution, for example, in Germany in
1848, or in Russia in 1905.
However, five, ten and even more
years may pass before the socialist revolution begins. In that case, the task will
be to educate the masses in a revolutionary spirit so as to make it impossible for Socialist chauvinists and opportunists to belong to the workers’ party
and to achieve a victory similar to that
of 1914-16. It will be the duty of the
Socialists to explain to the masses that
English Socialists who fail to demand
the freedom of secession for the colonies and for Ireland; that German
Socialists who fail to demand the freedom of secession for the colonies, for
the Alsatians, for the Danes and for the
Poles, and who fail to carry direct revolutionary propaganda and revolution-

ary mass action to the field of struggle
against national oppression, who fail to
take advantage of cases like the Zabern
incident to conduct widespread underground propaganda among the proletariat of the oppressing nation, to organize street demonstrations and revolutionary mass actions; that Russian
Socialists who fail to demand freedom
of secession for Finland, Poland, the
Ukraine, etc.—are behaving like chauvinists, like lackeys of the blood-andmud-stained imperialist monarchies
and the imperialist bourgeoisie.
The difference between the revolutionary Social-Democrats of Russia
and the Polish Social-Democrats on
the question of self-determination
came to the surface as early as 1903 at
the congress which adopted the program of the Russian Social-Democratic
Labour Party, and which, despite the
protest of the Polish Social-Democratic
delegation, inserted in that program
point 9, which recognizes the right of
nations to self-determination. Since
then, the Polish Social Democrats have
never repeated, in the name of their
Party, the proposal to delete point 9
from our program, or to substitute
some other formulation for it.
In Russia—where no less than 57
percent, i.e., over 100,000,000 of the
population, belong to oppressed
nations, where those nations mainly
inhabit the border provinces, where
some of those nations are more cultured than the Great Russians, where
the political system is distinguished by
its particularly barbarous and mediaeval character, where the bourgeoisdemocratic revolution has not yet been
completed—the recognition of the
right of the nations oppressed by tsarism to free secession from Russia is
absolutely obligatory for SocialDemocracy in the interests of its democratic and socialist tasks. Our Party,
which was re-established in January
1912, adopted a resolution in 1913
reiterating the right to self-determination and explaining it in the concrete

sense outlined above. The orgy of
Great-Russian chauvinism raging in
1914-16 among the bourgeoisie and
the opportunist Socialists (Rubanovich,
Plekhanov, Nashe Dyelo, etc.) prompts
us to insist on this demand more
strongly than ever and to declare that
those who reject it serve, in practice, as
a bulwark of Great-Russian chauvinism and tsarism. Our party declares
that it emphatically repudiates all
responsibility for such opposition to
the right of self-determination.
The latest formulation of the position of Polish Social-Democracy on the
national question (the declaration
made by Polish Social-Democracy at
the Zimmerwald Conference) contains
the following ideas:
This declaration condemns the
German and other governments which
regard the “Polish provinces” as a hostage in the forthcoming game of compensations and thus “deprive the Polish
people of the opportunity to decide its
own fate.” The declaration says: “Polish
Social-Democracy emphatically and
solemnly protests against the re-carving
and partition of a whole country.” …It
condemns the Socialists who left to the
Hohenzollerns “the task of liberating
the oppressed nations.” It expresses the
conviction that only participation in
the impending struggle of the revolutionary international proletariat, in the
struggle for socialism, “will break the
fetters of national oppression and abolish all forms of foreign domination,
and secure for the Polish people the
possibility of all-sided, free development as an equal member in a League
of Nations.” The declaration also recognizes the present war to be “doubly
fratricidal” “for the Poles.” (“Bulletin of
the International Socialist Committee,”
No. 2, September 27, 1915, p. 15.)
There is no difference in substance
between these postulates and the recognition of the right of nations to selfdetermination except that their political formulation is still more diffuse and
vague than the majority of the pro-

grams and resolutions of the Second
International. Any attempt to express
these ideas in precise political formulae
and to determine whether they apply
to the capitalist system or only to the
socialist system will prove still more
strikingly the error committed by the
Polish Social-Democrats in repudiating the self-determination of nations.
The decision of the International
Socialist Congress held in London in
1896, which recognized the self-determination of nations, must, on the basis
of the above-mentioned postulates, be
supplemented by references to: (1) the
particular urgency of this demand
under imperialism; (2) the politically
conditional nature and the class content of all the demands of political
democracy, including this demand; (3)
the necessity of drawing a distinction
between the concrete tasks of the SocialDemocrats in the oppressing nations
and those in oppressed nations; (4) the
inconsistent, purely verbal, and, therefore, as far as its political significance is
concerned, hypocritical recognition of
self-determination by the opportunists
and Kautskyists; (5) the actual identity
of the chauvinists and those SocialDemocrats, particularly the SocialDemocrats of the Great Powers (Great
Russians, Anglo-Americans, Germans,
French, Italians, Japanese, etc.) who fail
to champion the freedom of secession
for the colonies and nations oppressed
by “their own” nations; (6) the necessity of subordinating the struggle for
this demand, as well as for all the fundamental demands of political democracy, to the immediate revolutionary
mass struggle for the overthrow of the
bourgeois governments and for the
achievement of socialism.
To transplant to the International
the point of view of some of the small
nations—particularly the point of view
of the Polish Social-Democrats, who,
in their struggle against the Polish
bourgeoisie, which is deceiving the
people with nationalist slogans, were
Continued on page 49
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Note to Readers:
Socialist Viewpoint magazine has been edited and distributed
by revolutionaries who share a common political outlook
stemming from the old Socialist Workers Party of James P.
Cannon, and Socialist Action from 1984 through 1999.
After being expelled from Socialist Action in 1999, we
formed Socialist Workers Organization in an attempt to
carry on the project of building a nucleus of a revolutionary
party true to the historic teachings and program of Marx,
Engels, Lenin and Trotsky.
What we have found is that our numbers are insufficient
for this crucial project of party building. This problem is not
ours alone; it is a problem flowing from the division and
fragmentation that has plagued the revolutionary movement
in capitalist America and the world since the 1980s.
What we intend to do is to continue to promote the idea of
building a revolutionary Marxist working class political party
through the pages of Socialist Viewpoint magazine. We continue to have an optimistic outlook about the revolutionary
potential of the world working class to rule society in its own
name—socialism. We are optimistic that the working class,
united across borders, and acting in its own class interests can
solve the devastating crises of war, poverty, oppression,
racism, sexism and environmental destruction that capitalism
is responsible for.
We expect that revolutionaries from many different
organizations, traditions, and backgrounds will respond to
the opportunities that will arise, as workers resist the attacks
of the capitalist system and government, to build a new
revolutionary political party. Just as we join with others to
build every response to war and oppression, we look forward to joining with others in the most important work of
building a new mass revolutionary socialist workers’ party
as it becomes possible to do so.

Outrage as Judge Approves Julian Assange’s Extradition to the U.S.
By Jake Johnson

FREE

JULIAN
ASSANGE
British judge on Wednesday, April
20, 2022, granted formal approval to
the U.S. government’s request to extradite WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange,
who faces espionage charges for publishing classified material that exposed
war crimes by American forces.
“The home secretary must act now
to protect journalism.”
The judge’s new and widely expected procedural order, the culmination of
a drawn-out legal battle, places the final
decision on Assange’s extradition in the
hands of U.K. Home Secretary Priti
Patel, leaving the WikiLeaks publisher
with dwindling options to fight his
removal to the U.S.—where he could
be hit with a 175-year prison sentence.

cial review, Reuters reported
Wednesday. As Patel weighs the extradition order, Assange will remain jailed
in a high-security London prison,
where he has languished for years
under conditions that experts have
condemned as torture.
Human rights organizations wasted
no time urging Patel to reject the extradition order. Allowing it to proceed,
they warned, would endanger press
freedoms around the world, given that
the charges against Assange seek to
punish a common journalistic practice.
The Espionage Act charges against
Assange were originally brought by the
Trump administration. Despite pressure from press freedom groups and
progressive leaders across the globe,
the Biden administration has opted to
continue pushing for Assange’s extradition and prosecution.
“If Julian Assange is extradited to the
U.S., journalists around the world will

have to look over their shoulders if they
are publishing information that is detrimental to U.S. interests,” said Simon
Crowther of Amnesty International.
Rebecca Vincent, director of operations and campaigns at Reporters
Without Borders, stressed in a statement that “the next four weeks will
prove crucial in the fight to block
extradition and secure the release of
Julian Assange.”
“We are seeking to unite those who
care about journalism and press freedom
to hold the U.K. government to account,”
Vincent added. “The home secretary
must act now to protect journalism and
adhere to the U.K.’s commitment to
media freedom by rejecting the extradition order and releasing Assange.”
—SheerPost, April 20, 2022
https://scheerpost.com/2022/04/20/
outrage-as-judge-approves-julianassanges-extradition-to-the-u-s/

Patel is expected to make a final
decision by May 18, after which
Assange can attempt to appeal via judi-
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Dudin: “There is a complete asymmetry between Ukraine
and Russia.” Photo: Matti/Pexels Read Stop Russia’s War
Machine Now! on page 9.

«

«

«

s

On April 29 Oakland teachers, longshore workers and community members took a decisive step to build working class solidarity
in action against privatization of public resources—the closure of at least 11 Oakland public schools and purchase of Port of
Oakland property to build a baseball stadium, condos and a hotel. The Oakland Education Association (OEA) went on a one-day
Unfair Labor Practice strike and the International Longshore and
Warehouse Union (ILWU) Local 10 moved its May Day stop-work
On the Front Cover: Christian Smalls, center, and other
action to that day in solidarity. After an afternoon rally of OEA,
Amazon Labor Union organizers celebrate their successful
ILWU and SEIU with community members, a community picket
vote at MetroTech Center in Brooklyn Friday. Derrick Palmshut down the night shift at the Port of Oakland.
er is in the purple shirt to the right. Hiram Alejandro Durán/
THE CITY. Read Workers On The Move on page 4.

Albert Einstein. Read Einstein and the Billionaire Dogs of
War on page 33.

Attention Prison Mail Room:

«

«

«

Prisoners retain their free speech rights under the First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. That means you cannot
legally suppress the expression and consideration of ideas. Prison walls do not form a barrier separating prisoners from
the protection of the Constitution, according to the Turner v. Safley ruling. [482 U.S. 78, 107 Sct 2245 (1987)] If you
exclude printed matter on an improper basis, or give a false pretext or rationale for its exclusion, because of the ideas
expressed in it, you are breaking the law. The prisoner denied access to material he wants to read can bring a civil rights
lawsuit against you with cause for seeking punitive damages. In the case of Police Department Chicago v. Mosley, 408
U.S. 92, 95, 92 Sct 2286, 2290 (1972) the court found that “[A]bove all else, the First Amendment means that government
has no power to restrict expression because of its message, subject matter or content.”

